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ABSTRrq.cT

Nineteenth-century Britain witnessed a remarkable increase in the number of women

who became professional artists, especially during the period from 1841 to 1871.

Jþs liming ef 'his phenomenon coi¡cided with the emergence of a varied array of

women's rights campaigns which together constituted Victorian feminism. However,

little research has been done on the relationship between the women's art mov€ment

and the feminist movements of the Victorian era. This thesis ex¡mines the social

con¡ections and artistic production of Susan Durant, a successlul English sculptor,

for evidence of feminist commitments. Fu¡ther, it advancæs the hypothesis that she is

an exemplar of a more widely practised feminim within the female ¿rt community of

the nineteenth century tåan has been acknowledged by feminist studies or art

history.

Because there is little information available about Durant, an alternative

means of obteining data regarding her convictions was required. The lives of the

i¡dividuals who comprised her exþnsive network of acquaintances were used as

surrogates for missiag data about Durant's attitudes and ideals. This method, which

I have termed "surrogate lives," involved an analysis of the convictions held by her

acquaintances with a view to identifying patt€rns of commitment. Durant's written

and sculpted works were used as a canon against which to compare conclusions

drawn from the analysis of her friendships. In order to place Durant's feminist

lü



involvements s¿l1hin ¿ larger context, the major featwes of the women's art

movement were examined for sinila¡ities to tbe characteristics of Victorian

fe¡:rinim.

Significant pattems emerged from the study of Durant's social contacts. The

majority of the individuals under consideration were either philosophical radicals

who were sympathetic to women's conc€rrìs or avowed feminists. Information in

Durant's letters and an analysis of the subject matûer of five ofher sculptures

supported the hypothesis that Durant \ryas a feminist. The women's art movement,

in which she participated, was found to have a m¡rked resemblance to the Victorian

feminist proganx.

On the basis of these frndings, the thesis concludes that Susan Durant was a

feminist artist and that the women's art movement was one of the varied groups

which embodied Victorian feminism.
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INTRODUCTION

Successful female sculptors were extremely rare during the Victorian era though

sculpture was a much-sought-after form of art. Those who appropriated this

othe¡wise "masculine" occupation were pioneers in a society which maintained

separate, and unequal, roles for men and women. Susan fDugdale] Durant Durant

was an English sculptor whose career lrom 1847 to 1873 coi¡cided with a period of

increasing public agitation for relorms in favour of women. Despite havi:rg been one

of the two most successful female sculptors in mid-Victorian Britain (Mary

Thornycroft was the other) she has received scant mention in surveys ofnineteenth-

century sculpture. Her name has been largely forgotten, In this thesis I hope to

present something of Susan Durant's artistic skill. However, I do not wish to make

her contribution to the history of sculpture the central feature of this work. Rather,

on the basis of what can be known about Durant from her ci¡cle of acquaintance

and her sculpture, I irtend to show that she was a feminist who actively supported

the suffrage and women's education movements. Further, I wiJl suggest that she is

an exemplar of a more widely practised feminism within the female art community of

the nineteenth century than has been acknowledged by feminist studies or art

history.

In view of the ideology of separate spheres which so pervaded British society,

Durant's entry into the profession of sculpting was a radical step taken by a woman



who r as determi¡ed to make an impact on the Victorian art scene. She was not

alone in her aspirations. From nid-century a gfo\¡/ing nrrmber of middle and upper-

class women with little expectation of marriage and,/or financial security began to

demand access to the professions in order to earn adequate livings. Others, sickened

by the boredom of the domestic sphere, sought challenging occupations in order to

make thei¡ mark upon the world. Some, whose skill at painting or modelling

exceeded the modicum of artistic proficiency prescribed for all young ladies,

dedicated their energies to becoming professional artists. Their endeavours to obtai¡

the requisite training and exhibiting opportunities and professional recognition met

with concerted opposition. Durant received reasonably good training on the

Continent but at a later time in her life than was usl¡rìl for her male counterparts. By

the time of her death, in middle age, she was just realuing her potential.

Durant achieved considerable success during a 2i-year carær which began

with the exhibition of a port¡ait bust of Miss Allwood at the Royal Academy of Arts

tn 1847 .t For each of nineteen seasons at least one item of her annual output was

selected by the Academicians for display at this most prætigious venue. Her works

were included in the Great Exhibition of 1851 and the A¡t Treasures Exhibition at

Manchester in 1857. Furthennore, there is evidence that she sent entriæ to the Paris

Salon and the Paris World Exposition of 1867 .'z



Her reco¡d of commissions is impressive. From 1861, marbles for the

Corporation of the City of London, the benche¡s of the Tnne¡ Temple and tåe royal

family demanded much of he¡ time. In:pressed with Durant's ability and friendly

demeanour, Queen Victoria engaged her to give sculpting lessons to Prhcess Louise

in 1866.3

Her works received critical acclaim. A bust of Harriet Beecher Stowe (1856)

is lauded by The Art .Tournal as a r ork of "entire excellence . . . a striking likeness . .

. very skilfully wrought."a The Tllustrated London News devotes half a page to a

review and engraving of the portrait.s Tte Negligent Watchboy Catchi¡g Locusts

(1858), a scene from The Tdylls ofTheocritus, is praised for its "elaborate and very

admirable composition" by The A¡t Journal.6 Her entries in the Royal Academy

were frequently singled out for comment by fine arts critics; an indication that she

was considered an artist worth watching.

Durant's eami:rgs secured her a place in the upper middle class. In addition to

a houæ at Blackheath, she maintained a studio and a separate residence il

Kensington which she shared with her father. Business was brisk enough to require

a studio assistant and her estate, valued at "under f,8,000"(a substantiat sum), attests

to her ability to command top prices for her sculpture.?

Her unexpecüed death in January 1873 came at the peak ofher career.

Obituary notic€s and dictionary references, which ac¿laim her as "one of our most



accomplished female sculptors" and "one of Queen Victoria's favourite sculptors,"

mark her passing.' Nevertheless, by the tum of the century obscurity had fallen

upon Durant like a cloak. Although some of her works remain on public view, the

majority are known only as entries in the Royal Academy exhibition cataloguæ.

Most of them are diJnicult to trace. She is named in the standard dictionaries of

artists and a collection of her papers is kept in the Queen's Archives at Windsor, yet

most historians of art and nineteenth-century culture are unaware that she ever

existed.

What caused this precipitous fall from acclaim i¡to oblivion? A quick survey

of the history of nineteenth-century art reveals that Durant's case is not unique.

With few exceptions (Elisabet Ney, Harriet Hosmer), little has been written about

the handful of successful ninsfe€¡1[-ce¡¡ury female sculptors.e In Britain, Amelia

Robertson Paton (Mrs. D. O. Hill), Mary Thornycroft and Mary Grant are notable.

The Duchess of Castiglione Colonna ("Marce11o"), a Swiss national, and Félicie

Fauve¿u were active in the Salon of Paris. Emma Stebbins and Edmonia læwis were

among several American women in Rome who enjoyed substantial careers as

sculptors.

There are three primary reasons for the omission of the female sculptors of

fþe ninsfee¡fþ century from the historical record. First, changi.ng fashions in

scholarly subject-matter are partially to blame. Until relatively recently, Victorian



sculpture has not appealed to the taste of academics or art buyers.ro Consequently,

littJe work was done on any nineteenth-centu¡y sculptor. However, despit€ the

curent resurgence of inûerest in ninetepnth-century British culture, research into the

lives of English female sculptors has lagged far behind work on thei¡ male

conúemporaries, Feminist art histori¡ns have done much to bring women artists

back into the history books over the past twenty years, but no one has yet focused on

those women who pursued sculpting careers in Victorian Britain.

The destruction of historical records and works of art caused by war and

other disasters is a second contributing factor.rr While it might seem that such

damage is i¡discriminate, expunging materials without reference to class or gender,

this is misleading. Men's namæ appear far more frequently in both public and

private records than do women's. Li¡es of descent and inheritance are traced

through males, whereas women are sr¡þsumgd anonymously under the names of

fathers and husbands. University and electoral rolls offer data on men exclusively

until late i¡ fþs ninsfe€¡fh century. Most clubs un¿ 1¡s military of the Victorian

period include no women in their registers.r2 Due to this disparity in

documentation ofthe sexes, the loss ofa major source of population records has a

more profound impact on re.search about women, On the basis of sheer nr¡¡rbers of

statistical entries about any given man, it is hig¡ty probable that collateral

i¡formation may be found elsewhere. For women the odds are distinctly against



such a likelihood. Birth and death records for Dur¿nt are missing: the former

destroyed by the "bliø" in World lVa¡ II, the latter buried in the bureaucracy

attendant upon death in a foreip country.

Such a lack ofdata about women not only impedes research, it acts as a

deterrent to studying tlem at all. Wlen artifacts and records are unavailable and the

subject under investigation is not a "famous person," there is diminished inc¿ntive for

historians to conduct the arduous search necessary to turn up evidenc¿. A cycle of

obscurity is set up in which the artist remains unknown because no one wants to risk

the effort necessary to briag to light a "nobody".

Although gender-privileging is inherent i¡ the two factors already mentioned,

it is much less deliberate than the marginalization of women practised by the

Victorian art community and many art historians to the præent day. The third

cause of obscurity is the cultural segregation of women, which, as Janet WolfÏ has

remarked, the art community both documented and contributed to tbrougbout the

nineteenth century.13 The effect of the separate sphere ideology, which confined

women to the home front while men engaged in public life, was exacerbated by a

discriminatory view of women held by artists and art historians.'o Begi¡¡ring in the

Renaissance, women were assumed to be innately dehcient i¡ artistic creativity.

Genius, the capacity to produce art of sublime beauty, was believed to be an

exclusively male attribuúe. Woman's proper role was to be the muse and the artist's



model, not the artist.rs This stereotype in concert with the notion that women

should be secluded from public were used as justifications for the exclusion of

women from art schools, exhibiting societies, and, r:Itimately, the history of art.t6

For those women who managed to obtain a modicum of instruction and

show their works at the Royal Academy the¡e was an ambivalent reception.

Pleasing, though not outstanding, paintings or sculptures were politely ignored or

gallantly flattered as products congruent \¡/ith what could be expecúed from the

"weaker sex." However, when art by a woman displayed marked talent it called into

question the assumption that men alone possessed genius. Critics accommodated

this disparity between theory and reality by declaring the woman and her work to be

exceptional; the implication being that she was an aberration of the natural order.

As a consequence, sculptors like Durant were marvelled at durilg thei¡ liletimes and

dismissed following their deaths, rather like a two-headed calf.

The notion of genius conti¡ues ts domin¿fs the history of art which

characteristically excludes women from the canon. This attitude has ramifrcations

which extend beyond the immediaûe bounds of scholarship. Because women have not

been t¿ken seriously by the art historical establishment, tleir contributions to British

culture are largely forgotten. Works by women held in private collections go

unidentified þscaming lost to posterity. Worse still, lack of information about an

artist and her oeuvre frequently results in misattribution, an error which hasúens a



complete eclipse of her talent, Many works of the seventeenth-century Dutch

peinfs¡, Judith Leyster, were credited to Fans Hals unti.l 'his century.r? Much to

the chagrin of museums, the works were immediately devalued when tåe true artist

was named. Not surprisingly, dealers, who rely on public interest to sell art, are

reluct¿nt to handle works by artists about whom little is known. Colleotors prefer to

invest in "big-name" artists. Clearly, endorsement by art historians and connoisseurs

is crucial to the value of a piece of art, regardless of its inherent qualities. Thus, the

obscurity ofa woman artist is compounded because her works either do not app€ar

in the art market or are dismally u¡dervalued.

Having described some of the reasons for Durant's exclusion from the history

books, I will now offer a means of recovering information about her which goes

beyond the recitation of biographical statistics to a discovery of her personal

convictions regarding the status of women in Victorian society. Though cert¿in

fe,male liguræ from the past have been largely lost to recorded history, often for

re¿ìsons of gender privileging, it is possible-even preferable--to reclaim them from

oblivion through a careful study of the friendships and associations they kept. Liz

Stanley cogently argues for the benehts ef çeaþ¡{¡¿lizing a subject within her own

social milieu.¡8 In cases Iike Durant's, where little biographical data is available

and where archival dgsums¡f5 represent a narrow slice of her lifle, a knowledge of

her social, political, and economic networks can help to comp€nsate for gaps in the



record. The lives of Durant's social cont¿cts can b€ us€d as surrogates for nissing

data about he¡ own attitudes and ideals. By her friends and affiliations we can know

her or at least prepare a subtler picture of her than would be possible otherwise.

The use of surrogate lives is not without i15 sþsrtcomings. It would be

unrealistic to assume that any one friend or club fully and accurately represents

Durant's viewpoint on women's issues; a reasonable s¡mple size is imperative.

Furthermore, the success of the method depends upon the availability of fuller

biographical information about the surrogates themselves. Access to personal

papers, journals, and published materials by and about Durant's acquaintances is

essential. Happily, her letters and public exhibition records name a considerable

number of friends, patrons and portrait subjects who survive in the historical record.

By carefully sifting through the available data an indication of Durant's personal

convictions may be inferred.

Sensitivity must be used in interpreting the i¡formation farnered by this

method. The complex nature of relationships of varying types and intensities must

be respected ifa reasonable understanding of Durant is to be achieved. In order to

obtain a general picture of the people with whom she spent her time, the individual

members of Durant's ci¡cle must be exarnined collectively. As a group they must be

reviewed for what they have in common aside from their connections with Durant.

Patterns or clusters of patûerns in their social and political backgrounds must be



sought and analyzú, In addition, attention must be given to interrelationships

âmong the surrogates which may i¡dicate focal groups r,vithin the larger network of

Durant's contacts. The presence of such suÞgroups would suggest that Durant

shared particular goals or irterests in common with their members. By isolati:rg

issue-oriented focal groups within the overall frârne\ ork of Durant's social life it will

be possible to refine further our understanding of her commitments.

While examining Durant's contacts collectively may help to minimize their

personal idiosyncrasies and thus reduce the chance of giving a distorted view of her

attitudes, the degree of closeness between Durant and individual acquaintances must

not be overlooked as an important sourc€ of i¡sight. Some relationships are

unavoidably more i¡Jluential upon a person than are others. A close friendship

between equals who share a mutual appreciation is qualitatively different f¡om the

relationship between a mentor and a protégé although each type may have an

equally strong effect on the choices made by the parties involved. The relationship

between a sculptor and her patrons may be cordial but have no further i¡fluence

upon her than the contractual obligations agreed to by each. On the other hand, it is

reasonable to suggest that at least some patrons choose to do business with artists

with whom they share a like-mindedness. Thus the type and intensity of the various

relationships attested to by Durant's letters and diary need to be looked at closely to

10



determine the extent to which her social contacts can be taken as reflections of her

own view of society.

Drawing conclusions about Durant's convictions solely on the basis of what

is known about her friends' thoughts and actions is risþ. Corroborative data is

crucial for establishing the validity 6f ¿5sumptions arising from an analysis ofher

circle of acquaintance. This can be found in the work of Durant's own hand. Her

papers and exhibition records must be used as a canon against which ¿e çompare the

information gleaned from the surrogate group. Additio¡¿l d6çumenti!ry evidence,

such as ¡eviews of particular \florks and articles which refer to Durant's other

involvements, will buttress the data already mentioned.

Such a method may aid in tle recovery of other female artists from the

oblivion to which they have been consigned. Although some i¡¡oads have been

made, much work remains to be done to briag women sculptors and painters into the

history books. Moreover, scant recognition has been given by recent scholarship to

the contributions made by female artists, siagly or in concert, to the movements for

women's rights during the nineteenth century. Thus, there are at least two gaps in

the historical record which should be addressed. The history of both male and

female cultural production i¡ the nineteenth century is deficient in its t¡eatment of

fmale sculptors. A parallel lack of recogrition of female artists in general is not¿ble



in the history of the rise of nineteenth-century feminism. The role taken by women

artists i¡ the struggle for women's rights has not been fully articulaæd.

An examination of current scholarly literature indicates that a comprehensive

study of nineteenth-century women artists and their feminist involvements has yet to

be conducted. Cha¡lotte Yeldham's extensive investigation of female art culture,

Women Artists in Nineteenth-C€ntury France anúBritaiÍì. provides considerable

iasight into the obstacles facing would-be professional artists and the creative means

by which these women challenged the male art establishment's descriminatory

power.re Her study reveals how women were systematically denied access to serious

art education and opportunities to exhibit their work. This marginalization of

women's aspirations for artistic careers corresponds with the rigid separation of

men's and women's roles promoted by the Victorian niddle and upper classes.

Yeldham indicates that feÍiale artists overcame these impediments to theb progress

by forming mutual-help groups. However, she limils her treatment of this

cooperative action to brief dæriptions of the Society of Female A¡tists (established

in 1857), tåe eveniag sessions in life-drawhg organszed,by Eliza Bridell Fox and the

sampaign for access to the Royal Academy Schools. The impact of mid-century

ferninist activity upon the female art community has not been explored fully and

demands geater consideration, Further, as a complement to Yeldham's work on

t2



cooperative groups of artists, supportive netr orks of women indirectly associaúed

with the art community need to be ex¡mined for thei¡ influence upon female artists.

In Victorian Women Artisls Pamela Gerrish Nun¡ focuses on the emergence

of the women's art moverrent in the mid-nineteenth century.æ Drawing upon

much the same data as Yeldham, she beFi¡s her ex¡mination of the female art

community by noting t¡e natue of its relationship to the overall Victorian feminist

scene. AJthough she acknowledges that women's entry into the art profession was

construed by poliæ society as an act of social rebellion, Nunn is chary of identifying

the women's art movement as one of the varied manifestations of Victorian

feminism. Quiûe rightly, she concludes that me¡e adoption of a "masculi¡e"

occupation does not constitute ¿ fsminis[ act. However, her definition of what it is

to be a Victorian femi¡ist tends to hold i¡ reserve all but the publicly visible actions

of politically engaged women.

A more inclusive deludtion is required. Greater account must be taken of the

wide range of contributions which were made by women's networks to the

ç¡mpaigns for women's rigbts. In Feminist l.ives in Victorian Fngland: Private

Roles and Public Cornmitment, Philippa lævi¡e has ably shown how these

interrelated clusters of women loosely formed the infrastructure upon which the

more visible manifest¿tions of feminist activim rested.2r The networks themselves

did not necessarily have a public face nor were they rigidly constituted; many of

l3



them met i¡ private homes and drew upon natural ties of friendship and family

relationships for their recruits. Characteristically, they acúed as conduits for

informal feminist discussions and mutual encouragement. In the absence of data

which would deftnitively link the women's art movement and its adherents with an

overtly expressed feminist agenda, ci¡crmstantial evidence of affrliation between

female artists and diverse gtoups of women who were engaged in some aspect of the

women's rights debate is invaluable. Attention to information of this sort may yield

a subtler understanding of the place of the women's art movement within the context

of Victorian feminism. Otherwise, the female art community could continue to be

treated as an isolated entity, cut loose from the mai¡stream of women's social

activism in the nineteenth century.

Other compelling studies have been made in which the central focus is on the

representation of women in art, rather than on women as producers of art. Among

them are: Adrienne Auslander Munich, Andromeda's Chains, Joy S. Kasson,

Mari¡a Warner idens, Susan

P.Casteras, Tlre Substance or the Shadow and Marcia Pointon, Naked Authority.z

These authors expose and critique the objectilication, victimization and mystification

of wometr in nineteenth-c€ntury art.

Ass"ming that Du¡ant was an advocate of women's rights, her choice of

subject matûer and artistic interpretation of it should differ from the sometimes
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demeaning representation of women which occurred during her lifetime. Her works

will be reviewed to detemine whether or not they present women in a positive light.

In recent years, much has been written on the profile of nineteenth-century

feminisrn and its proponents. Olive Banks's studies of the social faptors which

predisposed women to feminist activi,sa, Becoming a Feminist: the Social Origins of

"First Wave" Ferninism and Faces of Feminism: a Studv of Feminism as a Social

Movement. have been complemented by Philippa lævine's prosopography of

adherents to the movements, æ Iævi¡e looks

at the strange amalgam of causes which together made up the ni¡s¡e€a1þ-ce¡¡rt

feminist prog¡am. She portrays feminism as a social force which drew its impetus

from private social networks; often transcending political party considerations and

at 'imes sysa þ¡eâking through class barriers. Her careful doc"mentation of the

religious, familial, political and frlial characteristics of female activists gives a more

finely-tuned analysis ofthe social construction of feminim than Banks offe¡s.

However, þ¿nks's strength is found in her præentation of the larger patterns which

motivated women to take up feminist cau.ses. Yet, dæpiæ their thoroughness, Banks

and lævine both omit the female ¿r{ çpmrn'ni¡y almost entirely. Barbara Iæigh

Smith Bodichon and Anna Mary Howitt are the only artists named by either author
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but their inclusion in the surveys of feminists is predicated on their agitation for legal

and educational rights for women.

Though this thesis wi.ll focus on the life of an irdividual sculptor, I wish to

place her within the context of a visible group-female artists--and exemine her

actions with regard to an identifiable social phenomenon--the drive to raise the

status of women during the latkr half of the nineteenth c€ntury. Nunn

notwithstanding, women artists are often studied in isolation from their sisûers i¡ the

art comñu¡ity and society in general leaving historians with an impoverished

conception of their contributions to art and life. As a corrective, I intend to

investigate Durant's ties with other women in her lïeld and with those who shared

her sympathies in the broader political and social endeavours of Victorian feminism.

In addition, the subject matter of lìve of her works will be reviewed for feminist

conúent.

I will not restrict my investigation to British female artists. There are two

re¿rsons behind this decision. First, the number of female artists, especially sculptors,

about whom there is readily available deçrms¡þflea is mall. In order to have an

adequate sample of female artists with whom to comp¿re and ¡elate Durant, it is

ûec€ssary to expand the field of exploration to include those women who worked in

Europe. Secondly, simil¿¡ ¿lfi¡¡des about and opportunities for women artists

obtained in Europe as in Britai¡. Durant conducted her career in both London and
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Paris, taking advantzge of the gre¿ter number of exhibition and commission

opportr''nities offered by two oountries. Her experience is echoed by that of her

American and European counterparts who travelled freely between tleir studios on

the Continent and exhibitions in England.

Among Durant's vast acquaintance there are undoubtedly individuals who

present political and social cha¡acteristics which sharply diverge from those of other

friends. This would not be surprising. Because friendships and professional

relationships are contracted for a multiplicity of reasons, social ci¡cles seldom reflect

truJy homogenous values. Although this thesis will focus on the feminist connections

of Susan Durant, those associates who harboured anti-fe¡dnist sympathies will be

duly noted.
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CHAPTER ONE

E PLURIBUS UNUM: THE NATURE OF \ITC]TORIAN FEMINISM

During the mid-Victorian period, the public face of feminism could be seen in a

handful of pressure groups whioh campaiped for women's rights. Among the fr¡st

of these we¡e the ci¡cles which cballenged the marriage laws that made women

enthely subordinate to thei¡ husbands, with no rights to property or to any income

that they earned themselves. These groups advocated changes to the Married

Women's Property Act in the 1850s.1

As the century progressed çampaigns devoted to improving the physical and

material comfort of women, their political and legal status, and their inællectual

opportunities proliferated. Although some of the groups operated in tandem with

each other, as in the case of thoæ seeki¡g employment and education reforms, most

of these organizations prusued independent, some+imes conflicting, agendas.z Even

prominent individuals at c€rtain times also adopted dissenting staûc€s. For instance,

Dr. Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, a well-known women's rights advocat€, refused to

join the orgâni7ed opposition to the Contagious Diseases Acts (CD Acts) because

repeal would have undermined her efforts to promotre sanitation reforms for the sake

of women's he¿lth.3

Nevertheless, despiæ the multiplicity of programs and causes represented by

these diffe¡ent gloups, the ove¡arching goal of all of them was a better world for
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women. Like the multicolored patches on a quilt, together these groups and the

women who comprised them formed the Victorian feminist movement. But before I

begin to explore ia detail what chanctenznd "ferainism" and "feminists" in Victorian

Britai4 it is necessary to look at the background ol these úerms.

Origi¡ating in France, perhaps as early as the 1830s, the terms "feminism"

and "feminist" had entered common French usage by the 1880s. As Karen Offen has

demonstrated, the words first appeared in print in Great Britai:r in 1894-95.1

Roughly forty years stand between the emergence of British pressue groups for

women's rights and the importation of the.se labels to describe, respectively, women's

programmatic struggle for emancipation and those women who entered into that

struggle. Some conûemporary feminist scholars object to what they deem an

anachronistic application of the terms to events and people from the middle decades

of the nineteenth century.s I will make two observations about the history of the

v/e¡ds "fsminism" and "feminist" to justify my use of them in this thesis.

Firstly, although these terms were not employed in Britain until late in the

nineteenth century, the concepts which they conveyed were beiag developed and

reflrned throughout the Victorian period. Accordi:rg to Offen, the word 'féminisme!'

was used in France duri¡g the 1890s largely as a synonym for female emancipation,

an ide¿l which had been articulated a century earlier during the French Revolution.6

The Déclaration des droils de la ferme et de la citoyenne. published by Olympe de
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Gouges at Paris in 1791, was taken up by Mary Wollstonecraft a year later with the

British publication of Vi¡dication of the Rights of Woman.t Wo stonecraft's work

was succeeded by a strea-m of articles, such as Harriet Martileau's "On Female

Education" (1823), which argued the case for better education for women as a means

of improving their status.s

Periodicals which advocated major changes in the position of women sprang

up in France, Britain and the United States before two thirds of the century had

passed. The Gazette des femmes was published montbly in Paris from 1836-1838

with the object of obtaining "the exerciæ of political and civil rights for women."e

In London the English Woman's Journal was founded in 185G57 by Barbara læigh

Smith and Bessie Rayner Parkes as a forum for issues affecting women, particularly

the need for professiona.l employment opportudtie.s.t0 During the 1860s, Una, a

ne\ryspaper simil¿¡ly dedicated to women's rights and women's work, was published

in the United States."

British pamph-lets calling for the re-examination of the laws regarding

\ryomen, for women's education and for adequately paid employment contributed to

the overall awareness of women's conc€nìs at mid-century. Not¿ble are two works

by Barbara læigh Smith (later Mme Bodichon): "A Brief Slmmary, in Plain

Language, of the Most Tmportant Laws Concerning Women: Together with a Few

Observations The¡eon" (1854) and "Women and Work" (1857).t'? The former
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reveals how "women, more than any other members of the commrnity, suffer from

overJegistation."I3 In the latter, Bodichon argues that daughters should receive the

type of education which would prepare them for employment, not just marriage.

N¡merous other articles and essays endorsing one or another means of releasing

women from lives marked by dependence and powerlessness can be found in

anthologies of writings about the "woman question" in Victorian Brit¿itr. to

Perhaps the most inJluential treatment of "women's rigbts" during Victoria's

reign is Joha Stuart Mill's On the Subjection of Women (1869).'5 Despite its

relatively late publication date, the book is a systematic presentation ol Mill's

convictions regarding the rigbts of women, as formulated by Mill and his wife,

Harriet Taylor Mill, over the course of twenty-five years.tu The quality of

argrlments furnished by Mill and others, coupled with the sheer abundance of

literature urging major changes in the treatment of women, ¿¡s emple testimony to

the existence of an i¡formed and active women's rights movement during most of the

nineteenth c€ntury. Clearly, rather than signalling a new critique of society, the

words "feminim" and "fe¿linist" were coined to give expression to an already

recopnizable phenomenon.tt Apart from providing a shorthand alternative to

cumbersome phrases like "women's righters," "strong-mindç6 tvomen," and the

pejorative "shrieking sisterhood," the application ofa single term to encompass the

numerous women's campaigns of the ninete€nth century affrrms the interrelatedness
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of the individual campaigns and of the women who mounted them. Helen Taylor's

comment to Barbara Bodichon in 1869 acknowledges these connections:

I em sure all the various movements for improving the condition ol women
help one another, and all ought to go on simultaneously if we are to hope to
see any considerable effect produced in our 'i-e.t'

Like separate pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, the novements i¡ favour of suffrage,

women's education, women's access to the professions, married women's p¡operty

rights, temperance, abolition of the CD Acts and other causes interconnect to form a

larger picture of female dissatislaction with existing Victorian social structures.

Secondly, even in the 1990s, a century after they entered conìmon parlance,

I'fsminism" and "feminist" are still not conclusively defrned. A perusal of current

feminist literature reveals a diversity of opinion ranging from the very inclusive

application of the úerms to narrow usages with qualifying adjectives (socialist-

feminists, eco-feminists, etc.). Some scholars question the possibility of a unified

definition while others confidently present formulae which they believe to be all-

embracing.re Rosalind Delmar notes the difhculty of drafting a deflrnition that is

suffrciently sophisticated to encompass the historical range and cultural diversity of

femini,m and feminists.æ This diffrculty, rather than suggæting u ¡u.¡ 6f rrnity

among feminist thinkers, attests to the variety and vibrancy of the feminist

enterprise. Thus, when we speak of feminim in tle præent we do not understand it

to be a static entity; it is a continuously evolving complex of theory and practice.
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A similar flexibility must be utilized in our understa¡ding of the past. We

cannot assume that the label "feminim", minfsd in the 1880s, carried the specificity

or the enormous range of meaning which we attach to it in the late twentieth c€ntury

It was then, as it is now, a descriptive term that reflecúed the context in which it was

coined. Present-day values ought not to be projected onto the nineteenth-century;

the ways in which the Victorians articulated their critique of society and the means

by which they sought to effect social change must be acknowledged as the fully valid

manifestations of fe,îrinim for that time.2t Cavilli¡g over the middle-class nature

of theL efforts or classifying tlei¡ initiatives as "protofeminist" on the basis of

twentieth-century expectations is, at best, short-sighûed, at \ orst, cultural

imperialim.2

No clearly identified event or "manifesto" can be cited as the genesis for the

terms and,/or the concepts they sigrify and current opinion is divide.d over thei¡

content. Under these circumstances it seems appropriaûe to apply them to the

historical period out of which they emerged. The application ofthe terms

"feminismu and "feminist" to move.rnents and p€rsons in the period immsdi¿fsty p¡e,

dating the appearance of those words in print has the benefît of acknowledging the

roots of those words. And it is from the.se roots that the me¿ning of those words can

be derived. In this thesis I intend f6 s¡emins the British sculptor Susan Dur¿nt in
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the coniext of mid-nineteenth-century fsminism, foregrounding her relationship to

the culture which supported feminist activism in the 1850s, 1860s and 1870s.

Wbile the feminist political values must be reserved for the period to which

they belong, a legitimate analysis of nineteenth century art and culture can also be

conducted using current feminist theory. Although Victorian critiques of gender

relations are remarkably fræh and insightful, late twentieth-century ânalytical

lschniques bring the advant¿ges ol historical distance and greater theoretical

sophisticâtion to the study of nineteenth-century women's concenìs.

It is, of course, easier to analyze the social trends and ideological currents of

the Victorian era from the vantage point of the 1990's than it would have been for

the people who experienced those trends as they ufolded. As Linda Nochlin

asserts, ideology is normally imbibed in an unconscious manner. Moreover, the

rhetoric of the ideology has the effect of dulling and manipulating the perceptions of

its unwitting participants:

one of the most important functions of ideology is to veil the overt power
relations obtaining in society at a particular moment in history by making
them to appear part of the natwal, eûernal order e¡ things.s

Deconstructive tools, shaped by twentieth-century ferninist theorists, can be

employed to strip away that veil to reveal the underlying power relations. Thus,

current feninist theory may be used to interpret both the cultural context of

Victorian feminism and the methods by which Victorian femi¡ists operated within
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that context. I will make use of twentieth-c€ntury feminist tools for my analysis of

the Victorian women's art movement in general and the sculpture of Susan Durant,

in particular.

Jþs ninsfe€¡fþ c€ntury was witness to a proliferation of women's causes and

campaigns, onJy some of which overlapped in the theory and tactics they employed.

Attempts to discover a unifying principle within this diversity are complicated by the

existence of two ideologig¿l sf¡sams which drove women to mount these campaig¡s.

Simply stated, these are the enlightenment belief i¡ the ¡ational equality of all human

beings and the "essentialist" view that *o¡1ça ¿¡s innately different from, even

morally superior to, men.u While the equality-difference debate has raised some

imporlant conc€nx, a persuasive case has been made by both Karen Offen and

Nancy Cott that these two ways of looking at the problem of women's emancipation

are not necessarily mutually exclusive.2s

Barba¡a Caine's study of four Victorian feminists i¡dicates that the adoption

of one stance or the other did not prevent women from '¡6¡king i¡ concert with

those who held the opposite viewpoint.ã For instance, in the fight for university

education for women, Emily Daviæ and Franc€s Power Cobbe were allies able to

appreciate e¿ch other's strengths despite their disagreement over the equality-

diffe¡ence issue.' This willingnæs to æt ideological differences aside in order to

achieve improvements i¡r the status of women was not universal, ¡9¡ s¡emple,
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Josephine Butler felt unable to accept Emily Davies' "masculi¡s ¿imingt' approach to

women's concerûs.28 Nevertheless, Philippa lævine's ¡esearch demonshate.s a

remarkable level of cooperation âmong fçminìs1s of difierent persua"ions.æ Cobbe

and Bodichon were both members of Clementia Taylor's feminist circle although

Cobbe subscribed to the "difference" viewpoint and Bodichon adopted the "equality',

stance.s Together with J.S. and Harriet Mill (also convinced egalitarians), Cobbe

and Bodichon worked effectively on the suffrage campaigns. Despite the real

diversity which characterized Victorian feminist culture, there was a significant

degree of cohesion âmong its members. A fuller examination of the cooperative

quality of the women's networks will be made later in this chap er.

In view of the diflering stances, progrâms and strategies promulgated by

women's rights advocaûes the question arises: was there a unifying principle which

penneated this diversity and established a feminist culture? The answer is a

resounding "yes"! Although not articulated as a creed in any pamphlet or meeting,

at the c€ntre of Victorian women's activism is a critique of the male-dominated order

of society which reveals systemic injustice towards tvomen as a group and calls for a

social transformation to put an end to male oppression. The writings of nineteenth-

c€ntury activists for women's emancipation generally display a critique of society

along \ryith çecific examplæ of injustice and a call for social change.3t Mill's ù.

Cobbe's "Wife Tortwe in England" (1878), and
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Bodichon's "A Brief Slmmary, in Plain Language, of the Most Imporlant Laws

Concerning lVomen: Together with a Few Observations Thereon,' forcelully

condemn the status quo and make clear proposals for change.32 Each of the single-

issue campaigru had such a critique at heart and together they presented a challenge

to virtually all of the institutions of British society. Agitation for reform of the laws

govening marriage and the electoral f¡anchise, initiatives to gaia access to higher

education and the professions, s¡mpaigns for temperance and the repeal of the CD

laws all were aimed at loosening the hold men had over theh wives, and daughters'

intellectual, physical, and emotional lives.

The Victorian feminist comrnunity reflected the political and social currents

of the larger society in which it developed. It partook of the general spirit of relorm

prompted and facilitated by the Enlightenment and the industrial revolution,

respectively. As well, it remained contai¡ed by the rigid class structure that

dialectically coexisted with Victorian efforts to change society. By the middle of the

nineteenth century, the primary locus of social and political change was the

burgeoning middle class.33 It is not surprisi-ng, then, that the face of feminism in

Brit¿in was a middle-class face.3 Indeed" McCrone has argued that the Victorian

feminist movement was, of necessity, a middle-class phenomenon.3s

The implications of this class orientation are sip.ificant. Middle-class

experience and values formed the parameters of the women's movê.rnents. With the
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excôption of the initiative to repeal the CD Acts and certain mall-scale endeavours

on the part of Barbara Bodichon, each of the feminist campaiCns was primarily

di¡ected to improving the status of women from the middle ranks of society.s

Emily Davies's efforts to secure advanced education for women were concentrated

on acc€ss to the university, a level of learning to which the middle and upper classes

alone could aspire.tt Women's petitions for suffrage in the 1860s demanded the

vote for those women only who fulhlled the property qualiflrcations which were

applied to men.* W¡ile this stance was politically expedient (any bill to exteDd the

female franchise beyond that allotted to men would have been derided) the

motivation behind it does not appear to be exclusively praematic.e Prescriptions

for social reform were conceived on the basis of middle-class women's experience

and middle+lass perceptions of injustice, sometimes to the r¡nintentional detriment

of working-class women. McCrone cites an example where middle-class f€minists

opposed legislation to lìmit the labour in which women could be engaged. The

feminisæ cherished the nisguided assumption that labour restrictions infringed upon

r¡e¡king-class women's freedom of choice; they were unaware of the exploitation the

proposed law was designed to cu¡b.o

More positively, the general expectation of progress which characterized the

middle class during the nid-Victorian era inspired women to believe that change was

possible. Significant reforns had already been achieved. The anti-slavery movement
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resulted i¡ the abolition of slavery throughout the British Empire in 1833.4t

Abolition societies served as t¡'aining grounds for many ferairists who lea¡ned from

childhood how to successlully challenge political and social injustice.az Begnning

in 1832 and continuing over the course of the century, a succession of reform bills

extended the electoral franchise to a much larger section of the populace. Women's

expectations were raised as they saw men from the middle class and lower beiag

granted the right to vote.

Mid<entury oprimi56 was further fuelled by the doctrine of personal

initiative espoused by Samuel Smiles in his book Sell Help (1859). Although

originally formulated by the Puritans as a means of ameliorating the privations of

veq¡king-class people tbrougb mutual-support initiatives, by the middle ofthe

ninsfe€¡[þ century the ideal of self help had become a par'acea, for all the social ills of

Britain. Smiles claimed that personal success could be achieved by cultivating

cerüain moral values (thrift, duty, character) and following simple guidelines for

practical living.o3 Middle-class campaigns to alleviate poverty and improve

sanitation among the lower classæ urged workers and their families to adopt these

principles. It was not until Seebohm Rowntre€ and Charles Booth conducted studies

on the causes of poverty in York and Lo¡don ræpectively in the 1890s that the

middle and upper classes were mnde to realize the sharp limitations of the self help

ideal.4 For those women who challenged the gendered order of mid-Victorian
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society, self help b€came a strat€gy for atøining fsminisf goals. Just as working-

class men had clubbed together to form benevolent societies and social clubs for the

purpos€ of challengi:tg class control in læ€ds during the 1830s, feminists formed

support groups like the Langham Place Ci¡cle in 1856.45

Self help notwithst¿nding, the me¡ns by which the feminists pursued their

goals were distinctly middle class. Women's disadvantagæ were s€en to be caused by

both stifliag legislation and prejudicial attitudes. However, rather than being

suspicious of the parliamentary system (which had brought those very laws into

being and had upheld patriarchal traditions), most Victorian feminists perceived it to

be an effective, if not eflicient, agent of change. Undaunted by their exclusion from

the political process, they relentlessly collected sigaatures for petitions in support of

reforming legislation. on their behalf, sympathetic MPs brought the petitions before

the Houses of Pa¡li¡ment and gave voice to the women's de'¡a¡ds.6

Where legislation was not required, private initiative was brought into play.

Under the influence of laissez-faire capitalisn it was custom¡ry for private and

charitable enterprises of all sorts to be paid for by canvassed donations.aT

Convi¡ced that establishing an institution of higher learning was of paramount

importance to the women's education campaign, Fmily Davies raised funds for

Girton College through subscriptions and donations solicited from women of the

middle and upper strata of society.4
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Middleclass Victorian morality is fabled. However, while it is tempting to

overd¡aw bourgeois sensibilities it is necæssary to distinguish between outward

observance and private adherence to mo¡al standards. The majority of feminists

were well aware that the credibilty of the entire women's movement depended upon

strict fidelity to the social code and they made rigorous attempts to avoid the

appearanc€ of impropriety. Elizab€th WolsænhoL¡e Etny, a member of the CD

agitation and the secretary of the Married Women's Property Committee during the

1870s, was asked by Millicent Gar¡ett Fawcett to resip her committee oflice because

ofher pregnancy out ofwedlock. Fawcett feared that Etny's public rejection ofthe

institution of marriage would bring disrepute to both the committee and feminim in

general.oo That Ebny was allowed to conti¡ue as a member of the committee

suggests that the feminists were more tolerant of moral lapæs than they could permit

themselves fe ¿rlmi¡ publicly. Similarly, when Kate Amberley was first introduced to

George Eliot, she extended a luncheon invit¿tion to Eliot and her "husband," George

Henry Lewes. læwes writes "this was against rules, so she fKate] is to come to us

next Sunday."s Presumably the "rules" were Eliot's own means of protecting

others from the social disapproval which surrounded her long-term relationship with

Lewes, a married man. A visit from Kate could be accomplished with more

discretion than might be possible if the notorious couple went to the Amberley

home.
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The sculptor Susan Durant herself was accepkd by her feminist friends

despiæ at least two extra-marital affairs, one of which resulted in the birth of her

onJy child. Harriet Grote, whose husband George bad conducted an affair of th¡ee

years with the sculptor, forgave Durant and kept the whole business quiæ

confidential, revealing Du¡ant's identity to the Mills but not to Kate Amberley.sr

As I will explain more fully in Chapter Three, Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell cared for

Durant's son by a second aflair and kept his origins secret even from her own adult daughter.s

Harriet Groúe maintai¡ed contact with other women who openly flouted the

moral standards. Kate Amberley recorded Harriet's impressions of George Sand,

"whom she k¡ows."

She said she was a bad woman, was the death of fthoppin [Chopia]. Once
Mrs. G. asked [Sand] why she did not write to elevate the moral nature,
instead of only romancing; whereupon G. Sand took a pipe out of her mouth
& said: "Voyez vs chère Mm Grote, je suis romancière pas moraliste." [You
see Mrs. Grote, I am a novelist not a moralist. (author's translation)153

Harriet's visits with Sand were likely made in the relative anonymity afforded to

travellers in a foreign country. There it was safe for her to discuss intellectual and

moral issues with a controversial literary figure without incurring Suilt by

association. Although tle women who conducted various feminist campaigns

rcatÞed that their success depended upon a reputation for vi¡tuous living, at least

some of them privately challenged the moral code within which they were

confined.s
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The nineteenth-c€ntury middle class was not a homogenous social unit; it was

fractured into a diversity of political, religious and economic factions raneing from

conservatism to radicalism, [J¡it¿¡.i¡ n ism to evangelicalism and wealth to penury.

Whereas Victorian feminim inbibed and reflected the general values of the middle

class, the fminists themselves were not fully representative of the social range within

the class. CertainJy those women who identified with the cause for female

emancipation ceme from a variety of religious, economic and political backgrounds.

However, ¿s þ¿nks's research has shown, some backgrounds were more likely to

produce feminists than were others. In Faces of Feminisrn: A Studv of Eeminìsm as

a Social Movement and Becoming a Feminist: Tïe Social Origins of "First Wave',

Feminism, B¡nks focuses on sociological categories (class, education, religion and

politics) identifying the frequency with which feminists emerge from this or that

gfoup within each category. From this material she is able to detect the following

predisposir:g patterns.

Unconventional family attitudes nurtured feminist tendencies. Fathers who

had unofhodox views (often religiously or politically motivated) about marriage

and family life typically encouraged their daughters to challenge the social norms.

Benjanin lÆigb Smith, a second-generation Radical Mp, and Anne Longden spent

the nine years preceding Anne's premature death together without formalizing their

union or legitimiing the children born to them. Believing that daughters, like sons,
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should be financially independent lÆigh Smith provided Barbara (later Bodichon)

and her sisters Bella and A¡nie each with a sizeable annual allowance when they

reached age twenty-one.t' Wilir- Ashust, father of fm.inists Eliza, Caroline,

Emilie and Matilda, was another radical who encouraged his daugbters' i¡volvement

in women's issues and condoned their unusual lifestyles. 
s After the middle of the

ninslee¡fþ c€ntury, the inJluence of fem.inist mothers too can be seen in the new

generation of fe.male activists.sT The Pankhurst women, Harriet and Helen Taylor,

Mary and Anna Mary Howitt are ¿1¡ ç¡amples of the spread of feminism from

mothers to daughters.

A radical Liberal background was another sipificant force in the

development of Victorian feminism. Many feminists who were born belore 1835

spent their cbldhoods in homes dedicated to the abolition of slavery, support for the

Chartists or repeal of the Corn Laws. From an early age they were exposed to the

leading radical theorists and activists who came to meetings and discussions hosted

by their parents. Although daughters of conservative families also found their way

into the women's movements (albeit in reaction to rather than agreement with their

backgrounds), research by Rendalt, Iævine and B¡nks indicates a disproportionate

representation of radical political sympathies in feminist circles.rs lævine cautions

against a simplistic equation of radical family background with feminist

consciousness, noting that family dynamics are complex and that feminism was not
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born of any single iafluence on the lives of these women. Whatever other facto¡s

may have been at work, women ¡eared il households embracing radicalism were

inculcated '¡¡ith a sensitivity to social injustice and a knowledge of the methods by

which to challenge that injustice effectively. For them, it was a mall step from equal

rights for blacks or working-class people to equal rights for women.

Famiïes that embraced dissenting religious traditions also provided a fertile

seedbed for fe.minism. The Blackwells we¡e Bristol Methodists, the Iæigh Smiths,

Harriet Marti¡eau, Elizabeth Gaskell and Eliza Fox all hailed from Unitarian

families, and the Howitts vacillated between Quakerim, Unitarianism and

Catholicismr.e In all probability, these families' non-conformity i¡ matters of

religion was but one symptom ofa general dissatisfaction with social conventions;

most of them combined religious dissent with liberal or radical politics.ú

Furthermore, certain of the dissenting groups had an early history of women's

involvement ia all aspects of minis6y, including itinerant preaching and æaching,

which continued i¡to tbe 1860s.61 A religious ethos which placed more value on

personal ability than on gender gave girls self-conlidence and provided them with

strong fe¡nale role models outside the domestic sphere. Evangelicals, of whatever

denominationat stripe, form a conspicuous group âmong those fe¡ninists in Banks's

sample whose religious affrliation is known.o' The emphasis on mission and social

action among the disadvantaged gave evangelical women valuable experience in
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organizing campaigas and affrrmed their importance as moral agetrts.63 Josephins

Butler's cn¡sade against the CD acts was faciltated by her religious convictions and

pblantbropic trainirg. Although she remained faithful to her background, others

who had cut their teeth on evangelicalism ¡erainsd only the orgânizâtional elements

of their religious fl¿ining.s

Finally, women who beceme feminists were unusually wellæducated in

comparison to their female peers.ot The Garrett sist€rs, and the Blackwell sisters

had fathers who believed in educating their daughters much as they educated their

sons.* Newson Garrett sent his daughters to Miss Browning's school at

Blackheath where the emphasis was on intellectual development, not drawing room

"accomplishments." Later, when Elizabeth Garrett sought to enter medical tra.ining

at University College, Newson joined in an appeal to the institution's governors to

change the Charter and admit female students.6T Two new women's educational

o¿þfshments in London, Queen s College (1848) and Bedford College (1849),

provided serious training for many of the women who later entered the feminist

ranks. Bodichon and Bessie Rayner Parkes were students at Bedford, which was

founded and run by women. Queen's College numbered Adelaide proctor, Sophia

Jex-Blake, Beale and Buss emong its students.é Thoæ who did not attend schools

"had simply acquired a better than average education tlrough their family, probably

via fathers and brothers" according to Rendall.@ In addition to providing
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intellectual benehts, boarding schools and colleges brought young women with

progressive ideas together. It was at Miss Browning's school that Elizabeth Garrett

met and befriended Emily Daviæ and the Crow sisúers; thus the seeds of that most

characteristic feature of Victorian feminim, women's networls, were sown.to I will

explore the origiru and impact of the feminist networks in the next section.

Victorian society, with its ideology of separate spheres, was as firmly

segegat€d along gender lines as it was along the boundaries of class. As Carroll

Smith-Rosenberg has shown, confrned to the domestic reabn, middle+lass women in

nineteenth-century America spent the geater part of each day in tåe company of

thei¡ female friends and relations with whom they developed fervent and enduring

attachments.Tr In her article about love and ritual in the world of ¡ineteenth-

c€ntury women, Smith-Rosenberg celebraûes the wealth of support and

companionship provided by female relationships; ties with female members of the

extended famiJy were auemenæd by friendships with individuals and their families to

form a complex web of relationships which were not diminished by marriage or

geographical dist¿nce.

Although Smith-Rosenberg's study reflects the experience of women in

nineteenth-century America, the livæ of Englishwomen were strikingly similar. Like

the women with whom she peopled her novels, Elizabeth Gaskell spent most of her

time with her four daughters, liærary friends such as Charlotte Bronte and Elizabeth
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36¡s11 $,¡er¡ning, the \ryi¡kworth sisters, and Unitarian friends like Eliz¿ Bridell

Fox. Her social ci¡cle extended outside the walls of her Manchester home to

encompass women friends in foreip couûtries. Beginning in 1854 she visited

regularly at the home of Mme. Mohl in Paris and she entert¿ined tle American

novelist and essayist Harriet Beecher Stowe in Manchæter on several oc€asions

during the 1850s.7'

¡1 s¿¿s 1¡.'ifhin the nurturing environment of fmale relationships that

Victorian feminim took root and proliferated. Informal networks of middle and

upper+lass women, who were dissatisfied with the opportunities Victorian culture

held out to them, had begun to coalesc¿ by the late 1840s. A profound shilt occurred

in the focus of these women's female relationships; shared domestic concerns \ryere

displacæd by feminist issues. With reference to Smith-Rosenberg's frndings lævine

asserts tåat:

I similar pattern of incentive within a speciJìcally femi¡ist, rather than
female, context derived its strength from these earlier sources but rewrote the
content accordingly.T3

Families like the Blackwells, the Iæigh Smiths and the Garretts produced feminist

sisters (and, in the case of the Blackwells, brothers) who joined forces with other like-

mindsd women to bring about change. Women engaged i¡ the fine arts and other

professional endeavours met together for mutual support, often devising means by

which to acquire the requisite training for thei¡ occupations. Barbara Bodichon and
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Ama Mary Howitt, both aspirilg artists, were habituées of the art historian Anna

Jameson's Thursday sysning gatherings to which Elizab€th Blackwell also had a

standing invitation.?a Elizab€th Gaskell's ci¡cle of friends was responsible for

sensitiing her to the need for women's rights.t' Harriet Grote's expansive social

ci¡cle included John Stuart Mill, Helen Taylor, Lady Amberley and nlmerous other

feminists att¿ched to the campaig¡s for suffrage, married women's property and

women's education; names such as Lady Stanley of Alderley, Barbara Bodichon,

A¡¡a J¡meson, Harriet Marti¡eau, and Elizabeth Garrett Anderson are listed

among her acquaintance.

Kat€ Amberley records a visit she and Harriet Grote made to their mutual

friend Susan Durant at her studio in Paris. There they saw the bust of Homer that

Durant was preparilg for Harriet Grotp's new home in Surrey. On other occasions

Durant stayed at Harriet Groúe's home for two or tfuee days at a 
.img.76

The geographical extent of these informal women's networks is impressive.

Foreþ visitors were welcomed and incorporated into the feminist communities on

both sides of the Atlantic. Harriet Beecher Stowe was introduced to various groups

of women during her pilgrimages to Britain and Europe in the 1850s. When in paris

in 1856 she met with Susan Durant who was staþg at the same pe¡da!, as Stowe

and her companions. As a result of rhis chance meeting, Stowe agreed to sit for a

portrait bust by Durant, spending a series of afternoons i¡ the studio of the vibrant
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sculptor and meeti¡g some of Durant's friends.t Stowe stayed with Elizab€th

Gaskell in her home near Manchester in 1853 and again i¡ 1857, mainf¡ining contact

by letters in the intervals.t' WhIe visiting Rome, some'ime between 1858 and 1860,

Stowe joined into the lively feminist conversations that could be had at Elizabeth

Barrett B¡owning's home. There she made clear her views about a woman,s right to

choose a profession outside tåe domestic envi-ronment:

Did anybody sys¡ ¡hink that Mrs. Siddons and Mrs. Kemble and Risorti had
betûer have applied themselves sedulously to keeping house, because they
were women?

Another member of the circle, the American sculptor Harriet Hosmer, heartily

agreed with Stowe's sentiments.Te During 1857-58 Bod.ichon made a honeymoon

tour of the United Staúes where she observed the ills of slavery and spent time with

her friend Elizabeth Blackwell.8o A¡other travelling fsminisf, Louisa May Alcott,

rvas \{armly received into the company of radicals and feminists who congregated in

Clementia Taylor's London home.tt

By the 1850s and 1860s some more formally constituted networks were

established. The Langham Place Circle and the Kensington Society, neither of which

was defined by a specific women's issue, provided meeting places for feninists who

later went on to found the Society for Promotiag the Employment of Women, the

Victoria Press, and the Society of Female Artists.82
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The networks served a variety of functions. Discussion evenings held at the

Taylor, Bodichon and Jameson homes permitted the exchange of ideas between men

and women who sought social châflge. There, strategies could be devised, petitions

composed and converts made for the various feminist causes.

Interconnectilg groups of women acúed as conduits for news about campaign

efforts, notices of petitions to be signed or advertisements for services provided by

professional women. Following Mill's præentation of the women's petition for

suffrage at the House of Commons Frances Power Cobbe made a soci¿l call on

Durant to tell her of the outcome of the vote.83 The petition its€lf consisted of

1,521 signatures all but seven of which were sent in individual letúers of support from

women and pasúed to the body of the document by Bod.ichon.s One example of a

personal endorsement of the service another woman could provide is found in a

letter from Durant to Elizabeth Garrett,85 A few days in advance of one of

Garrett's lectures for wonen, Durant s€nt a note to the doctor offering the name of

Mme. Hocédé as a reliable woman to whom young girls could be sent to have their

"education frnished in Paris." Garrett was well-placæd to pass the information on to

a large number of \ryomen.

Opportunities for self-education were aflorded through groups of women

who pooled their resources to hire instructors or supported lecturers. Eliza Bridell

Fox organized cooperatively-financed evening sþsþhing sessions where female
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artists could draw f¡om a nude model duriag the 1850s.& Until the 1890s women

were prevented from studying the uodraped human body. Art schools cited

impropriety as the reason for this exclusion of fmale students from thei¡ life classes.

However, there was mo¡e at stake than Victorian sensibility. rrVithout the necessary

skills in depicting 1þs þrrman figure, women could not easily succ€ed in producing

paintings and sculpture of the classical subjects which were considered the pinnaçls

of artistic achievement by the nineteenth-century art community.tt Elizabeth

Blackwell (and, later, Eliz¿beth Garrett) offered lectures, on medicine as an

occupation for women and on preventive health care, which were attended by

feminists anxious for betler acc€ss to higher education and the professions. As a

result of Blackwell's lectures ursing women to become doctors (1859), Elizab€th

Garrett was i¡spired to seek medical training.s

The web of feminist relationships provided emotional support and

encouragement to \ryomen who, as a coûsequence of their opposition to the gendered

order of society, were considered social mishts. During Blackwell's early montbs in

London she faced difficulties in locating lodgings, ¿tt¡açting patients and makiag

friends because public opinion was prejudiced against female doctors. læarning of

her isolation, Barbara Bodichon, Nannie læigh Smith and Bessie Rayner Parkes

made aû impromptu visit to her residence to introduce themselves and cheer her up.

Blackwell ræponded gratefully to thei¡ ministrations:
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These ladies were frlled with a noble enthusiasm for the responsible and
practical work of women in the various duties of life. They war¡oly
sympathised in my medical effort . . .s

On subsequent visits they brought flowers and paintings to brighten her drab

surrounrlings and they helped her with the preparations for her lectures.* Others

expressed mutual support through [felong relationships with fernale companions.

Cobbe lived for over tåily years with Mary Lloyd (a sculptor) who frlled the void

left when Cobbe's mother died.et In France, the painter Rosa Bonheur lived in

community with Natalie Mica and Mica's mother.e2

On the basis of what is known about the women who participated in this

extensive web of ¡elationships, lævine has argued that feminisn was driven by a

"woman-c€ntredness" which transcended political, religious and, sometimes, class

aff iations.e3 In her estimation, it was a need to be with women, to tackle areas of

mutual concern, which drew feminists from different backgrounds together. The

feminist networks amounted to an alternative culture which embodied in the private

sphere the critique of society these women asserted in public.

I have shown that Victorian feninists, though predominantly middle-class,

did not comprise a homogenous community, The factors which predisposed women

to adopt feminist goals were many and varied and these are reflected in the personal

styles individuat women brought to feminist campaig¡s. Just as significant to atr

understanding of the natu¡e of Victorian feminism are the factors which limited
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women's exprqssion of their feminist values. Thei¡ reasons for wholeheartedly

embracing one or more of tåe women's campaios wbile choosing, for strategic

purpos€s, to distance them,selves from equally worthy causes have been explored by

Iævine, C¿ine and others. Yet, the specific circumstances that influenced the extent

to which committed women felt capable of participating in any single aspect of

femini,m h¿ve ¡eceived cursory attention, only. One potential consequence of this

oversight is that the more visible manifestations of nineteenth-century feminisn

might become normative for our understa¡ding of the moverrent. Consequently, the

label "feminist" migbt b€ reserved for and applied to onJy those women who took on

high-profile roles. And the unseen private and more modest contributions to the

growth of feninim made by women who felt constrained to avoid the spotlight

would become devalued or completely forgotten.

I propose that a more uselul way of assessing any given woman's

commitment to feminim would be to consider graduated levelb of involvement. On

a conti¡urrm sf feminist activity, those women like Bodichon and Cobbe, who

publicly promoted women's emancipation tbrough a variety ef çampaigns would

appear to stand at one extreme. At the other end of the spectrum are those who

offered financial support, but for reasons of personal contingency were unable to

t¿ke a more overt role.
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Whereas a woman's family background could be a predisposing factor in her

involvement with feminim, it equally could be an inhibiti¡g inJluence. Lady Balfour

did not become visibly engaged in the feminist movement until she was eight years

into an unhappy marriage. AJthough she recorded in her autobiography that she

could not recall a time when she was "not a passive believer of the rights of women,"

her chi-ldhood famiJy circle did not bring her into contact with those who shared her

views.q Banks's research reveals that many women "needed the precipitating

factor of a personal cont¿ct to bring lthern] . . . into active involvement in the

women's movement."es Clearly, a co-munity of support was not a luxury, but a

necessity for the growth of feminim.

Lady Stanley's delay in undertaking an activist ¡ole also may be attributable

to family pressures. It was Dot until after he¡ husband's de¿th, in 1869, that she

became enmeshed in the campaign for women's education.s Perhaps most

interestiag of all is the case of Pri¡c¿ss Louise. Queen Victoria's "clever" and

"dreadfully contradictory" daughter was forced by family sanctions to keep her

interest in women's issues very much out of the public eye.e The Princess paid a

surprise visit to Eliz¿beth Garrett who was preparing for her medical licensing

examinations in Paris, and offered words of admiration and encouragement.e8

Louisa Garrett Anderson reco¡ds the covert nature of Princess Louise's support of

Elizabeth's career aspirations:
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Rumour said that Queen Victoria disapproved of the visit, made without her
knowledge; at any rate it was not repeated.e

As far as she could, without provoking her mother's wrath, the Pri¡cess assisæd

ferainist movements. In 1868 she prevailed upon her sister Victoria (the Crown

Princess of Prussia) "to write on her behalf to Josephins Butler to offer her support"

for the work with prostitutes in Liverpool.tm In response to Butler's reply

yTslçoming aid, Princess Louise wrote "let me know whenever any question arises in

which my assistanc¿ and sympathy coutd be of any use to you."r0r

Middleclass concenìs for reputation also imposed limits on a woman's

feminist activity. While Lady Amberley was fully prepared to brave public scrutiny

and ridicule, women who were obliged to earn a living had to be more cautious.to2

Speaking of Charlotte Bronte's and George Eliot's failures to fully treat f€minist

issues in their novels, Barbara Prentis observes that "the need to keep what today we

eall a'low profde' was præsing, and in light ef this it is all the more remarkable that

they some'imes spoke as boldly as they did.ut03 Eliot's conc€rn for women's

education can be discerned in her heroine Dorothea Brooke's pleas for training in

Greek and Latin f¡om the cleric Cas¿ubon in Middlemarch. Although she "most

emphatically [desired] to see women socially elevated-educated equally with men

and secured as far as possible. . . from sufferi¡g the exercise of any unrighteous

power. . ,", Eliot realized that it would have served neither her career nor the cause of
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\ omen's education had her name been connected with the campaign.tt She

conþnted herælf with givi:rg anonymous financial support to Girton College which

she had to visit "by the back drive.nros In addition to her acquaintq n ce with Kate

Amberley, Eliot's close friendship rvith Barbara Bodichon placed her in contact witb

a wide circle of feminists. It was within the relatively private reaÛn of the feminist

networks that Eliot felt able to express her solidarity with the movement.

By their very nature certain professions impoæd limits upon the ways in

which women communicated their feminist sym.pathies. Women in the theatre were

normally constrained to portray characters from a circumscribed repertoire. Helena

Faucit (Lady Martin) used the roles available to her to champion the car¡se of

\{omen, particularly those in her profession. Determined to counteract the low

esteem in which female actors were held, Faucit "put in living form before her

audience the types ofnoble womanly natuie as they have been revealed by our best

drr-atic poets, and especially by Shakespeare."r6 Faucit may have taken her cue

from A¡¡a Jameson's book of e.ssays, entitled Character ol Women, Moral. Political

and Historical. which was published in 1832. J¡meson uses analyæs of the female

characters of Shakespeare as a means of persuading her readers that "the condition

of women in society, as at pres€nt constituted, is false in itself, and injurious to

them." In the preface, she disarms the wary, promising not to assail them with

"essays on morality and treatis€s on education." Instead she enlists thei¡
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cooperation, telling them that she will "illustrate certain positions by examples and

leave [the] readers to deduce the moral themselves. "rø

The silent arts of painting and sculpture presented an even greaúer challenge

to female artists who wished to improve the condition of women. Sculptors Durant

and Hosmer chose he¡oic female characters from lite¡ature and real life to convey

their solidarity with women's aspirations for social autonomy, In her monlmental

sculpture, Tenobia. T'he Queen of Palm]¡ra (1859), Harriet Hosmer presented a once

proud and capable woman who was captured by the Roman Emperor, publicly

humiliated and forced to live on charity until her death.ro8 The work a¡oused

conside¡able acclaim and compelled its viewers to ponder the deplorable man¡er i¡

which some women 'rvere treated. By contrast, Durant's bust of Elizabeth Garrett

Anderson (1872) celebrated the strides women had made in acquiring professionat

credentials. Another portrait by Durant, Harriet Reecher Stowe (1857) raised

important parallels between slavery and the status of women. Durant's classical

figures ofThe Faithful Shepherdess (1863), Constance (1866), and Ruth (1869)

presented stories of virtuous women prevailing âgainst circrmstances of severe

adversity. These alternative methods of expressing femiiist conc€rns had the

advantage of catching viewers off guard, of changing thei¡ attitudes toward women

by subtle means rather than through the direct challenges presented by polemical

articles or public meetings.
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Caution must be used when including such a broad spectnrm of activity under

the umbrella of feminim. Not all those whose efforts appear to be aimed at securing

expanded rights for women ñay be called fminists. As Poovey points out, women

could be agents of social and economic change in spite of their own ant¿gonism to

e4ual rights advocacy.t* Caroli¡e Norton's support for the Matrimonial Causes

Bill (1857) indirectly galvanized other women, such as Bodichon and Parkes, to

organze femrale efforts for further change. However, Norton was neither accepted

by the women wþe s¡mpaig¡ed for women's emancipation nor was she accepting of

thei¡ "wild and ridiculous doctrine of equality." She maintained that ,,The natural

position of woman is inferiority to man," thereby distancing herself also from the

"essentialist" feminists such as Frances Power Cobbe and Josephins Butler who

deemed women to be morally superior to men.tto Norton waged her campaign to

change tåe child custody and support laws almost singlehandedly, nsl $,ishing for

the involvement of other women þar¡se,

Each thinks the hardship of her own case more specially calculat€d to move
compassion . . . They have a sort of u¡¡eas6ning instinct that aE$eEatE,
resistanc€ will not serve them.rrr

T]ris relucrânce to become involved in collective female agitation flies in the

face of the Victorian feminist ethos of cooperation. Other feminists had scruples

about the sorts of group actions in which they were willing to participate. Emily

Davies expressed strong reservations about l¿u¡çhing a full-scale suffrage campaign
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in 1865 out of fear that impulsive people "who would insist on jumping like

kangaroos" might get on the steering cammi¡1¡s and "do barm."t'2 Nevertheless,

Davies supported the aim of suffrage and joined the London National Society for

Women's Suffrage in 1886 after she was cerlain ¿hat Girton College was well-

established and unlikely to suffer from her other feminist involvements.rt3

Perhaps it was Caroline Norton's unwillingness to enlist the assistance of

women in her fight which caused Harriet Martineau to condemn her motives for

legal reform as too self-serving. Alternatively, it may have been because Norton's

campaign, though beneficial for a particular s€Cment of the female population,

undermined the more radically conceived çempaign for married women's property

rigbts. Parliament was more amenable to creating a law which þ¿d ¿ timiþ{ i6p¿sf

on the balance ofpower between husbands and wives than to countenance the mo¡e

thorough-going changes which would come if married women tvere permitted to own

property.t'o It was not until 1882 that a satisfactory Marrie.d Women's property

Bill passed into law.rrs Although the end product of Caroline Norton's struggle to

change the British marriage laws was an improvement in the status of some married

women, tle mea¡s by which she achieved that end was anti-fem.inist. In light of

Norton's rejection of ninet¡enth-century feminist theory and aid, the most that can

b€ said is that Norton unintentionally contributed to the growth of feminim by

successlully attacking a law which hurt women.
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$imil¿¡!y, not all women's moverneûts merit the label nfeminism.',

Reactionary progrâmmes, such as the antlsuflrage campaign are blatant exâmples,

but any women's moveÍrent that does not have at its core a critique of the gendered

order of society coupled with an inte¡tion to improve the social or economic position

of women must be excluded from the fenxinist circle. Feminim must be understood

as a complex oftheory and practice, not practic€ alone.

Victorian feminisor displays a unity in diversity. The move.ment was firmly

shaped by the middle classes who demin¡lsd social reform activities in nineteenth-

c€ntury Brit¿i¡. This association of feminim with the perspectives of a particular

class in a sharply stratjfied society had positive and negative effects. Negatively,

fem:.inists focused tleir energies on achieving benefits for female members of their

own class. Consequently, a comprehensive improvement of women's lot could not

be attained during the century. Positively, the ideology of the separate spheres that

dsmin¿fed middle-class households ofÏøed a ready-ñade i¡frastructure upon which

feminism could establish itsef. The web of strong female relationships engendered

by segregation of the sexes formed the backbone of alt fminist activity.tt6 A

close-knit community and a shared critique of society's t¡eatment of women are the

unifying featu¡æ of the Victorian feminist movement. An examination of other

social variables reveals tha! although f€minists tended to participate in certain

experiences or associations more frequently than in others, there is no stereotypic
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Victorian feminist woman. Diverse political and religious affiliations, conflicting

strategies for achieving goals, differiag degrees of involvement and modes of

expressing fsminisf sympathies also characterized the membership of the movement.

In addition, the activity during the Victorian period was not focus€d on one

dominant issue or even a coherently orchestrated cluster of issues. Rather, Victorian

feminim was comprised of a patchwork of campaig¡s looæly connected by the web

of relationships which cut across the traditional boundaries oflocation, politics,

religion, and marital status. In the next chapter, I propose to show that the women's

art movement is one of the patches in the feminist quilt.
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CIIAPTER TWO

THE WOMEN'S ART MOVEMENT

The mid-nineteenth c€ntury witnessed the rise of a women,s art movemeût

unparalleled in British history. Census data for the period from l84l to lg71

indicates a 284 per cent increase i¡ 1þs ¡rrmber of women who declared themselves to

be workers in the "fine arts."r However, the relevance of this phenomenon to

fetainist history has not been adequately examined.

In Victorian Women Adislq Pamela Gerrish Nunn notes that the women's art

movement emerged at roughly the same time as other women's movements,

especiatly thoæ associated with women's work.2 But tbe rinks between these other

identifiably feminist movements and the women's art movement are barely explored,

leaving a conspicuous hole in the fabric of victorian feminist history. Instead, Nunn

focusæ on the suppression of women's art and art history by the male art

establishment; her concern is to attack the discriminatory attitudes which marked the

ninsfeÊ¡fþ century and spilled over into the twentietl. She describes the various

means by which the Academy attempted to prevent wonen from þç6ming

professional artists.3 However, whiJe the women's ingenuity ¡o eys¡coming these

obstacles ¡s deç'ms¡t€d, it is not evaluated in relation to the actions of women

outside the art community who met and tackled simil¿¡ çþllsngss 1e thsir

autonomy. For instance, female doctors handled opposition to their professional
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asphations in much the same ways as did the female artists. Even when Nunn

ventwes to con¡ect particular aspects of the women's art movement with feminism,

she equivocates to the point 6f minimizing the importance of the daþ. Her

description of the Society of Female Artists is revealing.

lfhe SFA] was c€rtainly seen, at tåe st¿rL as a feminist movement--if by that
is meant that it was seen to be a blow struck for women's rights-and,
although the nemes associated with its est¿blishment do not read as a list of
front-line "women's rigbters," and one should not assume that any rvoman
who supported the Society necessarily supported the feminim of the late
1850s, the fact that the Society of Female A¡tist's y¿eman power included
Harriet Grote., . Bodichon . . . Mrs. Robertson Blaine. . . and that it counted
among its exhibitors Bessie Parkæ and Ellen Blackwell, indicates that the
Society had the blessing of progressive women of the mid-century.a

The tentative nature of this statement is compounded by an incomplete invætigation

of the SFA's origins and of the standing within the feminist çgmmrrni¡y 6f ¡þs

women nemed here,

Both Philippa lævine and Qliyg þ¿nks write about the activities of female

artists such as Barbara Bodichon and A¡na Mary Howit! þ¡t rninimize 1þsir

contributions as artists in favour of thei¡ involvement in other fe.minist initiatives. A

more integrative approrich to female artists and their engagement with the events

and issues sf thsi¡ time is necessary. Job¡ Crabbe and Jacquie Mattlews have both

taken some steps in this di¡ection with regard to the life and work of Barbara

Bodichon.5 In rhis chapter I will examine the relationship between tle women's art

movement and Victorian feminim.
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The women's art movêment must be understood in relation to two important

aspects of Victorian crfture, the fine arts enterprise and feminism. In the last chapûer

I traced the shape of Victorian feminim. 3sf6¡s enalyzing the connectioDs between

fmale artists and feminim it is necessary to become familiar with the place of art in

Victorian society. In this regard, I have chosen the word "enterprise" purposely to

emphasize the aggressive role assiped to the visual arts in nineteenth-century

Britai¡.

Althougb the rnonarchy and aristocracy retai¡ed their st¿tus as collectors and

connoisseurs of European "Old Master" paintings, their traditional monopoly in

matt€rs of tasúe was rivalled by the i¡volvement of government and the wealthy

middle class in art patronage and promotion. Two Parliamentary commissions, the

Select Committee on Arts and Manufactures (1835-36) and the Select Committee on

the Promotion of the Fi¡e A¡ts (1841), fostered new trends in the British art world.

The fust of these committers paved the way for the industrialization of art.6

ïts mandate was to examine the state of a¡t in Britai¡ and other countries, "as

manifested in their different manufactures," and to determine the "best means of

exúending âmong the People, especially the Manufacturing Classes, a knowledge of

and taste for A¡t. "7 Following Qgmmiff¡s recommendations, the government

founded Schools of Design to train a class of industrial artisans and ensured that the

National Gallery and (laúer) the South Kensington Museum were freely accessible to
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the public.8 Working men were encoluaged to attend exhibitions of art and industry

(notably the Great Exhibition of l85l and tåe Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition

of 1857) and enrol in the new schools so as to improve the quality of the fancy

manufactu¡ed goods they produced. Creators of ornamental fre grates, silk

jacquard fabrics, wall paper patterns and china tableware, âmong others, received

instruction in drafting and design.

Enlightened self-interest prompted industrialists to take an active role in

developing "taste" among their factory operatives. Those locaûed within reach ofa

Branch School of Desip sent their pattern-makers to be properly trained and paid

an annual subscription to cover the school's operating costs.e Some took the

initiative to furnish mall art galleries which they annexed to milts or Mechaniæ'

Institutes.ro On a much grander scale, industrial magnates from Manchester

orgauzed the Art Treasures Exhibition, securing loans of beautiful pieces of art from

collectors and faciltating attendanc€ by factory workers through a combi¡ation of

reduced arlmission, time off and special transportation arrangements.

By such means, art was enlisted to assist industry to maintai¡ the

preoinence of British manufactured goods in domestic and foreign markets. One

of the by-products of this prograrn was a heightened a\{areness of the importance of

art in everyday life, especially its utilty in providing a sourc€ of income. The impact

of rhis reality was felt most among working-class men but it also had unanticipated
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ramifications for middle-class women who found themselves in need of a paid

occupation. The reasons why women wished to become professional artists will be

discussed l¿¡e¡ i¡ this chapter.

A significant number of those commissioners who decreed that art should

become the servant of industry also sat on the Select Committee on the Promotion of

the Fi¡e A¡ts in 1841. This Commission was cbarged with the responsibility of

elevating the British art industry to a level of excellence befitting tåe most powerful

nation in the world. In order to achieve this aim, public recopition had to be given

to the skills of British artists and untapped markets for their art had to be developed.

Government funds were desipated to pay for the decoration of public buildiags

with uplifting scenes from British history, depicted by home-grown artists. A

misguided plan to use the medium of fresco was mitigated by a successful

competition for sculptures to ornament the exúerior of the new Houses of

Parlir-ent.'r Afists reaped ongoi¡g benefits as the government's example of

p¿tronage was emulated by various national and civic bodies which conducted

similar competitions or collected funds to commission monuments for public

places.t'

The decision of the Select Committee to promote indigenous art was not so

much the inauguration ofa t¡end as the recogpition of one that had been building

since the turn of the c€ntury. Industrial magnates, chary of purchasing fraudulent
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"Old Masters" and unschooled in the ñner poiats of connoisseurship, preferred to

pa'roruze living British artists.r3 In addition, they promoted indigenous art to a

larger section of the population either by bequeathing their collections to the nation

or providing working men's galleries.

Probably the most iagenious me¿ns of establishilg a market for British art

was the art union.to One of the distinguished art experts who was invited to ûestify

before the Commission was Gustav Waagen, the Di¡ector of the Berlin Museum.

Among his recommendations to the Select Committee of 1835-36 for the i¡culcation

of art appreciation ¡mong the masses was the establishment of kunstvereine whereby

works of art could be won through a lottery.ts Under the initiative of private

individuals, some of them c6mmissl6¡e¡s to the 1835-36 committ€€, the Art Union

oflondon pursued l{5 aim efqþfaining for "the multitude the pure enjoyment ofart

by making cheap art good, and good art universal. "16 prizeholders received

vouchers for fued srrms with which to purchase a work of art from a recognized

London exhibition; the element of choice l¡ this ¿6¿¡gsment is significant.

Recipients were required to make aesthetic judgments and, because unspent monies

reverted to the Art Union, they frequently aupented the prize amorutt with their

own money to purchase a more expensive item. Through this exercise, m¡ny people

of moderate me¿ns were tempted into art patronage. Because the Art Union of

London was successful in attracting participants (subscriptions in 1847 re¿ched the
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Cttzzy'ng figure of €17,871), exhibiting societies sought to be included on its list of

recommended sources for prizes.tt In 1858 the Society of Female Artists lobbied

for and was granted the status of an approved prize venue.'t

The impact of these projects for the establishment of an indigenous art

industry was considerable. Sales at the five major London exhibitions increased

sixteen fold between 1837 and 1844.te This trend continued and the Art Union of

London insisted that such changes were directly due to its art-promotion efforts.

Others disagreed with this assessment, citing the i¡Jluence of the Schools of Desip,

better educational opportlnities, and increased access for the public to art

exhibitions (Great Exhibition of 1851, Art Treasuræ Exhibition of 1857), as the

impetus behind such figures.æ Certainly, the aggregate effect of these progr¿rms

rvas a greaûer appreciation for and a desire to possess art among the populac€.

In the midst of all the changæ perpetrated by the government and

industrialists, the Royal Acade.my of A¡ts remained a solid monument to

conservati,m; "a select aristocracy of a limited numbern according to prince

Albert.2l No doubt, those who exhibited at the Royal Academy shows profited

from the growiag public interest in local artists, a trend which the Academy took

some pains to foster.z However, this appears to be the sole concession to change

that was willingly made by the governing members of this august body. Although no

regulation prohibited the admission of women to the Academy School (which was
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funded by the public purse) and two of the cha¡ter members of the Academy had

been women, female artists were custornarily excluded. For most of the nineteenth

century the School succe,ssfully resisúed i¡cursions from members of the lower classes

and the opposit€ sex. The exclusion of men from the humbler classes was achieved

by requiriag a portfolio of works displaying the skills which were normally taught by

drawing-mas1s¡6. When the Schools of Desip were instituted" great paim were

taken by those Royal Academicians who were enlisted to govern them to prevent

desip students from obtainir:g the sort of classical training accepted by the Royal

Academy.23

In 1860 the Academicians faced an unanswerable challenge to their poticy of

rejecting female applicants. Coached by Sir Charles Eastlake, who was elected

President of the Royal Academy in 1859, Laura Hereford submitted an application

to the Academy Schools identifying herself by her fust initial and sunnme only. She

rec¿ived word that her work was judged to be of sufhcient merit to secure her a place

in the school in 1860.'z1 When the Academicians leamed ttrat L.Hereford was a

woman they attempted to rescind their decision but were shamed iûto letting it

stand. There¿fter women's enrolment was sharply restricted and no female artist

was inducted as a Royal Academician until 1922 when Annie Swyn¡erton þame an

Associate of the Royal Academy.25
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That the govemment aod memb€rs of the middle+lass élite used art as a

mechanism for social cont¡ol has treen well-doclmented.s The formation of the

Select Committees and speedy execution of their recommendations were prompted

by well-founded anxieties about the economic and social st¿bility of the nation.

With the en^actment of the Reform Bill in 1832, middle+la.ss ascendency was

becoming a political reality as surely as it was an economic fact. In its train came

demands from the ws¡king classes for ratification of a people,s Charter which would

grant them a slice of political power. Fearful that class boundariæ would be

breached and anarchy would ensue, those who held economic and political sway

invoked the moral and uplifting potential of art to pacify the populace. In peel's

words,

In tåe present rimes of political excitemen! the exacerbation of angry and
unsocial feelings might be much softened by the effects which the fine arts
have ever produced upon the rninds of men.t

By means of exposing the working classes to the visual arts and offering them

carefully controlled opporlurdties to participate in their production, the gover¡ment

and the capitalists contrived to give workers the illusion of upward mobilty without

altering the class structure.

In much the same manner, middle-cla.ss women were given timited acc€ss to

u¡¡ 1¡¿ining: just enougb to produce virtuous compliance with theh ,'masters"' 
',vishes

for an accomplished domestic "angel", not enough to enable them to supersede their
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ordained plac€ in society.ã Women were encouraged to believe that the pretty

pastimes of drawing and watercolour painting fostered the delicate sensibilities and

moral superiority for which their sex was esteemed. In the economy of the separate

spheres, an appreciation of the beauty of the n¿tural world and a charming ability to

record it were higbly valued commodities; particularly as they offset the harsh,

mechanical environment of the public sphere. A woman's proper ambition in life

\ryas to creaúe a lovely haven to which her husband and sons coutd retire and be

morally replenished afær a day of engagement with the comrpting in-fluence of

power.' Serious employment, as an artist o¡ otherwise, would make competi¡g

de,mands upon a woman's time and confer a measure of independence likely to

disrupt this domestic idyll. Thus, tbrough the vehicle of watered-dow¡ 4f f¡aining

leisured women and factory operatives alike were prepared to fulfil their designated

roles in the Victorian social structu¡e.

By mid-century, few sectors of the populace had escape.d exposure to the

industrial, nationalistic ¿¡d çiyilizjng benefits of British art. A sipificantly larger

portion of the population was employed in positions requidûg education in

industrial or academic art than had been the case ffty years earlier. In support of

this trend, a wider cross-section of society was i¡duced to buy British-school

paintings and sculpture. Middl+class values of morality and social o¡der had been

urged upon the masses through the vehicle of art practice and appreciation.
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W.C.Taylor, an Inspector for the Schools of Desip from 1845, deÆcribed the object

of exposing the working classes to fine art i¡ his article "on the cultiv¿tion of T¿ste

in the Operative Classesn (1849): 'We believe that the moral and social results of

developing and elevating the taste of the artisan are of the highest importance to

morality and society."s

In conjunction with these trends came a demographic shift which sip.ificantly

altered women's prospects of marriage and motherhood. During the 1850s there w¿s

a sharp decliae ia marriages, particularly lmong men and women of middle-class

origi¡s. Men were deferring matrimony until later in tifs e¡ declining to marry

altogether. This trend endured for over thirty years; 1881 census figures show that

only one out of roughly six middle-class women between the ages of 20-25 was

married.3l In an article by William Rathbone Greg, "\Vhy Are Women

Redundant?" (1862), four reasons for the decline in marriage are suggested.,2 Ttrese

are: Iarge scale male emigration to the colonies, a selfrsh conc€rn to amass wealth

unhinde¡ed by family dmands, a desire on the part of men to have sexual pleasure

without the attendant responsibilitiæ ofa wife and children, and the rejection of

marriage by strong-minded rvomen. The crimean war (185456) in which 25,000

men lost their lives and many more were disabled would also have affected the

marriage st¿tistics.33 Scores of women, who under ¡s¡6¿l çl¡çumstances would

have been able to rely on a husband's income, were forced to remain under theL
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fathers' ca¡e or become self-supporting. The generally poor state of their education

and the social stima attached to manual labour severely ¡estricted their employment

options. Women knew there was money to be made from art-production;

government propaganda about the place of art in industry and the value ofthe

contribution made by British artists to the domestic economy had made that

abundantly clear. consequently, those who had shown any talent at sketching or

painting turned to art as a "genteel" means of earniag a livethood.

Nun¡ reües heavily on the "redundancy" issue as a c€ntral causal factor ofthe

rise of the women's ârt movernent. while it undoubtedly had a sip.ificant impact

upon women's decisions to become professional artists, it should not be

overemphasized. Throughout the course of the nineteenth century, women were

exposed to political, literary and philosophical arguments in favour of greater

personal autonomy. Becoming an a¡tist was a means of asserting independence and

a¿king an impression on the world for many of the women named in Nunn's boots.

Susan Durant exemplifies this drive for self-realization.

As was noted in Chapter One, women who were expoæd to progressive

political aûd irtellectual inJluences in their childhood homes ûended to evince a

strong interest in non-traditional occupations. Eliza Fox and Barba¡a Bodichon

were feminist artists who g¡ew up surrounded by the radicals and freethinkers their

fathers invited home for discusion evenings in the 1830s and lg40s. Bodichon's
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father was radical MP Benjamin læigb Smith. Fox's father, William J.Fox, was the

editor of the Monthl]¡ Renository, a Unitarian journal. He entertained people with

progressive ideas about the st¿tus of women. J.s.Mill and Harriet Taylor fust met

each other at his home.a

Others, like the American Harriet Homer, were attractrd to the profession

first and developed an ideological stance when facêd with resistanc€ to their wishes.

Raised by her widower father, Homer was as adept at outdoor sports activities as

she was at modelling figures from clay. Her adventuesome spirit and obvious talent

for the physically demandiag art of sculpture led her to seek training as an artist.

The rebufls she ¡eceived from the medical schools to which she had applied for

anatomy training in 1849 hardened her resolve to express her talent, openly defying

the social strictures placed on women."

Whatever the motivation, fmale artists were able to capitalize on the

increased market for British-school paiating and sculpture which had been so

effectively cultivaæd by means of the major exhibitions and lotteries of the lg40s and

1850s. cert¿i¡Iy the society of Female Artists recop.Þed and made good use of this

trend by applying for accepto ttçp as an approved source of A¡t Union of London

prizes.

The fortuitous combination of circ'mstances which enabled the development

of a women's art movement d.id not proceed rrnhinde¡sd. The separate sphere
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ideology and the Royal Academy of Arts were powerful countervailing forces which

conspired to undermine women's aspirations for artistic careers. yeldham, Nunn

and G¡eer have each made detailed præentations of the obstacles placæd in the way

of women's attempts to become professional painærs or sculptors.s Briefly stated,

the three major stumbling blocks women had to surmount were: restricted acc€ss to

art education, few exhibition opportunities, and the application ofa double standard

of evaluation for women's work and men's work. Remarkably undaunted by thase

impediments, female artists launched a counter-oflensive which bears a striking

resemblance to the efforts of their sisters who sought acc€ss to higher education, the

medical profession, and equality under the law. In the following section I will

e¡amins the relationship between the women's art movement and feminism.

One of the difliculties encountered in researching the women's art movernent

is the dearth of information available on the individual participants. Even tbe most

successful or best-connected fmale artists are barely docrmenúed, making it ha¡d to

gain a complete understanding of their role in the movement. As a group, Victorian

fe,male artists appear to have been bound together by two common fe¿tures. They

we¡e members of the middle and upper-middle classes (the same sector of society

responsible for the riæ of feminim in Brit¿in) and they shared a strong

determination to resist social sanctions against careers for \ryomen. Otherwise, they

represented the full economic spectrum of their class and reflected the range of
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political sympatlies ef fþs fims, although a significaot conc€ntration of liberals and

radicals can be discerned emorg their r¡nks. Ba¡.bar.a Bodichon, Anna Mary

Howitt" Eliza Fox and susan Duraat all travelled in radical ci¡cles and were

decidedly progressive in their politics. Those at the fo¡efront of the women's art

movement were frequently associated with one or more of the other women's rights

movements of the period. Anna Jameson, Harriet Grote, Bodichon, Howitt, and

Fox were variously involved with the Ma¡ried Women's property petition, the

Girton College campaign, and the suffrage societies, âmong ot¡ers. A fi¡ller

discussion of the characteristics of victorian female artists will be presented later in

this chapter.

As Nunn has pointed out, by virtue of becoming an artist a woman of the

victorian era conveyed the opinion that the middle-class concept of femininity, as

expressed in the ideal of the ,'perfect lady," was not acceptable.3t Moreover, the

female artist presented a challenge to tle exclusive position enjoyed by members of

the male art establishment, particularly if she was talented. In a general senæ, then,

the decision to become an artist could have been seen as an act of defiance against

the social norms. For those womeû who undertook the occupation without any

clearly defrned feminist predisposition, the difhcultiæ encountered in ac4uiring the

requisite f¡aining and exhibition opportunities usually force.d them to roke a stand on

the larger issue of women's rights.
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Faced with monumental obstacles, female artists employed the s¡me sorts of

tactics to achieve their goals as women used in the campaigns to improve the legal,

political or professional status of women. To compensate for their exclusion from

the lile classes, which formed the basis of Academic ¡¡aining, women shared the cost

of a private model at informal evening drawing æssions. Eliza Fox was a prime

instigator of these snall ælf help groups which empowered female artists in the

1850s.38

other groups aros€ to combat the stultifying effects of working in isolation

from fellow artists. The Portfolio club was formed in Ig54 to provide a supportive

envi¡onment in which women could present their literary or artistic creations and

receive constructive guidqnce and encouragement. Bodichon and her sis19¡ |r[¿nnis

met with Anna Mary Howitt, Bessie Rayner parkes, Christina Rossetti and,

occasionally, Emily Davies, to share works-in-progress and news of feminist

friends.e In Rome starting in 1852, the actress charlotte cushman opened her

home to Harriet Homer, Mary Lloyd and other expatriate female sculptors who

worked in Joh¡ Gibson's studio. During the 1850s and lg60s, a nflock" of American

female sculptors migrated to Rome where they had greater prospects of receiving

professional training and exhibitiag thei¡ works than was the case in the united

states. In a letúer from Rome, Homer expressed her delight at the opportunities

available to female a¡tists:
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Here, every woman has a chaûce if she is bold enough to avail herself of it,
¿¡d I am proud of every woman who is bold enough . . ., in spite of ridicule
and criticisat, [to] pave a b¡oader way for women ofthe next generation.{

Together the women formed a supportive enclave which offered hospitality to

visiting feminists like Bessie Rayner Parkes and Harriet Beecher Stowe.ar

All too often, the art est¿blishment undermined the progress of fmale artists

by offering meani:rgless flattery or unmitigated rejection of their attempts at painting

aod sculpture. Anna Mary Howitt was so badly stung by John Ruskin's ç¡i¿is¿¡

comments about one ofher works that she abandoned tåe art profession in 1g56.a2

Through groups like the Portfolio Club female artists were able to build their

confidence and make use of helpful criticim to improve their work.

Charlotte Cushman's household was probably one of the models for Louisa

May AJcott's fictional group of female artists studying in paris. Alcott gives us a

valuable glimpse of the workirgs of the female art community during the lg70s in an

unfrnished short story about the friendship between a sculptor (Diana) and a painter

(Persis). According to Elai¡e Showalûer, the story contai¡s direct referenc€s to

Harriet Hosmer's care€r.t' Diana is credited with statues of "Saul,, and npuck,"

named after two of Homer's most successful works. Like Alcott's sisûer May, upon

whose letters the story is bas€d, the would-be artists had travelled to Franc¿ where

art training for women was more readily available. However, even in that relatively

tolerant society, women's a¡t was unfairly cnticizú and they had to join forces in
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order to succ€€d. Miss Cassal, a fïctionalized version of May's friend Mary Cassatt,

is praised by one of Aleott's artists because

She has money and uses it nobly . . . and we have a plan in our heads to get
up a school for women, a studio where we can club together and have the best
models and ñasters and a chanc€ to show what we can do with a clear track
and fair judges.#

A feminist herself, Alcott populated her works with female artists who symbolized

the cooperative nature of women's efforts to obtain more equitable treatment in

society. ("Help one another, is part of the religion of our sisterhood").45 One

chapûer of A¡ Old Fashioned Girl, "The Sunny Side,n presents the "sunny side of

poverty and work," taking the reader on a tour ofa studio shared by a sculptor and

an engraver. The feminist convictions of the two women is evi¡ced in the subject-

matter they choose and their commitment to ongoing partnership, even though one

is soon to be married. Alcott's writiag úestifiæ that the women's art movement was a

sipilicant component of nineteenth-century feminism.6

These mall groups comprised the private side of the women's art movement.

Its public face was represented by the Society of Female Artists. Organized in 1856

by Harriet Grote, the SFA (now the Society of Women Artists) rvas an exhibiting

society that held an annual show in the spring. There, women could submit serious

works ofart for exhibition and sale confident that they would not be turned away

because of their gender. Among all the other art exhibiting societies, the Royal
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Academy of Arts and the British Institution were the only two that accepted

women's work. However, the policy that allowed Royal Academicians to exhibit

without restriction reduced the number ofwo¡ks which could be acrepted from

outside that institution. The remaining exhibition spac€ was occupied by 'young

male students . . . many of whom have been well-trained in the elements of art in the

classes of the Royal Academy itseÍ'.u¿r Under these ci¡oumstances, a relatively

inexperienced female artist had diffrculty finding a venue in which to show her

worls, even if she displayed talent.

The SFA provided more than a place for female artists to exhibit their t¿lents.

It gave them an identity. Until its formation there was no institution that

reprasented the interests of the female artists--no lobby group, no school. For this

reason, the SFA is of central importance to our understanding of the women's art

movement. Throughout fþs ninste€¡fþ century societies which supported specifìc

feminist causes arose. For instance, shortly after the præentation of Bodichon's

petition to Parliâment the National Society for Women's Suffrage was constituted to

focus continuing attention on the issue of votes for women. l¡ ¿ simil¿¡ m¡nns¡ ths

SFA gave public form to the grass roots efforts of women who were trying to break

into the art profession.

Jþs fiming of the emergence of this new institution is enormously significant.

At the same moment that Victorian feminism took a great step forward, the Society
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of Female Artists was formed. Nun¡ sifts tbrough events ir the art world to find a

reason for what she deems to b€ the unexpected appearance of this association. She

cites, as a possible catalyst a letþr in the Builder (May 1856) suggesting to artists

who were shut out of the Royal Academy shows that they form independent

exhibitions of their own.4 Josephins Kamm suggests that the expulsion of a female

student from the South Kensington Art School, because she was whistling in class,

incited the women to s€t up a society where femate artists could pursue their

occupation 'nhinds¡ed.ae These two incidents may have contributed to an overall

dissatisfaction among female artists with thei¡ treatment by the male art

establishment. However, the women's rights activities of Barbara Bodichon and her

coterie offer the most compelling explanation for the timing and sponsorship of the

SFA,

Between 1855 and 1857 Bodichon and a group of committ€d women who met

in her home at Blandford Square conducted a vigorous campaip to amend the

Married Women's Property Act. Under its provisions, a married woman forfeited

all rights to own property or keep any income she rec¿ived even if she lived

separaúely from her husband. At Bodichon's instigation, a petition against rhis act

was circulated tbroughout Britain during 1855-56 and presented in March 1856 to

the Houses of Parliament, with 26,000 women's sig¡atures appended.s As

Matthews has shown, although it failed to achieve its immediaûe purpose, it was
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resoundi[gly succ€ssful as a tool for raising women's awareness ofthe legal

disabilities they endured and for inciting tåem to take action. In its wake the

petition left an extensive infrastructure for the propagation of fm.inim tbroughout

the country. In Mattlews words, ", . . the new enthusiasts recruited from the

provinces were to provide the basis for the nascent feminist movment.nsr

The collective that met at Blandford Square rem¡ine! actively i¡volved in

women's issues after the presentation of the petition and eventually became known

as the Langham Place Ci¡cle, named for 19 Lanqham Place where they took up

offices in 1859.5'? According to Kamm and Matthews, it was through the agency of

tlis group that a series of initiatives for gaining acc€ss to the professions was

mounted. In the latter hall of 1856 the SFA \üas organized and financed by Harriet

G¡ote, herself an amateur painter and a strong advocate of women's rigbts. One

year later Bodichon presented forceful arguments for women's access to paid

employment, regardless of class or marital st¿tus, in her pampblet Women and

Work. Realizi¡g that women's concenm had to be communicated to the public on a

regular basis, Bodichon purchased the Waverley Journal and ren¡med it the English

woman's Journal in March 1858. other ent€rprises followed in close succession. In

1859 came the Society for Promoting the Employment of \ omen ¿¡d yi¡hin ¿ y6¿¡

Emily Faithfull opened the Victoria Press as a venue for employing women as

compositors. In each case, the groups were promulgated by women who were
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directly associated with the Langbam Place Circle, and Bodichon appears to have

been personally involved in all of them.

C¿nt¡a Nunn, it is not so surprisiag that Harriet Grote was the instigator of

the SFA. As the wife of George Grote MP, a well-known radical, Harriet had an

extensive acquaintance Among radical and feminist social circles. Mill and his súep

daugbter Helen were regular visitors at her home as were A.H.Layard, the

Amberleys and Susan Durant. Undoubædly she would have been acquainæd with

Bodichon through her political ci¡cles and in con¡ection with the Married Women's

Property petition, which held particular importance to Harriet because of an

unfortunaûe incident. Harriet's purse had been stolen and insult was added to injury

when the constable who took the complairt recorded the theft of Mr. Grote's

property. Upon learning that she had no legal status apart from her husband,

Harriet assiduously opposed "the atrocious law which denies to married women all

right to hold property. . ."53

The logical extension ofthe right to own prop€rty is the right of access to the

means of acquiring it. Harriet and two other members of her exænded family

became engaged i¡ the struggle to secure enployment opportuúties for women. Her

niece, Jane l-ewin, was an active member of the Society for Promoting the

Emplo¡ment of Women and Jane's sisúer Sarah appears in the list of ladies of the

Langbam Place Ci¡cle.r Harriet's involvement in the SFA does not appear to have
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been motivated by a desire to take up art as a career, despite her submission of

watercolours to the ønnual shows. Rather, it is characæristic of her interest in

promoting women in the arts. Fan:ry Elsler, the dancer, and Jenny Li¡d, 'the

Swedish nightingale," had both been helped along in their careers by the Grotes who

had introduced them to influential members of thei¡ wide social circle. Susan

Durant received similæ't¡'eatment. In 1864 Harriet concluded her dealings with the

society because it was a financial drain. Her comments in a lettÊr to her sist€r h;nt at

the altrui,m underlying the venture. "t,120 out of my pocket, O lal Never mind, shall

commit no more benevolent follies."ss

There are clear indications of solidarity among these groups which emerged

from Langù¡m Place as they struggled to change public opinion and make gains for

women. The English Woman's Journal was intended to provide a forum for

discussions about women and work. Throughout the Jo¡¡¡ual can be found articles

on women's fitness for diverse occupations and letters to the editor voicing opinions

about professional employment for women. On a practical levet, advertisements

which appeared in the Journal presented readers with concrete opportunities to

support women's work. On the inside back cover of the December 186l issue of the

English Wo-un'. Jo,r*ut is an advertisement for a new publication printed by

Emily Faitbfull and co. at the victoria Press. Readers were advised that l¿ictoda

Regia: A Volume of Original Contributions in Poetry and Prose, which was edited,
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compiled and composited by women, was available for purchase. The list of

contributors to the voh.rme is a curious mix of people, some of whom were decidedly

not sympathetic to women's righß156

That the publishers of the English Woma¡'rJournal attached considerable

importance to the activities of the SFA is evident from the coverage devoted to the

Society's show in the Joumal's inaugual ye¿r. In an extensive article, the reviewer

congatulated the SFA for:

opening a new field for the emulation of the f€male student, and also a wide¡
ch¿nnel of i¡dustrial occupation, thereby relieving part of the strain now
bearilg heavily on the few other profitable avocations open to educaþd
women.57

Works exhibited by Susan Durant, Anna Mary Howitt and Barbara Bodichon were

siagled out for special attention, in part because thei¡ authors were ârnong the "best

female artists, who had conquered a plac€ i¡ the Royat Academy."ss These were

the role-models after whom other fe¡¡ale painters and sculptors could pattern

themselves. Thereafter, news of the Society and of the activities of fem¿le artists is

conscientiously reported,

Several valuable conclusions about the SFA can be drawn from rhis evidence.

It is immediately apparent that female artists were in the vanguard of a concert€d

campaip for women's employment at nid-century. Although Bodichon is known

best for org¡nizing and waging campaigns for various women's causes, she also
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conducted a remarkably prolific and successful career as a professiona! artist.e She

and the other esteemed female artists who sent works to the Society's shows used

their status in the Victorian art world as a platform from which to express support

for a wider sphere of occupation for women. The Society of Female Artists offered a

vehicle for the public promotion of this cause and provided a safe envi¡onment

within which budding artists could sell theù work and learn from one another.

The Society of Female Artists, and the women's art movement which it

represented, was Dot an isolated phenomenon. As has been noted, the milieu which

conceived the SFA also gave birth to a media campaign (Engllsh Women's Journal),

an employment agency (Society for Promotiag the Employment of Women) and a

publishing fìrm (Victoria Press) devoúed to placing women into the workplace.

Althougb each of these groups had its own identity, there was a symbiotic

relationship between them which mapified their incial impact. As well, there was a

higb degree of interaction between the members of the groups. Bodichon appears to

have made personal contributions of advice, leadership or money to each of the

initiatives mentioned. Other participants had worked together on the petition and

at the Langham Place oflìce.

Pace Nunn, the sipificance of the Society of Female Artists has been

underes'im ated by fminist historians and art historians alike. It full¡Iled tle same

role for føale artists that the New Hospital for Women and Gi¡ton College did for
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female doctors and advocates of women's education, respectively. When excluded

from the established f¿cilties of instruction or practice in a discipliae, women

formed parallel institutions of their own, often with the hope that someday they

would be integated with thei¡ male counterparts. The English Woman's Journal

(1858) review of the Society of Female Artists show remarks that the women's

exhibition will prepare female artists to eventually exhibit at the Royal Academy:

There is surely no harm and great good in theh setting up a quieter exhibition
of their own, where the s¡me t¡chnical qlali(ies are not as yet strictly
demanded, and where patient study, and fidelity to the highest aims of art,
may enable them one d¿y to compeúe with the best painters, without any
reference to sex,fl

During the middle of the Victorian era the Society of Female Artists was both the

rallying point for the women's art movement and an integral part of the overall

feminist program.

Recognizing that alternative institutions ¿¡d f¡.aining arrangements had the

potential to marginalize women's art, female artists continued to seek ways of

infiltrating public institutions. The Schools of Desip were readily accessible even

though they had been created to train factory workers in the rudiments of drawiag

and pattern-meking. Working+lass en¡obnent in the Schools was reduced by the

high weekly cost of tuition and inconvenient hours of attendance.u' Into the

vaculm created by the directors' ignorance of working+lass needs came women

from the middle classes who had the money and the time to spend on drawing
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classæ. The schools could not afrord to turn away payilg customers, consequently

separat€ nladies' clasæs" were provided.e Because lile classes were not conducted

at the majority of the Schools, neither the middle+tass r,vomeû nor ffo6sç r¡e¡king

men who wanted to become professional artists received adequate trainiag.

The Royal Academy alone oflered the sort of instruction and reputation

which would provide a student with every chance of success as an artist. In 1g59,

thirty-eight female artists prepared a petition which they sent to every Roy¿l

Academician personally and arranged to bave published in the Athenaeum on the

same day. The text of the petition requested

the members of the Royal Academy to provide accommodation in the
schools for properly qualihed Female students . . . to affo¡d to women artists
the same,opportunities . . . by which tåey have themselves so greatly
profited.63

Among the signatoriæ are Barbara Bodichon, Ellen Blackwell, An¡a Blunden, Eliz¿

Fox, Anna Jameson and Bella Ißigh Sndth, all of whom were participants in the

sFA.6¿

The Royal Academy did not alter its stance on the subject of ad-itting

women in 1859. However, within a year a radical çhange took place as a result of

the subterfuge employed by Laura Hereford with the encou¡agement of other female

artisb.65 Unaware of Hereford's gender, the Academicians acknowledged that her

work displayed as much t¿lent as that of her male counterparts. "Genius," it
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appeared, was not confined to the male gender. The female artists had att¿cked the

exclusive power of the art establishment on its own terms and won a snall victory.

Thereafter, access was limited to a handfi¡I of female applicants "as spac€ permitûed.,'

Most of the strategies used by the thirty-eight female artists are ûo different

from those employed by the many pressue groups of the tine. However, the ruse

employed by Laura Herford has strong feminist overtones precisely because it

highlights gender prejudice in tåe art community. Normaüy feminists were reluctant

to pass themselves off as men, feeling that their cause would be strengthened when

they achieved fþsir ¡ims against all odds. For this reason, Elizabeth Blackwell

rejected the advice ef wsll-ms¿ning male friends who offered to lend her men's

clothes as a disguise.

Exclusion from medical school because the work was considered unseemly for

women, even deleterious to thei¡ he¿lth, was a practice which did not necessarily

impup women's abilities. p¡ss'm¿þly if they were able to obtain 1¡aining from

alternative sou¡c€s, women could prove their fitness to be medical practitioners.

Ac¿demic qualifications for the practice of medicine could be measured against an

objective st¿ndard" the writt€n exarnination. No such instrument could be used to

determine whether a would-be artist had the requisite skills for that profession. An

artist's work had to be asse^ssed by more subjective means, which meant that a biased

judgement could not readily be challenged. The art establishment assumed women
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16 ¡s inn¿tely deficient in artistic t¿lent and apptied that ¿5s,,mption, deliberaæly or

unconsciously, when evaluati¡g work by a female afist. A review of r)ie Frauen in

die Kunstgeshichte [trans. women Artists] by Ernest Guhl (Berlin, lg5g) reveals the

nineteenth-century debaúe about women's art abilitiæ:

Women, say the defenders ofthe present system ofrhings, have opened no
new vistas in the re¿l¡r of thought; with a few brilliant exceptions, they bave
produced ¡efhing really great in art, science, or literature; and an exception
does not form the rule. What they have not achieved during the course of
eighteen centuries, they are not likely to achieve in the nineteenth. It is all
very well to talk of difhculties educational &c.; but genius is repressed by
none of these."*

The expectation that women could not produce top-quality art became a self-

fulhlling prophecy. In order to prove that the Royal Academy was unfair towards

women applicants, Laura Herford had to disguise her gender. A similar situation

obtai¡ed for female novelists who adopúed masculi¡e noms de filume in order to get

fair tre¿tnent from publishers.

The women's art movement was advanced by individual initiatives as well as

collective efforts. women from well-off families circumvented the exclusion of

female artists from life classæ by studying on the Continent. In France, Germany

and ltaly, women were given great€r acc€ss to the art academies where drawing from

tbe nude figure was permitæd for either sex. Some, like Durant, Bodichon, Mary

Thornycroft, and Mary Lloyd attached themselves to the ateliers of respected artists

i¡ Paris and Rome where they learned all aspects of the profession." Harriet
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Homer received her initial training for drawing the human figure in an anatomy

class at the St. Louis Medical College in Missouri. I¿te¡ she went to Rome where

she continued her training under the di¡ection ofJohn Gibson, the celebrated

English sculptor.6

Barbara Bodichon made special arrangements to have her works exhibited.

she held a one'wornan show (a relatively rare practice) at the Dudley gallery in 1g66,

where her works were frequently on display between 1865 and 1881, and she

contributed to at least one other joint show.t Durant is also credited with showing

her works at "one or two . . . þresumably privatel London galleries. "?0 Tbrough

their individual actions, all these women displayed a bold determi¡ation to succeed

at their chosen metier. Clearly, the ¿rtistic profession was not for timid or

¡nim¿gi¡¿fivs \{omen.

The type ofart produced by women was, often by necessity, different than

that produced by men.tt Lacking proper training l¡ þnman figure drawing, some

women turned to alternative subject-matter to display thei¡ talent. Rosa Bonheu¡'s

paintings oflarge flsld animals give full expression to her skill in representing

motion, drama and fleshy forms without re4uiring her to betray the inadequacy of

her schooling in representing 1þ9 þrrm¿¡ figure. Hr.'man bei:rgs are present in her

painting 1-he Horse Fai¡ (1855) but they are largely obscured by the rearing, trotting

¿nim¿ls which they are trying to control, No one thought to prevent Bonheu¡ from
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studying horses and cattle. Landscape and still life were popular geffes among

women artists for the same reason. Moreover, these were the characteristic subjects

of accomplishment art in which all young "ladies" were trained to a modest extent.

Marriage and family responsibilities also affected the subjects women could

portray. Berthe Morisot painted scenes from domestic life in France, recording the

world of women peopled by her mother, sist,ers and children. Mary Cassatt, a single

woman charged with domestic responsibilitiæ in her parents' home, also produced

paintiags of everyday houæhold life. Both painters app€ar to have worked within

the confines of their social sphere to produce visual commentaries on the experience

of women. ftsce¡f fsminisf resea¡ch i¡to the work of the female Impressionist

painters by Griselda Pollock, Tama¡ Garb and others has demonstrated how

domestic scenes by Cassatt and Morisot deliberately detail the gendered order of

society.T2

Female sculptors had to be adept at modelling the human figure in order to

pursue their profession, They obøined the requisite training by attending anatomy

classes at medical schools, apprenticiag in the ateliers of sculptors who offered male

and female students identical instruction, and through copyi¡g plaster casts of

antique sculpture.T3 Consequently, their works deviaúe less from those produced by

nale sculptors in style or type of subject. Portraiture, allegorical and historical

figures, and fune¡al monuments were produced by men and women alike. However,
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fmale sculptors \ryere able to make statÊments about the status of women, or

highligbt the contributions made by legendary or historic women, tbrough the

specilic events or people they chose to sculpt.

For example, Susan Durant portrayed women who heroically endured

misfortune and false accusaÍions, finatly triumphing over their undæerved

çl¡çrmsþ¡sfs. The statues of Co¡slance and the Faith ful shenherdess (illustrations

8 and 6) represent women who are unfairly m¡ligned yet manage to prove their

accusers to be mistaken. Hosmer's Zenobia. the eueen of Þalmyra (ilustration 7)

þ¿5 simil¿¡ overtones of the courage which defies degradation. Louisa May Alcott

captues the import of works like these in a conversation at a fictional artist's studio

in "The Sunny Side" a chapter of her novel An OId Fashioned Girl. There, the

women discuss a monumental sculpture-in-progress:

Becþ said she'd show us her idea of the coming woma[. There she is . . .

bigger, lovelier, and more imposing than any we se€ nowadays; and at the
s¡me time she is a true \roûun. See what a fine forehead, yet the mouth is
both firm and tÊnder, as if it could say strong, \¡/ise rhings, as well as teach
children and kiss babies. We couldn't decide what to put in the hends as the
most appropriate s¡mbol. . . "Give her a sc€ptre; she would make a fine
queen," answered Fanny. "No, we have had enough of that; women bave
been called queens a long tims, but the kingdom given them isn't worth ruling

A deliberately feminist message is attributed to the fictional sculptor. some of the

works of Hosmer and Durant can be i¡terpreted in the same way.
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Because ofthe restrictions placed upon female artists by the art

establishment, women adopted different types of subject-matter or infused

traditional genres with ¡ew 6sâning. Thus, they were able to convey a message

about women's capabilities both by the practic€ ofthek profession aûd througlì the

works they produced.

At the outset of my discussion of the women's art movement, I suggested that

the experiences of the female ¡{isfs v¿g¡s similar to those of women who promoted

suffrage, education and access to other professions. This is particularly true with

regard to the women doctors. Elizabeth Blackwell and Elizabeth Garrett had to

acquire their medical education through a series of indi¡ect routes. Both of them

received a significant portion of their f¡aining in France, where institutions were

slightly more open to women than those i¡ Britai¡. onc€ qualilìed, they were forced

to establish their own i¡firmaries s¿i¡hin vefuiçþ to practice. The institutions which

suffered them to obt¿in the qualifications for thei¡ profession abruptty closed their

doors against any further female applicants, much like the Royal Academy did to

fmale students. Together they gave encouragement and practical support to other

women who wished to follow them into medicine. Eventually they each established

facilities to train women docto¡s. Given what they had in common, it comes as no

surprise that the women doctors and the female artists shared the same concerns for
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women's rights and sought out each others' company. The friendships between

female a¡tists and woman doctors will be discussed later in this chapúer.

Artists contributed to the rich diversity of disciplines and causes which

chancterized ¡þs feminisf networks. They found friends among the literary f€rninists

and women in the performing arts. The novelist George Eliot was a lilelong friend of

Barbara Bodichon. Writers Elizabeth gaI1e1t !¡eyening and Harriet Beecher Stowe

both enjoyed Harriet Hosmer's lively company in Italy,?s The pleasant afternoons

spent sitting for a portrait by Durant are recorded in Ha¡riet Beecher Stowe,s life

story.7u Louisa May Alcott was so inspired by her sisier May's experiences ¿N an

artist i¡ Paris that she immort¿lized them i¡ a short story about Diana and persis.

Female artists figure prominently in another of Alcott's works, An Old Fashioned

Gid, suggesting that the author cultivated friendships with artisß.?7 The c¡lebrated

American actress charlotte cushm¡n sheltered a colony of feninist sculptors in her

Roman villa.ts Helena Faucit, a performer on the English stage, entertained Susan

Durant at a dinns¡ p¿¡ties attended by members of the musical and literary

worlds,Te

Feminists in other fields of work had close relationships with sculptors and

painters. For nearly thirty years Franc¿s Power Cobbe sha¡ed a house with Mary

Lloyd through whom she met the American sculptors Emma Stebbins and Harriet

Homer, and the redoubtable painter Rosa Bonleur during a joumey to Rome.
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Cobbe's and Lloyd's visits with Durant have already been noted. Barbara Bodichon

and Susan Durant both had strong ties with Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell. It was

Blackwell who discreetly cared for Susan Durant's son, born out of wedlock, until he

was tfuee years old. Other artists knew Dr. Blackwell from the Thrusday sysning

gatherings at Aûra Jameson's home. Elizabeth Garrett opened her home to

feminists from various fields; among the visitors on one Saturday were "Miss Cobbe

. . . and some adists." She too was known aad admired by Durant whose last

exhibited work was a portrait of Dr. Elizabeth Garrett. Radicals Kate Amberley

and Harriet Groþ both numbered women artists arnong their fendnist contacts.æ

Through theæ social networks feminim was spread and activists were

nu¡tu¡ed and equipped to carry on their work. The participation of many of the

known members of the women's art movement in these feminist circles suggests that

they perceived themselves and theh movment to be an integral part of the women's

rights program.

As has been noted, the women's art movement was conceived duri:rg a time of

political and cultural upheaval. Beginning in the 1830s, the government and

concerned capiølists aggressively promoted the visual arts as a means of creating

social harmony and maintaining British manufacturiag supremacy. Their efforts

resulted in a greatly enlarged indigenous art industry supported by a newly-

cultivated market. At roughly the same time, the passage of the first Reform Bill
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(1832) enfranchised a larger section of society and raised the expectations of middle-

class women that they would be the next group to be granæd political power. The

Phìlosophical Radicals did much to encourage this hope, showing by their own

political advances that the established power structure could be successfully

challenged. As the c¿ntury wore on, women bec¡me increasingly aware of the

political and social disabilitiæ to which they were subjected and began to seek

change.

Their efforts were spurred on by a profound shift in the marriage practices of

middle-class men which brought a sharp increase in the number of spinsters seeking

employment during the 1850s. Fin¡ncial necessity was a major driving force behind

women's campaigns for access to the professions. As well, an increasing number of

women sought professional employment out of the conviction that their abilities

were grievously under-utili"ed in the domestic sphere. Encouraged by the brisk art

market and emboldened by the changing political slimaþ, r omen ent€¡ed the art

profession in unprecedented numbers. A women's art mov€ment was born. Its

emergence directly coincided with other progr¡ms to expand women's employment

opport'nities and secure greater legal autonomy for them.

In summary, from the ext¿nt documents about the more prominent female

artists, and the women who befriended them, it is possible to construct a picture of

the women's art movement and its members. When rhis picture is compared with
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what we know about the victorian feminist cpmmrni¿y, dlsfi¡sf simit¿rities oan be

seen between the personal proflrlæ of the women in both goups. A substantial

proportion of female artists we¡e daughters of radicals and non-conformists. Those

who came from more conventional backgrounds tvere women whoæ strong

personalitiæ and needs to express their t¿lent made them ill-suited for traditional

domestic roles.

Some would not have held clearly articulated opinions on the rights of

women at the outset. But the obstacles they confronúed on their way to becoming

pabters and sculptors made them resolve to successfully challenge the power

structure which refused to artmit women. Thus, aspiring female artists became

politicized by the struggle to get training for and recopition of their work. They

formed friendships with other women who had faced simil¿¡.i¡psrriments and who

sought to improve the position of women in society. The goals they pursued and the

means by which they achieved them are indistinguishable from those of the other

issue groups which together formed the victorian fe¡ninist movernent. In the next

chapter I will examine the feminist con¡ections of one such artist, susan Durant.
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CTIAPTER THREE

BY HER FRIENDS WE CAN KNOW HER

Using the method I have termed nsurrogaþ lives" I intend to demonstrate in this

chapûer that Susan Du¡ant's st¿nce towards women's rights can be discovered

tbrough an examination of her friends and associations. I will examins stss€ty

twenty-nins of the approximately 140 people who are mentioned in her papers or

who name her in their coffespondence or diaries. The basis for my setection of these

people is the existence of enough data about their lives to locate them within the

social and political milieu of Victorian Brit¿i¡. The nature of Durant's relationships

with these people both as individuals and members of identifrable social ci¡cles will

be carefully considered. Before entering i¡to this investigation, I will summ¡rize

wh¿t is known about her life.

The mejor British, Frencb, and German biographical dictionaries of

nineteenth-ælrtury artists ¡eveal that she was a very successlul artist, ',one of eueen

Victoria's favouriæ sculptors."t They describe the important commissions she

received and the prætigious exhibition venues at which her worts were displayed.

Durant's scnlpture rvas shown at the Great Exhibition (1851), the Manchester Art

Treasures Exhibition (1857), and at ñiñet€en Royal Academy Exhibitions, among

others. Commissioned worls by Durant are on persunent display at the Mension

House in London and the Albert Memorial Chapel in Wi¡dsor Castle, A bust of
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Queen Victoria, which was made for the benchers of the rnner Temple in London,

was destroyed during the 1939-45 war.

It is reco¡ded that she was trained at the Paris studio of Baron Henri de

Triqueti with whom she later collaborated on the deco¡ation of the Albert Memorial

Chapel.2 For a time she was also employed as the sculpting instructor of pri¡cess

Louise, a post which gained her social prætige and which is considered noteworthy

by the biographers.

A few of the sources allude to her social status, noting that she came from a

good Devonshire family and that her adoption of sculpting as a career was not based

on pecuniary necessity, but, rather, on a love ofart. None is able to flx the date of

her bi¡th any more precisely than sometime between 1820-1830, perhaps because she

reserved this i¡formation to herself; and ail lament her untimely death at paris on 1

January 1873. The obituary notices for Durant recite a similar.combination of

accolades and statistics about her.

Sadly, these brief abstracts of Durant's career have become the sum of her

life's history. It is incongruous that a person who evidenced such talent and

ambition should receive s¡sl minimal tre¿tment in the historical record. However,

as a single female artist she had no legitimate family members who lived on to keep

her memory alive. Moreover, she had what would have been considered a very

unconventional life for a woman, perhaps a life tinged with questionable morality.
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Thus, her contribution to the art world has been eclipsed by nine¡sea1¡-cer¡rt

considerations of propriety and gender.

Given the restrictive attitudes towards women's professions in Victorian

Britain what were the convictions which enabled her to realise her ambition to make

"for herself a place in the world âmongst the great thinkers and workers of the

day?"3 It is my thesis that Susan Durant was a feminist who benefited greatly from

the support of others who shared her views. In this chapûer I will focus on the

relationships she maintained, deriving evidence for my case from the types of

individuals and $oups with whom she associated. How she expressed her feminist

convictions i¡ her work will be dealt with in Chapter Four where an analysis of

selected pieces wiJl be made.

Aside from the notices in the biographical dictionaries and the obituary

columls, there is scant published information about Susan Durant. Reviews of her

work can be found in joumals aûd newspapers such as: the English Woman's

Journal, the Times, the Illustrated London News, and the Art Journal. In addition,

her n¡me occasionally appears in the published diaries and the correspondence ofa

handful of her better known conûemporaries. Althougb some of thase people also

were siagle professional women they have been more readily remembered bæause

they left a written record of thei¡ lives. Being a sculptor, Susan Durant recorded her
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ideas in the clay, plaster and stone of her sculpture. Even these monrments to hêr

life have disappeared, dætroyed by war, lost in time.a

By far the most written material about Durant is found in the eueen,s

A¡chive at wi¡dsor castle. Among the Durant papers at windsor are: a collection

ofher corræpondence, tle bulk of which dates from 1864 to 1869; a fragment of her

diary; and two brief memoirs, one by her friend and travelling companion Emma

Beaufoy Wallis and ttre other by the donor of the papers, Mrs. Lucy R. Shilston.

Emma Wallis tre¿su¡ed the letters rflritten by her dea¡ friend Susan Durant, who

worked for members of the royal families in England and Germany and was on

friendly terms with "the dukes and duchessæ of the Faubourg St. Germaine" in

Paris.5 Durant's self portrait in marble deco¡ated the wallis home and was passed

on, along with the letters and diaries, to Emma Wallis's niece, Lucy. In turn, Lucy

relayed both the Durant memorabilia and her own recollections of the sculptor to

her daughter Lucy Shilston.6

Perhaps becauæ Durantls letters were written to family and friends, much of

their substance consists of reports about the weather, the state ofher work, and brief

mentions of visits with nrrmeror¡s friends and busi¡ess associates. surprisingly few

are of a conlìding Dature and two alone make stat€ments which directly link þu¡an1

to a feminist cause, that of suffrage. However, it will become evident that an
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examination of the lives of the people named in her letúers and other relevant sources

can yield valuable i¡formation about Durant's views on women's rigbts.

The first thing that is notable about the names of sitters and patrons

mentioned in Durant's papers is their intercon¡ecþdne.ss. The web of relationships is

remarkable with many of the same names appeari¡rg regularly in the diaries and

memoirs of other prominent Victorians. A number of social, political and

occupational clusters can be identified within rhis sample of twenty-nine people and

organizrtions. I have orgenired my analysis of the members s¡ ths srmple into hve

clusters which will Lre examined in descendiag order of size. These clusters a¡e not

discreet entities; it will become apparent that some ofthe people from one clusûer can

be just as easiJy accommodated within one or mo¡e of the others. My selection is

based on ajudgement about which cat€gory most aptly reflects the identity of each

individual. The clusters are: philosophical radicals, avowed feminists, artists, the

royal family, and professionat societies.

PHILOSOPHICAL RADICALS

One focal g¡oup within Susan Durant's circle of acquainl¿açs is immediat€ly

disc¿rnable. Durant's tr4me appears in the personal papers of Lady Amberley,

Harriet Groúe, and John Stuart Mill. Kate Amberley refers to Durant as a "mutual

friend" whom she and Harriet visited while in Paris in 1864.7 In turn, Durant,s

papers include mentions of Kate. On one occasion, Duratrt returned from a day of
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portrait sittings at windsor castle in the company of Lord Russell. Her diary entry

of 16 November 1865 conlides her hæitance to strike up a conversation with the

Prime Minister: "little by tittle I took c,ourage and asked him after Amberley and my

lady. He was very commrrnisative, talked about the Grotes."8 Four montbs laúer,

Du¡ant recounts an extremely busy day at the studio:

Of course visitors chose that day to call-but I artmitted no one-Lady
Amberley . . . came to my door. I went to speak to her but I could not ask
her to come in.e

For Harriet Groúe, Durant proved to b€ both a friend and a rival for the

affections of Harriet's husband, George. Her visits to the Grote's country homes

(1861 and 1862) and a vacation in Paris (1864), during which she and the couple

occupied different rooms in the same hotel, are cb¡onicled in Harriet's letters and

"Noúe Book 1861-4."t0 In 1862 Durant prepared a marble portrait medallion of

George Grote, which hangs in an entranc¿-way at University College London in

commemoration of his service as the vice-chancetlor (1862-1871), (illustration l).

When Kate Amberley and Harriet Grote stopped by Triqueti's studio in paris, they

found Du¡ant working on a he¿d of Homer which had been sommissis¡ed þy

Harriet Grote for the wall above the door of their country houæ near Shere in

Surrey (illustration 2). Durant later expre.ssed satisfaction at se€ing "Homer

presidiag over the ent¡ance doorway" of 'Ridgeway" in a letter to her father on I

January l865,rt Other letúers by the sculptor make mention of the meals, drives,
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whist parties, and visits in both Paris and England that she enjoyed with the

Grotes.r2 Like many members of the art cornmunity in ninet€enth-century Brit¿in

and Ewope, Durant led a peripatetic existence, travellilg to execut€ commissions

and attend exhibitions of her work. She spent æveral sojourns in paris, working on

her own piecæs in the studio of Triqueti.

When the relationship between the seventy-year-old George Grot€ and

Durant, who was about half his age, intensihed into a love affair during September

1864, Harriet Grote confronted her husband but permitüed the "infatuation" to carry

on for tfuee years. Although this caused her anxiety, she was not so much shocked

by the dalliance as hurt at being ignored. George Groúe had been suspected of

philandering before with Fanny Elssler and Harriet Grote had reacted to her

gossiping friends with disdain. In a letter to her sister in 1840 she declared:

I hate the worldlings for thei¡ vapid morality, all external and conventional as
it is; morality to my thinking is a far wide¡ and nobler sentiment based on
purest motives of beneficence, and I defy the pimires! . , . If you heard ought
of the hubbub . . . you will probably be assured that George is keeping up an
illicit ¡mour with Fanny and I am left in the basket.t3

The i¡fatuation with Durant showed no sign of dwindling, so, having exhausted her

owrr powers of perslasion, Harriet G¡ote en]isted an rnn¡msd mutual friend to

intervene on her behalf and bring the aflair to a close. The results of rhis action are

conveyed in letters to both Mill and his step-daughter Helen Taylor, who were

presumably acquaint€d with Durant, as tve[,r1 Although Harriet claimed not to
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ha¡bour nany sort of vindictive feeliag" towards either ofthe lovers, references to

Durant do not appear in the Lewin correspondence after 1867. gimil¡.1y, Durant's

unambiguously dated letters make no further mention of the Grotes after March

1866.¡5 Apparently out of courtæy towards Harriet G¡ote, Durant quietly let her

relationship with the couple die.

The immediate significance of these relationships lies in the knowledge that

the Amberleys, the Grotes and the Mills were mutual friends who espoused

philosophical radicalismr and promoûed the rights of women. Mill's writings on the

status of women and his pro-suffrage activities have been discussed in e¿rlier

chapters of this thesis. In the following paragraphs I will ex¡mine the contributions

to the fendnist progrâm mâde by Lady Amberley aad the Grotes. Both Kate

Amberley and Harriet Grote were vocal proponents for extending suffrage, higher

education, and profe.ssional occupations to women.r6

Kate Amberley'¡ semmifmsal to women's rights was practical and

unswerving in the fa¡¿ of opposition, she went about on foot collecting signatures in

favou¡ of the Mamied Women's Property bill (second reading 14 April lg69) and

over the course ofa week she canvassed the cottages at Littleworth, obtaining "235

sipatures--chiefly women."r? Convinced that women should be accepted into the

medical profession, Kate Amberley engaged her friend, Dr. Elizabeth Garrett" to be

the family doctor in 1867. Her diaries record Dr. Garrett's attendanc€ at the bi¡th of
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her twi¡s and at imæ when she or the children were ill. As a rule the doctor

restricted hø practice to women and children, but on at least one occasion she

prescribe.d medication for Lord Amberley under his wife's na-e.r8 Kate,s support

of female doctors extended beyond the care ofher own famiJy. In 1869, when

Ediaburgh University agreed to admit women to medical þeining, Kate contributed

"€50 for 3 years" to a scholarship fund organized by Dr. Garrett.te

It was in connection with the issue of female suffrage that Kate Amberley

publicly expressed her convictions about women's rights. Spurred on by Mitl's

Subjection of Women (1869) and the enthusiasm generated at a meeting of the

Women's Suffrage Society in March 1869, she prepared a manuscript on the status

of women which she presented at a Society-sponsored meeting in Stroud, on 25 May

1870. Defying convention, she stood and read the lectue to a large audience of

"very respectably dræsed people" many of whom said" afærwards, ttrat they were

"converted" by Kate Amberley's argunûents. Her efforts received a sharply

ç6adesç¿¡ding editorial comment i¡ the Tine¡ and an i¡ate reaction from eueen

Victoria who declared to Theodore Martin that "Lady Amberley ought to get a goofl

whinping" for promoting "this mad, wicked folly of nWomen's Rights.'a By

contrast, Helen Taylor praised the spe€ch at Stroud declaring: nYou have made a

raid into the enemies [sia] couûtry; got the ideas introduced añong just the sort of
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people most diflicult to get at." Upon receiving a copy of the text of the lectu¡e,

Harriet Beeche¡ Stowe sent a warm letter of thanks and support.

I am deligbted to hear you so gallantly resolving to push the question & make
a hustings aflair of it. Go on my dear, you are sure to conquer & you fight
charmingly & your victory must prec€de ours. you preceded us in negro
emancipation & you will in rhis-you hendls y6ur v/eapons beautifully.2r

some montbs later Kate Amberley was obliged to leave a party atthe Gladstones'

home because of the ridicule direcæd towards her. However, encouraged by her

feminist friends she conti¡ued to conduct women's suffrage society meetings and

circulate petitions.z In her home she held a steady flow of feminist gatherings,

thereby becoming acquainæd with a substantial array of women's rights advocates.

Ha¡riet G¡ote had been involved in women's rights activities from the lg50s,

if not earlier. Her poems and essays dating from that decade express her strong

disagreement with the laws of marriage which placed unreasonabte restrictions on

the lives of women. In November 1855, she wrote,,Lines Suggested by More than

one Recent Domestic History," urging wives to "besiege the conscience of thei¡ lords

. . ' till these revised the laws.n23 The title of the poem refers to ca¡oline Norton's

struggle to obrâin legal and financial rights for women who were separated from

thei¡ husbands. Although the solicitor General had announced, in March 1g55, that

a bill to reform the m¿rriage and divorce laws would be forthcoming, it bad not

matenaïtzed by November when Harriet voiced her frustration in the words of her
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poem.z Fo[owi:rg the enactment of the Reform of the Marriage and Divorce

Laws bill i¡ 1857, Harriet Grote aimed her protests at the laws which alienated

women from their property and earnings once they married. In a well-reasoned

essay, entitled The Law of Marriage, she argued that without access to prop€rty,

women could seldom afford the costs (approximately 0100) of obtaining a

divorce.ã She went on to assert that women should not be mnde to depend upon

the hnancial resor¡rc€s of their husbands, no matter how amicable the marriage.

Instead, they should be given the opportunity ¡e 6þtain higher education and

professional employment so that they could take care of their own financial needs.

Having identified the inúerrelationship between the legal, educational and

occupational disadvantages faced by women in Victorian society, Harriet Grote set

about working for change. Her efforts to open the professions of sculpting and

painting to women have been docrrmented in Chapúer Two of this thesis, The

experiences of Harriet's friend, Dr. Elizabeth Garrett, brought home the knowledge

that professional emFloyment could not be obt¿ined without a proper education and

academic c€rtification. Harriet was one of the many føinists who had supported

the determined young Garrett in her struggle 1e þ ¿rlmitþ! to the medical

p¡ofession. Althougb Elizab€th Garrett had managed to obtain the necessa¡y

hospital tr¿ining to become a doctor, she had to frnd an institution which would

allow her to write the exeminations for a medical degree, It was probably tbrough
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Harriet Grote's agency that fhis situation came to the attention of George Grote,

who had become the Vice-Chancellor of University College London. In lg64 on

Eliz¿beth Garrett's behalf, George Grote made a motion that:

the Senate will endeavour . . . to obtain a modilìcation of the charter,
rendering fe,male students admissible to the degrees and honours of the
University of London, on the same conditions of examination as male
students . . . 

ã

The motion was defeated and Elizabeth Garrett had to b€ content to conduct her

medical practice as a licensed Apothecary until 1869 when she v7¿s ¿rtmi¡1¡{ 1e tþs

degree examin¿tions in Paris.27

Harriet Grote played a conspicuous role in the campaign for women's

suffrage, as well. For women, electoral enfranchise,nent meant more direct ac€€ss to

the legislative power structure. Once endowed with the rigbt to vote, women could

put pressure on the Members of Pa¡liament to reform laws which placed members of

their sex at a disadvantage. Even before Helen Taylor and Barbara Bodichon took

the initiative to circulate a petition and form the women's suffrage society in 1866,

Harriet Grote was voicing her conviction tåat women should have the vote.ä In a

letter of 1863 to her sister, Frances von Koch, Harriet Grote expressed her pleasure

in:

Sweden's rational progress both in government and material civilization. The
reform bill lately brought forward is wonderfully bold . , , even women are to
have votes for the Upper Chomber: a proof of kfge and generous equity on
the part of the men ia your fortunat€ country towards our oppressed sex,ð
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Frances, who was married to a Swedish national, shared the feminist views of her

sisúer and her niece Jane Lewi¡.s Harriet Grot¡ bec¡me a vocal member of the

Women's Suffrage Society; holding nforth on the rights of women,'at social

gatherings and speaking out at a full meeting of the Society in Hanover Square in

March 1869.3t

George Grote's opinions on women's suflrage were inJluenced by his studies

in G¡eek history and his associations with Mill. Lionel Tollemache's recollection of

a conversation with Groúe on the issue of suffrage is revealing:

On principle, also, he desired the enf¡anchisement of women. I once asked
him whether he did not think that intellectually as well as physically, the
average \{oman is inferior to the average man, so that the enfranchisement of
women would lower the level of intelligence among the electors. He replied
tbat he thought with Plato, that in intellect, as in other resp€cts, a first+lass
man is superior to a first-class woÍl¿rn, and a second-class man to a second-
class woman; but that a first+lass woman might be bett€r than a second-class
man; and it seemed to him unjust that the sex should be disfranchised.32

The question of the status of women raiæd by Tolløache wrìs one of the chief

excuses for refusing the franchise to women and members o¡ t¡. ruberdinate classes

durhg the Victorian period. Groúe's enswer adroitly undercuts the validity of the

question and a.sserts the primacy ofjustice over all other concerns including gender

and class. His willinpess to seek amenrlments to the chart€r of the University of

l¡ndon on behalf of women exemplifies his commitnent to impartial treatment for

both genders.
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Durant's connections with tåe radicals extend further. Two of her known

patrons, Si¡ Austen Henry Layard and Lo¡d Goldsmi{ were radical Mps. A thi¡d

patron, Sir Moses Montefiore, \{as also known for his radical views. Layard (Mp

southwark) took a considerable interæt in promoting Durant's sculpture during the

1860s. In a letúer of 15 April 1861 u'ritten to Harriet Hosmer, Layard states:

I have lately been inûeresting myself (as the term is) for Miss Durant (a
sculptress whom you may know by n¡ms, if not personally). She has been
competing for a marble statue to be raised in the Mansion House. In
representing to our Lord Mayor and Aldermen the importance of giving fair
encouagement to a woman of ability and energy, I cited your case. I am glad
to say that Miss D. has succeeded . . . 

33

It was indeed a geat compl;ment to Durant's abilities that she was chosen to prepare

one of the seventeen statues to decorate the Egyptian Har of the Mansion House.

The selection process involved visits, by a delegation from the Mansion House, to

the sculpture courts of the Crystal Palace and the studios of recommended sculptors

in order to assess their skills; prospective candidates for the commision were asked

to submit statuettes; a¡d on the basis of those submissions fowteen sculptors were

desigated to execut€ the figuræ in marble.s Layard's decision to promote

Durant's work to 1þs \4[¡nsie¡ House officials is indicative of both his esteem for her

skills and his awareness of the difrrculties which beset female artists. His desire to see

women afforded the opportunity to become professional artists is evident from the
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praise and encor¡ragement he lavishes on Harriet Homer, the American sculptor, in

his letter to her:

justly proud you may well be of the reputation you have made, for it is no
ordinary thing for a young lady, in spite of prejudice and fashion, to figbt her
way through all the difficultiæ ofa sculptot's profession, until she reaches the
higbæt rank of it. I oannot tell you how much I have rejoiced at your succ€ss,
not only on ¿¡ccount of the regard and esteem I feel for you personally, but
because of the exâmFle you have set to other women.35

These words of approbation came from a m¡n with a well-i¡formed taste for art.

Before entering political life, he had made a n¡me for himself as the archaeologist

who excavated "Nineveh" n 184647 .36 As a result of this "dig" and his travets

through Rome he would have gained a knowledge of and appreciation for sculpted

artifacts from antiquity. It is apparent from Durant's comments in a letter to her

father, dated 13 May 1869, that she valued Layard's judp.eût in matters of art.

Speaking of one of her contributions to the Royal Academy exhibition that month

she said:

I fancy Rulh must look well because Mr. Layard told me he had particularly
notic¿d aod ¿rtmired i¡.37

His n¡me appears elsewhere in her letters. On New Yeat's eve I864, Layard is

noted as a fellow guest at a "party at the Friths," where he nmade himsetf ysry

agreeable. " Conscious that it was socially difficult for a woman to travel on her

own, he mede a promise to nescort 
[Þurant] to Orton,' where she intended to pay a

visit to the dowager Lady Huntly, ¿ kinswsman of his. L¿ter, in a letter to Emma
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Wallis, dated 13 Dec¿mber 1868, Durant voices her pleasure upon heari:rg of his

appoinhent to the post of Commissioner of Works and Builrlings.s

Layard's enthusiastic promotion of Durant's and Homer's careers and his practical

assistance in othe¡ matt€rs suggests that he sympathized with the aspirations of

women and tried to mitigate the social restrictions which hampered their progress. A

comment from his biographer gives further evidence for 'his view:

Layard was æpecially helpful and loyal to those who needed help, and he was
on especially good terms with intelligent women such as Harriet Grok,
Elizabeth Eastlake, Lucie Duff Gordon, Janet Ross, and Sara.h Austi¡.3e

Lord Goldmid" the second of Durant's radical patrons, purchased the th¡ee

bas-reliefs of Thetis that she exhibited at the Society of Fem¿le Artists i¡ 1863.10 In

his capacity as the member for Reading, he supported legislation of a Married

Women's Property Act.ar His sister, Anna Goldsmid, and his wife, Louisa, were

both active fem.inists.¿2

Sh Moses Montefiore is the third patron with radica! leanings. A friend of

the Goldsmid family, Montefiore is best known for his personal campaip to attaiû

freedom of religion for the Jews i¡ Palætine and for founding Jews'College in

Râmsgat€ (1867). Montefrore and his wife, Judith, visitd Durant's studio on 3

December 1857 to see "tåe bust you made for us of H.H. Toussoun pasha the son of

the Viceroy of Egypt." They declared the portrait to be a good likeness of the sitter

and a "beautiful Work of Art." The closing words of the letter suggest that this
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piec€, which Durant displayed at the Society of Female Artists' exhibition the

following Spriag, was destined to be a gift to the Viceroy:

with our united and most eamest wishes that your well deserved fame may
shine bright in the East and in the West.a3

Henry Cole was another of Durant's friends who kept radical company.*

As a young man he was introduced to MiIl, Grote, and Charles Buller, another

notable radical, with whom he met twice weekly for discussions at Groûe's l¡ndon

home. Cole's grasp of issues and his organizational capabilities were so good that

Richard Cobden, the Libe¡al MP who led the crusade against the Corn Laws,

effs¡ed him the post of secretary of the Anti-Corn Law Iæague in 1g39. Beginning

in his youth, Cole took training in water-colou¡ painting and exhibiæd his works at

the Royal Academy shows; laûer on, he designed a te¿ service which won the Society

of Arts design award for 1845. He continued to dabble in different media, learning

how to engrave and etch as well. During his fifty years in public work, Cole

managed to combi¡e his love for art and his interæt in politics to great advantage.

He assisæd the Prince Consort \ilith the planning and execution of the Great

Exhibition of 1851. A year later, he was appointed secretary of the Deparhent of

Practical Art. Two major developments took place under his direction of the

Deparhent. Firstly, the Schools of Design were rtismantled and replacæd by a

Central School for t¡aining art teachers, and a seriæ oflocal schools which provided
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classes in elementary drawing to school children. Secondly, the South Kensington

Museum (now the Victoria and Albert Museum) was est¿blished to display a

collection of "applied" and nfinen art.

Durant's letters tell of a cloæ friendship between herself and the Colæ. One

August, probably in the summer of 1866, she took an extensive vacation to Austri¿

and Germany with Mr, and Mrs. Cole. Together they hited through alpine

me¿dows and took a tour tfuough the salt mines near Berchúesgaden. In matters of

business, Henry Cole used his irJluential position as a public servant to benefit

Durant and her friends. According to a letter of 17 August 1866, he arr.anged to

exhibit "the whole series," approximately seventeen, of Durant,s portrait medallions

of the royal fanily (iacluding grandchildren) "in one of the rooms in the new

buildings at the [South Kensington] Museum."ai This was an unparalleled

opportì,nity for Durant to publicize her work. People would be readily drawn to the

display out of respect for the royal family; some would come oüt of curiosity to see

the likenesses of the royal grandcbildren. Moreover, by gathering the portraits

together in one room, the Museum implicitly conferred special recognition on

Durant. Her name would have been featured at the entranc€ to the exhibit. From a

practical standpoint, the new sunouldings offered optimel conditions for viewing

the portraits. Although ¿ snmþ¡ 6f the medallions bad been shown at the Royal
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Academy exhibition in May 1866, the room set aside at that venue for sculpture was

notoriously ill-lit and crowded.6

Durant knew Cole well enough to ask favours of him q¡r be¡.lf of her friends.

Apparently Durant approached Cole with a request for employment for her friend

Mr. Sydney Whiting. Whiting, whose name appears a nnmber of times in Durant's

letters, was subsequently employed to report on the paris Exhibition (1g67) for the

south Kensington Museìrm. Durant acknowledges that: nwe are indebted for this

þositionl to my friend Mr Cole."a?

There is a possibility that in return, Durant had been of some service to the

Cole family. Had she perhaps given modelling lessons to one of Henry Cole's

daughters, who tüen submitted the finished product of the lessons to the Royal

Academy? I suggest that there is good evidence for this case. A review of the Royal

Academy exhibition of 1866 refers t o a rÊr,,a cotta" medallion profile of the Marquis

of Satisbury shown by Miss H. Cole.4 Although the sculptor of the work is not

identified as a relative of Henry cole, it is certainly possible that she was one of his

live daughters (one of the editors of Cole's published diariæ is Henriett¿ Cole,

probably his daughter).ae It is perhaps more than an interesting coi¡cidence that in

the same year that Durant was engaged in scuJpting the royal portrait medallions she

went on a vacation with the coles. Durant had given instruction in the modelling of
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high relief portraits to Princess Louise, who produced a medallion of Lady churchill

under the sculptor's supervision in January of 1866.s

cole's assisrânc€ in bringing Durant's work to the attention of the public and

the possibility that he cultivated artistic t¿lent in one of his daughters, suggest that

he supported the idea of artistic careers for women.

Finally, one of Du¡ant's portrait sitters was Daniel Whittle Harvey, radical

MPforcolchester(1818-20and1826-34)andsouthwark(1835-40). Durant'sbust

of Harvey was shown at the Royal Academy in l85l during his tenure as

Commissioner of the London police.sr

An association with radicalim alone is not an endorsement of women's

rights, but ¿5 l¿nks has shown, radical company was one of the more prolific

seedbeds of feminist activism.52 on the basis of the aforementioned relationships, it

is tempting to ass,,me that Durant wholeheartedly identif'red with the radicals and

was cultivated by them. comments in her correspondence indicate that she valued

liberalism. On 7 July [864j she wrote: "I read my Times daily and am very glad

when the Debate is going in favou¡ of the government.,' In September of lg65 she

described her relationship with the crown Pri¡ce and princess of prussia, noting

with approval their tacit opposition to the prussian government. "We talk of

ever¡hing exce¡rt politics--but I can see how liberal they are and how they d.islike the

pres€nt government."s3 However, although the radicals comprise a prominent
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group in her acquaintance, they neither form a majority, nor is it cle¿r that their

¡¿iiç¿lism is the single feature which attracted Du¡ant to them. Alternatively, it is

altogether possible that thei¡ involvement in women's issues was the primary focus of

the friendships. c.ertainly, a fu¡ther look at the network of relationships i¡ Durant's

life points to a diversity of political affiliations. Among the friends n¡med in her

correspondence are Thomas He¿dlam, the judge-advocate general (1859-66, Liberal

MP: Newcastle 1847 -74) whose nâme does not appear in dictionaries of radicals, and

Frances Power Cobbe, a star¡nch conservative but a determined advocate of

women's rights.

The varied yet interwoven nature of Durant's social network is further

illustrated by the figure of Arthur J. Munby. Although not a wholly convinced

adhe¡ent of ttre women's moveÍrents, Munby nevertheless frequented the

conversation evsnings given by leading suffrage supporters like Barbara l-eigh smith

Bodichon and Clementia Taylor.s These women, in turn, were involved with MiI

and other sympathetic radicals. Munby's impression of Durant, whom he met at a

dinner held by Theodore Martin and his wife, the actress Helena Faucit, in 1865

suggests a hstrong-minded woma¡."55 Her lively conversation and imposing

presence fascinated Munby:

Miss Durant is a very striking person: ... tall & very comely ...;erect,
high-couraged" and superbly dræt [sic]. A¡d her t¿lk w¿¡s worthy of all rhis:
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she dwelt with airy ease, but without parade of learning, upon art works, art
subjects, upon Italy and Dresden & ttre like.$

However, her "selfasserting [sic] strength" he thought "somewhat masculine and out

of placen in such a refined tady.s7 lronically, Durant makes no mention of Munby

in her description of that dinns¡ party.58

AVOWED FEMINISTS

Avowed feminists form another distinct grouping within Duran¿'s ci¡cle of

acqrrainrançs. Her relationships with Harriet Groûe and Kate Amberley bave

already been discussed at length. I will devote considerable attention to the feminist

involvements of Frances Power Cobbe in order to obtain as much mat¡rial as

possible to relate to Susan Du¡ant's interests.

Frances Power Cobbe's nârne appea$ only twice in Durant's correspondence

but there is a strong element of exciêment associated with each mention of her. The

fust time, in March [8ó7], Cobbe is named as one of a list of distinguished græsts

invited by Durant to a dinner party in honou¡ of her friend Mr. Greaves. Cobbe's

name alone is underscored, perhaps indicating that she was a very special guest.s

Two months lat€r, Durant recounts Cobbe's call with news of the outcome of Mill's

motion, on 20 May 1867, to amend the enfranchisement bill to include women. The

letter is infused with enthusiasm:
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Miss Cobbe and Miss Lloyd called today when we were out-very þroudl I
supposs-that seventy members voêd with John Stuart Mill for female
suffrage! It was a ¡'iumph. Ever yours a Female Vote¡le

It is very likely that Durant was âmong the 1,521 people who signed the petition in

support of fem¿le suffrage that Mill presented to the House.6r Although Cobbe

resiped from the first Executive Committee of the London National Society for

Women's Suflrage y!1hin ¿ few weets of its founding, apparently for reasons of

personality aad politics, ,Oa 11¡¡ osinteined an active commitment to the

movement.62

In 1881 Cobbe published T'he ì-ìuties of Women. A Course oî T ectures in

which she states that her interest in women's suflrage stf,mmed from the period of

her philanthropic work with Mary Carpenter in Bristol during 1859-60.63

A closer look at cobbe's interests reveals that other fem.inist issues also rnade

signifrcant staims ¡psa her. She was a vocal advocate of married women's prop€rty

rights which she promoted in her arrestingly entitled tract "Criminals, Idiots,

Women and Minors. Is the classification sound? A Disc',ssion of the Laws

concerning the property of married women,' (1869).

Another high priority for Cobbe was better education for women. As a

young woman during the 1830s she had received what was considered a proper

educ¿tion at an extremely expensive boarding school in Brighton. At the end of her

two years of academic studies, deporhent lessons and fr.eining in languages, music
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and danc€ Cobbe returned home relieved "to have done with study.n Not many

months afier leaving school she wrote with chagrin that:

depth below depth of my iporanc¿ revealed itself very unpleasantlyl I tried
to zupply f¡rst one deficiency and tlen another till, afær a year or two, I
began to educate myself in earnest.s

Unwilling that further generations of women should be subjected to such valueless

fraining, Cobbe joined the fight for higher education for women. She made one of

the earliest conhibutions to the campaign for women's access to the universities

when she presented a paper on "The Education of Women and how it would be

aflecûed by University Examinations" at the National Association for the Promotion

of Social Science Confe¡ence in 1862.65

Cobbe recognized that women were stultified by both a lack of education and

a want of stimulating employment. Pampered middle+lass women were denied thæe

remedies for ennui by indulgent fathers who "give their daugbters dinmonds when

they crave education and twist round thei¡ necks the serpents of idle luxury and

pleasure when they ask for wholesome employment.'6 Once again, Cobbe's

personal experience underlay her insistence that women be given access to the

professions. As the daughter of a wealthy membsr of tlìe landed gentry, Cobbe was

expected to lead a life of domæticity. However, she had a strong desire to be a

writer, a desi¡e she had to hide from her father whom she knew would oppose her
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wishes to publish her ideas.d Following his death she embarked upon a career in

joumalim and thereby augmenûed her inherited allowance of €,200 per year.

The eampaip to reform the Marit¿l Causes Act probably engaged more of

Cobbe's energy than any other of the women's issues with which she became

involved. Those who took up rhis cause sought a change to the marriage laws which

would allow women to eþtain tsgal separation from physically abusive husbands.

cobbe's article, "wife Torture in England," presents the view that the political and

legal inferiority imposed upon women by British society was a contributing factor to

the prevalence of domestic violence.$

For herseli cobbe eschewed marriage in favour of the cloæ fernale friendship

she experienced with Mary Lloyd, her companion of thirty-five years. Like

charlotte cushman, Rosa Bonheur, and her neighbour Harriet st. Iæger, each of

whom shared their lives with f€rnale partners, Cobbe prefened the company of

women although she also had some male friends.e Her circle of acquainrance

within the feminist sommr¡nify was vast. In her autobiography she claims¡ n[ lhink I

may boast of haviag come into contact with nearly all the gifted Engúishwomen of

the victorian era."m she was a member of clementia Taylor's activist circles and

went to tea at Kate Amberley's home. psminisþ from the udted states and France

gave an international dime¡sion to her list of contacts. During her first trip to

Rome, she met the American actress charlotls Ç¡5hman and her feminist associat€s
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Harriet Homef, F.mm¿ St€bbins, Isa Blagden, Mary Somerville and Mary Lloyd,

âmong others. Tbrough Mary Lloyd, she made the acquaintance of the French

painter Rosa Bo¡heur. One can imagins that Susan Durant was included in Cobbe,s

mental list of "gifted Englisþpoas¡." Her status as one of the Queen's favourite

sculptors would have easi.ly qualified her for inclusion eñong this élite.

Durant and Cobbe had a number of things in common in addition to their

sha¡ed i¡terest in women's suffrage. Both were members of the landed gentry.

Cobbe's family were Irish gentry; Durant was related to the Dugdales of Wroxall,

Wa¡wickshire and the Durants of Sharpham in Devon.tr Their social chcles

overlapped. Kate Amberley records visits with each of them in her diary.?2

Cobbe's autobiography makæ reference to "M. le Baron de T.,n a holder of the

Legion of Honour, who was "a distinguished and very agreeable old French

gentleman of my acquaintqnce."T3 From her description it is clear that rhis man

was Baxon Henri de Triqueti, Durant's beloved sculpring Master. Another member

of Cobbe's social set was Sir John Bowring whoæ wife Durant mentions visiting.Ta

Lady Bowring later appears as one of the "many distinguished Vice-presidentsn in

attendance at K¿te Amberley's præidential add¡ess to the West of England Branch

of the National Society for Women's Suffrage in February 1872.75
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Another feature they had in common was a lack of inúerest in marriage. One

of Cobbe's stated purposes in publishing her lG-story was to demonstrate the

benefits of spinsterhood:

how pleasant and interesting, and withal, I hope, not altogether useless a life
is open to a wonun, though no man has ever desired to share it, nor has she
sss¡ ths man she would have wished to ask her to do so.76

Durant's attitude toward marriage is presented more jocularly in a letter to her

friend Emma Wallis whom she thanks for a house warming gift. -Tell Mr. Wallis I

am very proud of my wedding present which I consider the dessert service to be and

4ñ saucy enougb to think I þys the best of it, being miüus the husband!"7?

whereas cobbe's rejection of matrimony was based on a dislike of the institution

itself and a preference for the companionship of women, .Durant's position appears

to be founded mostly on a desire for personal autonomy.Ts 4s ¿ single woman she

retained the right to own prop€rty and make cont¡acts, functions which were crucial

to the conduct of a sculpting profession. For her emotional needs she tumed to

lovers. From 1864 until her death she conducted love affairs with George Grote and

Henri de Triqueti, both of whom were married elderly gentlemen at the time. Until

she became prepant by Triqueti, she may indeed have had "the best of it," enjoying

both the legal advantages of spinsterhood and the warmth of intimate relationships.
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Another fsminisf, Anna Jameson, is mentioned once only in Durant's extant

correspondenc€ but the phrasing of the passage beariag her name hints at a budding

acquaintance between the two women. Durant is preslmably replying to a question

from Emma Wallis when she says: nI am not very familiar with Mrs. Jamæon's life

history--I know she was sefiarated from her husband."Te The sculptor and tåe art

historian shared a number of friends in coñmon, any one of whom could b¿ve

introduced them to each other. Perhaps Durant had gone along with her friend

Elizabeth Blackwell to the Thursday evening gatherings of fø.inists and artists at

Anna Jameson's home. Or, she may have met the feminist art historian through

their mutual friends: Harriet Grote, or the Triquetis. \ haúever the case, Durant did

come into contact with An¡a Jameson, an important figure in the Victorian women's

movement,

Jameson's life history contributed greatly to her feminist sympathies.

Straightened family circumstances obliged her to take up the only honourable

profession open to middle class women durhg the early decades qf lls nin6te€¡¡þ

c€ntury, tåat of governess. This she did intermitûently for ffteen years before she

married an alcoholio husband whose employment took them to Can¿da. In 1838 she

returned to Britain alone and remained separated from her husband thereafter. Her

views about the rights of women were profoundly shaped by her experience ofwork

and marriage and i¡Jluenced by the convictions of close friends such as Harriet
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Grote and Lady Byron. Beginning in 1834, she wrote frequently on women's st¿tus

in society. I have already discussed her article on the "Characþr of Women, Morat,

Political and Historical" (183+35) which examines the female characters in

Shakespeare. Subsequent essays: nOn the relative social position of mothers and

governesses"(1842), 'Woman's Mission and \ om¡n's position,'(1g43), and her book

sisters of charit]¡ and the communion of T .abour (1g59) argue for better educational

and occupational opport'nities for women and for a siagle standard of morality to

be applied to both sexes.

As both an art historian and a feminist, Jemeson. was an i¡Jluential role

model for a younger generation of female activists such as Ba¡bara Bodichon, Anna

Mary Howitt and Bessie Rayner Parkes, all of whom aspired to b€ artists, She

heartily supported Bodichon's petition for married women's property rights;

personal experience as the wife ofa spendthrift husband mede her strongly

sympathetic to this cause. Clara Thomas, one of Jameson,s more recent

biographers, cl¡ims that the Englishwoman's Journal was originally the brain-chitd

of Jameson, who acted as a mentor to the women of the Langham place Circle.8o

Certaidy the Journal's smphasis on work for women reflects Jameson's viewpoints.

Her social orbit included women whose unconventional career choices

marked them with a cerlain public notoriety. while visiting her friend John Gibson

in Rome, Jameson met his student Harriet Hosner and befriended her. Hosmer
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wrote to Jameson on 10 August 1849 with news ofher celebrated statue of

Zenobia,sL rrVhen Elizabeth Blackwell præented her lectu¡es on medicine as a

profession for women, in 1859, Jameson was i¡1 att€ndance.t' A¡na Jameson would

have been congenial compaûy for Durant whose own interest in professional careers

for women was reflected in her work and her friendsh ips with female doctors and

writers.

Two of Durant's portrait sitters are remarkable for their strong convictions

about the st¿tus of women. Harriet Beecher stowe, known best for her abolitionist

sen'iments, was also a confederate of numerous women's rights advocaûes rvithin the

arts commrnity at home and abroad. Her friendships with Kaæ Amberley,

Elizabeth Gaskell and Charlotte Cushman's fminist circle in Rome have been

documented in earlier chapúers of this thesis. She also had connections with the

Blackwell sisters and the Alcotts in the United States dating from the late lg30s.s3

Even closer to home, her sister Catherine Beecher wrote articles in favour of higher

education for women from the mid-1820s onwa¡d.s Stowe fumly supported efforts

to nemancipate" women from the narrow confines ofthe private sphere by endorsing

acc€ss to the professions and suffrage. Her belief that women should be free to take

up employment is evident in the conversation she had with Harriet Homer in Rome.

Stowe's letter of congratulation to Iady Amberley following her pro-suffrage speech

at Stroud indicates her interæt in women's right to vote.8s
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The second of the sitærs, Dr. Elizabeth Garrett, is noted for her percistence in

obtaining the qualihcations to practice medicine despite conceræd public opposition.

she and her sisters Louisa and Millicent were deeply involved in women's rights

causes throughout the ninet¡enth century. It was with lerrisa {þt Elizabeth Garrett

attended the fust meetings of the Kensington society where papers on issues of

women's rights were presented and discussed in 1g65.8ó And, during the long hard

struggle to gain access to medical f¡¿ining and certification, Louisa offered Elizabeth

aid and comfort. Inspired by the example of her older sisters, Millicent Garrett

devoted herself to the suflrage campaip. ElÞabeth Gar¡ett's name was entered on

the British Medical Register in 1869 under the category of certiJied Apothecary; a

year later she received her medical degree from tåe Sorbonne.

Once established as a doctor, she openly supported women's asphations for

sufrrage, education and employment. In 1870 she began a career in local politics as

an elected member of the London school Boa¡d for Marylebone district.sT For

over thirty years she maintained an interest in both medicine and potitics. In

addition to running a medical practice, she became a member of the board of the

New Hospiøl for women in London (later Elizab€th Garrett Anderson hospital)

and president of the board of the London school of Medicine for women. when

her husband James, the mayor of Aldeburgh, died in office in 1907, Elizabeth took

over his dutiæ. In 1908 the townspeople electe.d her to the post,t,
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It is sipificant that the.se two highly visible feminists figure among the 1ist of

sitters portrayed by a female sculptor, Both Elizabeth Garrett and Harriet Beecher

stowe were k¡own to Durant personally and her decision fe m¡ks them the subjects

of her work suggests a dæire on her part to promote their ideals.s

Among all the nemæ of feminists contained in Durant's papers, the Blackwell

sisters stand out in sharp ¡elief. Much like the Ga¡retts, each of the fïve Blackwell

daughters became active proponents of women's rights. By contrast" all of them

rejected offers of marriage, preferring to devote themselvæ to non-traditional

careers. Although it was not unusual for feminists to abstâin from marriage, it is

remarkable tåat five women in one family would make such a choice. Recent work

by Alice Rossi suggests that the Blackwell women were emotionally unprepared to

enter into inrimate relationships.s Insùead, they mainl¿i¡e¿ an intense involvement

in the lives of their siblings despite the vast geographical dist¿nc¿s that separated

them. Furthermore, four of the sisters took one or more orphaned children into

thei¡ homes and raised them to adulthood. Thæe children, none of whom \ryas ever

legally adopted fullilled very practical roles in the homes of theh foster mothers.

The children provided companionship and household help in exchange for a

comfortable home. Elizabeth's child, Kitty Barry, ¡smained a constant companion

until the death ofher beloved nDoctor.ner The Blackwell penchant for collecting

stray children had significant ramificatio¡s for Susan Durant. However, before
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discussing these, I will give some background to the relationship between the

sculptor and two of the sisters, A¡¡¿ and ElizaÞ;th.

Various members of the Blackwetl family figure in Durant's correspondence

during the years 1864 to 1870, representing six of the eight years from which

dosrme¡ts by or about the sculptor have been prð€rved. By the time the

correspondence opens, Durant was well-acquainted with Anna Blackwell, her

brother Howard" their British cousin Kenyon, and his wife Marie. Elizab€th

Blackwell finally appears in the letters during 1870.

The Blackwell family emigrated from Bristol to the United States of America

in 1832 because samuel Blackwell wanted to experiment with the cultivation of sugar

beets, an alternative to the sugar cane industry which depended on slave labour.

Shortly after thei¡ arrival in New York, Samuel Blackwell en¡oled his family in the

local antislavery society. In 1848, A¡na Blackwell, the eldest daughter of the

family, returned to Britain along with Howard who was to join Kenyon and Semuel

Blackwell at their iron foundry in Birmingham. The following year, Elizabeth

Blackwell came to England with her American medical degree hoping to find a

hospital in which to obtain surgical f¡aining. When her inquiries proved fruitless,

she and An¡a moved to Paris where Elizab€th entered an obstetrical program at La

Maternité. Once there, A¡na Blackwell established herself in a journalistic career,

acting as the European correspondent for several American newspapers. She wrote
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a regular gossip colrmn entitled "Fidelitas" and augmenúed her journalistic income

by publishing poetry.o' Paris remained her home even after Elizabeth Blackwell

had completed ls¡ training and returned to New york. Other members of the

Blackwell clan came and went from A¡na's home regularly. The youngest sist,er,

Ellen, stayed with her in 1855 while attending the School of Desip in paris.

Howard Blackwell visited whenever his work as the Bombay representative of the

East India Company permitted. One August, probably in the s',mmer of 1g67,

Durant wrote from Paris that she had an invitation to go for a drive with Anna

Blackwell and to meet "Dr. Emily Blackwell and another brother who lives in

America,"e3

This invitation and other evidence from the Durant letters suggests that A¡na

Blackwell and Susan Durant shared more than a passing acquaintance. The two

1¡ye¡¡s¡ dined together at Anna's home quite often and Durant reciprocated by

¡s¡ding books to her friend. When Howard Blackwell died unexpecte.dly in March

of 1866, Durant was engaged to make a commernorative portrait medallion.eo

Anna was perhaps the most unruual of the Blackwell womerr. She spent the

summer and autumn of 1845 at Brook Farm, a newly established 'Fourierist'

community in rù/est Roxbury, Massachusetts.e5 This experiment in constructing a

new social order was based on the principles laid down by the French theorist,

Charles Fourier, in his Théories delquatre mouvements et des déstinées général€s:
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Prosnectus et an¡once de la découverte (1808). His ultimate goal was a utopia in

which men and women were equal, free, and given opportunities in all areas of

occupation, Adherents to the philosophy lived in large communal groups, or

phalanxes, which replaced the patriarchal family unit.s Encouraged by Albert

Brisbane, an American exponent of the movement, Anna emb¡aced Fourier's ideals

of equality of the sexes and "unlimited association," declaring that she believed in "a

continual change of lovers" in place of the traditional family structure.e? For a

bright, determined woman tike A¡na Blackwell, the teachings of Fourier offered an

enticing chance to escape the confines of the ninçts€nfþ-c€¡¡ury cult of domæticity

to which middle-class women were destined. AJthough she did not remain long at

Brook Farm, she later spent short periods of rime at other phalanxes. Her decision

to move to France i¡ 1849 may have been partly influenced by her involvement in

Fourierism which had a profound impact upon n;nete€nth-c€ntury French feninism.

An¡a Blackwell's feminist views about women's work and the equality of the sexes

likely forrred an important part of the fabric of her friendship with Durant.

Elizabeth Blackwell was an imposing \üoman. The first female doctor to b€

registered in the United States and in England, she was celebrated and aided by

vifually all of London's women's rights activists, Her friendships with Barbara

Bodichon and members of the Langham Place Circle have been noted earlier.

Through them she encountered F¡ances Power Cobbe, Anna Goldsmid, George
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Eliot Peúer and Clementia Taylor and a host of other London feminis.ts,e8 Her

attitude toward the place of women in society was more conservative than the views

expressed by Anna and another sister Marian. Although she had gone tbrougb a

pha.se of sympathy for Fouriet's philosophy of nfree association,n she recanted and

reaffumed the 'Divine m¿rriage institutiou. promising to nalways support it by

precept" and declaring "all those who upset it lto be] fools and infidels.nÐ Elizabeth

Blackwell's reply to Marian's news tlat she was serving on an Education commitûee

for the frst convention on Women's Rights in America, at Worchæter,

M assachusetts (1850) was cautious.

In my own mind I have settled it [organi#ng ç6mmi¡1¡s] as a society to
resp€ct, to feel sympathy for, to help incidentally, but not-for me-to work
with body and soul. I cannot sympathise fully with an arrti-man movement . .

. ¿¿d t think the true end of freedom may be gained better in another way and
shall always support it.tæ

Nine years later, after Elizabeth had surmounted tle barriers erecúed against rvemst

obtaining an education in medicine, her tone had cbanged. Although she still

subscribed to an essentialist view of women, she arlamantly stated that they were

uniquely qualified to give leadership in the medical profession. In one of her lectures

to women in London during 1859 she presented her case:

What special contribution can women make to medicine? Not blind imitation
of men, nor thoughtlæs ac€eptanc€ of wb¿tever may be taught by them, for
this would endorse the widæpread error that the hum¿n race consists chiefly
of men. Ou¡ duty is loyalty to right and opposition to wrong, in accordance
rvith the essential principles of our own nature.rot
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In parl the special contribution to which Blackwell referred was an emphasis on

prevention of illness through sanitary and moral reforms. She felt strongly rhât such

prograûN were the responsibility of government; with this view in rnind, she helped

to found the National Health Society to agitate fe¡ shange. Unlike her colleague,

ElÞabeth Garrett, Blackwell did not support the CD Acts. The st¿nce she took was

closely allied to that of Josephine S¡fls¡ \r/þq called for a single standard of morality

to be applied to both sexes equally. Realizing that change could best be effected

through political çhannsls, Blackwell joined the Comrnittee of the Society for

Promotiag the Return of Women as Poor Law Guardians during the 1870s. This

pressure group sought to have women installd in municipat government offic€s.

Their efforts bore fruit in 1875 when Martha Merrington was elected to the position

of Poor Law Gua¡dian.ro2

Elizabeth Blackwell became a close friend and confidqnte of Durant.

Together they raised funds to assist the Crown Princess of Prussia with the relief of

soldiers wounded in the Franco-Prussian war (1870).t03 The two women made an

admirable team. Both were well-know¡ to the general public because of their

outstanding professional activitiæ and they also were in touch with a sipificant

portion of the London fsminisf community. Thus, they had a large constituency to

whom they could appeal for subscriptions. Furthermore, each b¿d ¿ uniquê

practical contribution to make. Blackwell had gained valuable experience in training
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and deploying nurses for battlefreld work during the Americ¿n civil war and she was

anxious to be of use in the European conJlict.rs Durant's portrait work for the

Albert Memorial Chapel at Wi¡dsor b¿d led to a firm friendship with the Crown

Princess of Prussia (Victoria, Princess Royal of Great Britaiû) whoæ likeness she

had modelled at the Neue Palais in Potsdam in 1865. She was able to est¿blish

contact \¡¡ith the Crown Princess in 1870 on the basis ofthat relatio¡ship, and to

make an offer of aid.

On a more personal level, when Du¡ant bore a son out of wedlock in 1g69,

Elizabeth Blackwell took the cbild into her own home, thus sparing her friend the

ignominy (and potential financial ruh) aüott€d to 'fallen women." The Blackwell

family habit of informally adopting orphans made it relatively easy for Elizabeth to

explain the sudden appearance of an infant at her Burwood place home. She told

her grown daughter Kitty that Henry Paul Harvey was a "little baby patienl whose

parents are to be away . . . a charming üttle fellow of eight months old, who will be

under my care, probably for some years."ro5 He remai¡ed with Elizabeth and Kitty

for nearly tbree years, enjoying the attentions of two nurses and'Miss Durant."

Following Susan Durant's d th in 1873, two-and-a-half-year-old paul, was tqken

from Burwood Plac¿ to live with the widowed and remarried Marie Blackwell and

her husband M. Drousart.
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Throughout the child's sojourn in England and aflerward" Elizabeth

Blackwell never reve¿led the secret of his parentage. Up to the pres€nt time, the

Blackwell family papers have preserved what Hays refers to as "a certain mystery

about the baby's background, his connection with Dr. Elizabeth, and his sudden

appearance in her home.nr6 My examination of Durant's last will atrd tesrâment

brought to light hel hidden child, 'Henry Paul Harvey otherwise Henry paul Harvey

Durant," who was commended to the guardi¡ nship of Mr. Joh:r Cbristopher

Iæthbridge (solicitor and chief executor ofher estate), Baron Henri de Triqueti, and

Thomas R¡mmohu¡ Roy Davison, also executors.rot However, Baron Triqueti

proved to be much more than one of the boy's tbree guardians; paul Harvey,s school

¿¡d rrniys¡sify records, and his marriage certificate show Triqueti to be his

father.rG Paul's birth, which took place in Paris, I October 1869, was not recorded

by British consula¡ offrcials although such records were normally kept on foreign-

born child¡en of British parentage. However, ¿s Çl¿i¡s fsm¡lin notes, 'aû

illegitimale baby could go unregistered up to l87zl--as Wilkie Collins's first two

children by Martha Rudd did--or it could have been regisæred under a false

name."rB Tom¡lin states further that although the F¡ench were more scrupulous

about birth records, rnañy ¿ìxe no longer extaat because the archives for the paris

region were destroyed during the Commune in 1871.tt0
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Two pieces e¡ si¡çrrmstantial evidenc€ i¡dicate that Durant had a special

place in Paul Harvey's aflections although she died when he was just two years old.

Firstly, on 7 February 1924, Paul wrot€ a letter to the National portrait Gallery

offering to donate his collection of portrait medals of the Victorian royal fanily

made by susan Durant. He clearly valued these reductions of her life-size medallions

for the Albert Memorial ch¿p€I, windsor and wished to frnd a public institution

which would appreciate them. 'I am ¡sl¡çt¡nf to destroy them, and equally so to

leave them to the mercy of persons who are unlikely to be interested in the

medallions themselves or their author.,'rrr Secondly, paul and his wife Ethel had

onJy one cbild, Dorothy Susan, who was called by the "ame Susan.tt2 These piecæs

of evidence support the view that Du¡ant was Paul's natu¡al mother whom he

memorialized in his donation to the National Portrait Gallery and ¡¡ ¿fis ¡aming of

hjs own child. Neither Kitty, nor the Drousarts were accorded such tre¿tment.

It was not until Kitty relocated Paul, twenty years after he was tâken from

her, that she learned sometling of his family background. A¡na Blackwell, in what

appears to have been a fit ofjealousy over Kitty's rapture at the reunion with paul,

revealed that he was the illegitimate son of a "wealthy and respectable family.'rrr3

Undeterred, Kitty remained a faithful friend to Paul, later becoming godmother to

his daughter and caring for her duriag the Harveys' absences on foreign service.
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Although shared views about women's rights would not b€ a prerequisite of a

relationship as close as ttrat between Susa¡ Durant and Elizabeth Blackwell, the

probability of agreement is great. By harbouriag Durant's cbild, Blackwell, a single

woman herself, risked her own reputation and livelihood. Such an undertaking is

more easily conceived in support ef ¿ li!6-mindçd individual.

ARTISTS

People associaûed with the visual and performing arts constitute another

easily identifrable groupiag in Durant's social circle. Helena Faucit (Lady Martin),

the Shakespearean actress, has been discussed in Chapúer Tr,vo of rhis thesis.

Faucit's desire to emphasize the moral nature of women through her the¿trical

portrayals of the great heroines of Shakespeare resonates with Durant's and

Hosmer's choices of heroic women as subjects for sculpture. Durant's letters record

two occasions, in 1866 and 1868, when she was a guest at the Martin home.rra

The sculptors who are mentioned in her papers are Mary Lloyd, Foley's

student Mr. Lawes, and Baron Henri de Triqueti. Lloyd was a student of Job¡

Gibson in Rome and a member of Cha¡lq¡þ Qushman's coterie there. A sympathy

with fenrinism cao be infer¡ed from her attachment to this circle of artists and her

close relationship with Frances Power Cobbe. It is unclear whether Durant's cotrtact

with Mary Lloyd was dependent upon an introduction made by Cobbe or vice versa.
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whatever tle case, the onJy lemale sculptor named in Durant's correspondence is

one who had feminist leanings.r15

Mr. Lawes's name appears in a list of people Durant was expecting to

visit.t'o In a letter of 3l March [1867] she states that she was looking forward to

seeing Mr. Lawes who was a student of the sculptor John Henry Foley.rl? Durant

makes a favou¡able passing comment about Foley who had a very successful career.

He evidently was positively disposed to women entering the sculpting field as he

included Mary Grant among his students,rrs

Baron Triqueti was both Durant's sculpting Master and her collaborator in

the decoration of the Albert Memorial chapel. During the late lg60s and early

1870s he was also her lover. Born in 1802, he was approximately tbirty years her

senior, an age-difference which he acknowledged in earlier years when he described

he¡ as "ma seconde et bien aimée frJle."t'e Triqueti was married to Julia Forster

(1812-1870), granddaughter ofartist Thomas Banks and daughter ofthe chaplain to

the British Consul in Paris.ræ Triqueti's sculpting care€r was very successful ,

especially under the July Monarchy, and his studio in paris was k¡own as a centre

for the innovative production of modern i¡dustrial art.t'' He updated the Italian

craft of tarsia, producing large-scale murals made f¡om tinted marble.tz In

England, the Albert Memorial chapel is decorated with inlaid marble wall scenes

and a cenotaph bearing the recrrmbent hgure of the prince consort all by Triqueti,s
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hand. The Marmor liomericum, a gift from George Grote to University College

London, is another example of Triqueti's tarsia work.t' He also experimented

with ivory inlay work on decorative bronze vases.tz

Durant's letters reveal her admiration for Triqueti's work and his

h'manitarian underlakings, To her father she w¡oúe: ,'Mr. de Triqueti's worls are

çol^oËsa.l I never saw such activity."rã During the Franco-Prussian war she

described Triqueti's efforts to care for the wounded by organizing a 300 bed hospital

in Paris and offering to outfit his country châte¿u with ten more beds for the same

purpose.t"

Other women known to have strong feminist convictions were equally

impressed with tåe Baron. A¡¡a Jameson described him in one letter as ,'an eminent

sculptor . . . who is a most delightfi¡l character.' In another note she applauds him

as "a fme artist aûd an admirable creature altogether."ru Harriet Beecher Stowe,

who was introduced to Triqueti by Durant, reco¡ded her feelings after an evening at

his home. 'I can't describe the beauty, grace, delicacy, and fullness of devotional

feeling in these people. He is one of the loveliest men I ever saw.nræ Franc€s

Cobbe was not as effusive in her praise of Triqueti, but her muted appreciation is the

more significant given her general cool¡ess toward men. She refers to him as na

distinguished and very a$eeable old French g€ntleman of my acquainrance. nræ

Kate Amberley also warmed fe him wfts¡ she visited his studio with Harriet Grote,
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He is at the head of an institution here which answerê to our "Working Men's
College"--I assure you one felt much better, . , , for baving been to that studio
to se€ a man so full of t¿lent & so successful, devoting so much time besides
to what is good & helpiag others.rs

Harriet Grote found him generous when she requested the use of one of his most

striking works of art as an attraction at the 1861 exhibition ofthe society of Female

Artists. "My esteemed friend the Baron de Triqueti has been good enougb to permit

us (out of favour to myself personally) to exhibit his splendid scdptured vase, a

work valued at 2,000 fiuiasas.nr3t

These tesrimonials to the fine character of Henri de Triqueti from women,s

rights advocates suggest that he was at le¿st acceptiag of their feminim, perhaps

even a promoter of it. That he took Durant as a student and, eventually, co-worker

indicates that, unlike many of his colleagues, he condoned the inclusion of women in

the profession of sculpting. 
rtt

lls nams of Frith appears frequently in Du¡ant's papers. Mrs. Lucy R.

$hilsfs¡, great niec€ of Fmma Wallis, claims that this is WiIiam powell Frith, the

painter. "t Durant tells of attending a Cbrisfmestime party at the Friths in 1864

where she met up with A.H. Layard, Mrs. Frith's kinsm¿¡. She enjoyed the

company of the paintefs grown daughters Eliz¿ White and C¿roline Blackwell on

other occasions as well. Mr, and Mrs, White were dinner guests at her home in
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November 1866. The Friths paid her a visit at her new residence at 3 Bry¡nsge¡

Place in Decembe¡ of tle same year.rs

William Frith is known to have encouraged female artists in thei¡ endeavour

to obtain art education. Nunn notæ that he nwas the sponsor sf many female

students at the Royal Academy and other sohools in the 1870s and 1880s.nt35 In

1888, when he surveyed the impact of his efforts and thoæ of others on women's art

education he was gratified to note that "now they fiemale students at the Royal

Academy Schools] are almost equal in number to the mete students."rs Joanna

Mary Boyce (later Mrs. H.T.Wells), a feminist artist, found an influential friend in

Frith whom she met at the time that his career w¿uì beginning to flourish.r37

His concern for women artists extended beyond academic sponsorship to

public endorsement of their work. One chapter of his book, My Autobioganhy and

Reminiscences (1888), is devoæd to recollections of the women painters that he

knew. Nu¡¡ finds his memory to be too ælective because:

the namæ he mentions . . . are all painters or waûercolourists: he is only
concerned with his 6w¡ ¡sdium. Female sculptors he ignores, as he does
graphic artists or workers in other media not considered fine art.rs

However, in view of his friendship with Durant, it is unlikely that he had a prejudice

agâinst female sculptors. His view of what constituted "fine art" may have been

quite conservative, but his view of women s€ems to have been rather progressive.

Frith's attention to female artists in his own medium implies a confident acc€ptanc€
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of them. Had he concentrated on women a¡tists outside his own field, the reader

might have ass¡¡med that he was exhibiting personal insecurities. Moreover, Frith

was likely better qualified to judge the skill of other painters than he was to assess

the ability of sculptors.

Another painær, Miss Wilkinson, gets very brief mention in Durant's

correspondence. She was a friend of Fmma Wallis who had introduced the

watercolourist to the sculptor at a luncheon one day. Durant was suffrciently

impressed with this woman to ask Emma to "please let me have your friend Miss

Wilkinrcn's address as I want to call on her."Ie Without her first name it is

diflìcult to trace this woman. Durant's request fe F'mma reveals that Miss

Wilkinson's name was unfamiliar to her, making it likely that she was not a well-

known artist. Nevertheless, her inclusion in the Durant letters indicates that Durant

reached out to other femate artists, perhaps using her own established reputation to

facilitate their careers. During the 1860s and later she was well-placed to introduce

rising artists to important patrons.

Of the seven acquaintances in the visual or performing arts nemed in the

Durant letters, two can be construed as slmpathetic to feminim. As professional

artists, Mary Lloyd and Helena Faucit both had an interest in a widened sphere for

women. They demonstrated this interest tårough their work a¡d through the

company they kept. Among tåe other artists, Foley, Triqueti and Frith ca¡ be
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character:rzed as facilitators of women's aspirations to be professional sculptors and

painters. They were at least aac€pting of strong-mind¡{ women. l¿wes and

Wilkinso¡ are eniCmatic figures whoæ involvement with Durant is only briefly

recorded.

THE ROYAL FAMILY

The royal family is another sip.ificant grouping of people known to Durant.

The Queen and her daughters: Victoria, the Crown Princess of Prussia, Alice,

Princ¿ss Louis of Hesse, and Princess Louise spent mo¡e time in the company of

Susan Durant than did the other membe¡s of the family. The followi:rg section will

concentrate on theh relationships with the sculptor.

Queen Victoria's antagonism to "this mad, wicked folly of "Women's Rights"

has already been noted.t{ However, her views on the place of women in society

were more complex than this st¿ûement would lead one to believe. She employed

female artists to execute portraits of the royal ohildren; Hen¡ietta Ward was

commissioned to paint several portraits, Mary Thornycroft and Susan Durant were

engaged to sculpt and to teach modelling to Pri¡cess Louise.tot The efforts of

other women artists were supported, too. Elisabet Ney, a talented German sculptor,

was granted the opportunity to model a bust of the queen.tot As well, eueen

Victoria violaæd a long-standing rule that actresses were not pernitúed to socialize

with the sovereip and contrived to meet up with Helena Faucit 'accidentally.ír13
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When Emily Faithfull organizæd the fust press operated by women, in 1g60, she

applied to the Queen for approval of the venture. The Monarch responded to

Faithfull's description of the Victoria Press with "an assurance of Her Majesty,s

inærest in the ofÏìcæ, and the kind expression of Her approbation of all zuch really

useful and practical steps for the opening ofnew branches of industry for

women."r{ The Englishwoman's .Tournal of July lg69 recorded a further display

of support for women's work on the part of the Queen:

The Queen, H.R.H, the Crown Princess of Prussia, and H.R.H. pri¡cess
Louise have become Patronesses of the London Society for promoting the
Employment of Women and have contributed toward its funds.tts

However, she was ad,mantly opposed to women being placed "in the same position

as to profession--as men."l6

The Queen" like so many other women, saw the tide of public opinion turning

with regard to the status of women but she was unable to commit herself decisively

for or agains¡ that change. The demands of her public offrce exacerbated the

problem. She recop.ized the "anomaly [ofl her orvn pssition."raT As the reigning

monarch, she was required to exercise the sort of power normally accorded to men,

yet she felt it necessary to uphold traditional societal values to ensure the stabirty of

the realm. The ambiguous nature of her public role is exhibited in her vacillating

behaviour with regard to women's issues.
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Queen Victoria's daughters were accustomed to seeing their mother occupied

with the business of ruling. Consequently, they were receptive to a wider sphere of

activity for women. Princess Louise's sympathy with feminist initiatives has been

noted earlier in this thesis (illustration 4), In addition to her interest in female

doctors and Josephins Butlet's work with prostitut€s, she exhibited a desi¡e for the

company of progressive women. By the Princess's request, the First Lord of the

Admiralty held a dinner, n 1877, to which George Eliot was invited so that she

might be introduced to the Princess. Setting aside royal protocol, Princess Louise

"asked immsfiately on arriving, to be præented to George Eliot, and at onc€ sat

down beside her and entered into friendly chat.ur18

Had she been free to pursue an occupation of her own, Princess Louise would

likely have become a sculptor. Despite initial opposition from the eueen to the

young Princess's requests for training in the plastic art, Louise was given lessons by a

succession of sculptors: Mary Thornycroft, Susan Duraût, and Edgar Boehm in the

1860s and 1870s. Laær she attended classes at the National Art Training School

(now the Royal College of Art). t1e Her own unsatisfie.d aspirations for a career

were redi¡ected into efforts to support the opening of occupational opportunities for

other women. Hence, her patronage of the Society for Promoting the Employment

of Women. Better education for womæ was another cause to which she subscribed.

she became the first president of the National union for the Higher Education of women.rr
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Princess Louise's efforts to improve the place of women in society accorded

with those of her eventual husband, the Marquis of Lorne. He upheld the rights of

women to þ ¿rlmi¿1¡{ to institutions of higher education and to enter the

professions. While a student at St. Andrew's University, he wrote letters of protest

over the exclusion of women from University lectures. His action was prompted by

Sophia Jex-Blake's struggle to obtain f¡¡ining in medicine.rsr Similar concerns for

the plight of women might have been one of the factors which attracþd Princess

Louise and the Marquis of Lorne to each other. Unlike her sisters, Princess Louiæ

was permitæd to marry a man of her own choosing.

Her sisters Victoria, the Crown Princess of Prussia, and Alice, Pri¡c¿ss Louis

of Hesse, supported Princess Louise's activitiæ and entered into cau,æs of their

ow¡.tt' In 1872 Princess Alice spearheaded an association "for the bettering of

women's education and social position (of the middle class espeoially with regard to

trade)."rs These fraue¡vereine (women's rrnions) were established in her adopæd

home, the region of Hesse-Darmst¿dt. During the Franco-Prussian war, the Crown

Princess of Prussia coordinated material and frnancial aid for wounded soldie¡s,

receiving assistance from Susan Durant and Dr. E¡izabeth Blackwell in London.

Like her sisúer Princess Louise, the Crown Pri¡cess had a passion for sculptiag

(illustration 3). During Durant's visit to Potsdâm, probably in 1865, she asked for

one or two lessons to improve her modelling and toyed with the idea of setting up a
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joint studio with the sculptor. Agaiq although the Crown prince.ss was unable to

undertake a ca¡eer in art, she did her best to further Durant's prospects by

introducing her to Gustav Waagen, the Di¡ector of the Berlin Museum.rs

In her own words, Durant was non the best t€rms with all the [royal] family,

they are so friendly and gracious,nr5s She spent montbs working at \ilindsor and

Osborne and at the royal residences of the Crown Princess at Potsdam and princ¡ss

Louis of Hesse at Darmstadt.ts The Queen liked her so much that she broke the

"rules of Court etiquette" and ordered that Durant be,'invited to lunch at the t¿ble

of the Master of the Household with a[ the Lords and Ladies in Waiting."tsr

Durant perceived this invitation to be a good omen for "the nstatus" of artisæ in

general" *¿ ¿¡ i¡tim¡tion of "the Queen's kind feelings,, toward her in part^icular.

The Crown Princess was also taken with her portraitist. She responded with "shock

and grief' at the news of Susan Durant's death declariag: .I liked he¡ so much!,'r5t

Queen Victoria and the Crown Princess had an equally high opinion of Durant's

work. In their letters to one another they commented on her success in capturing the

likenesses of her sitters.te

Although Durant's involvement with the Princesses Victoria, Alice, and

Louise began as a formal contractual arrangemenl each ofthem befriended her,

keeping up their contact with her after the original commission had been fulfdled. I

have shown that all three of these women wete sympathetic to some of the feminist
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issues of their tine, particularly the cause of women's work. Part of thei¡ attraction

to Susan Durant may have arisen from a mutual conc€rn for the st¿tus of women.

The relationship between Durant and Queen Victoria, thougb cordial, was based less

on shared beliefs than on an appreciation for her skill as an artist.

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

Susan Durant is known to have had affrliations with two art societies: the

Society of Female Afists, of which I have already wdtt€n in some detail, and the

Fi¡e A¡ts Club (now the Burlington Fine Arts Club). The latter was formed in 1857

by J.C.Robinson, the Marquis d'Aazeglio (Italian rninislçr in London), and Baron

Marochetti and had a membership ef ninsfy-seys¡ collectors.to Durant found

herself in prestigious company. Among the original members were Si¡ Charles

Eastlake, Lord Lansdowne, A.H.Layard, Richard Monckton Milnes (Lord

Houghton), Jeþ¡ f,¡skin, and Felix Slade. W.E.Gladstone, W.M.Rossetti, and

J.A.M.Whistler joined at a later date.r6r

The Fine A¡ts Club met in the homes of its members and its purpose appears

to bave been to foster art appreciation amongst the populace. Durant's standing in

the Club was sipifrcant enough that she was asked to hold "one of the "Fine A¡t

Soi¡ées' at Bry¡ns¿e¡ Place," her home. Complimented, and a little anxious, Durant

agreed to the arrangement, noting: "But it is a serious lndertaking!"r@ Her
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involvement in this group sipifies both the est¡em in which she was held by the

Victorian art community and her own deærmination to succeed.

The contrast between the two art groups to which she belonged is striking.

clearly Durant did not shri¡k from engaging with the mate a¡t est¿blishment r,vhere

she had friends like Layard and Cole. Moreover, having attained a considerable

degree of success in her profession, she supporæd the goals ofthe society of Fem¿le

Adists by showing her works at their exhibitions. In this way she helped to draw

crowds to the exhibition and she provided a role-model for other female artists.

C€rtain striking patterns have emerged from my investigation of the twenty-

nins fris¡ds and associations named in the Du¡ant papers. I will describe these

patterns and present a suñmary of my conclusions about them in the following

section.

Firstly, there is a marked overlap between the different social groups of which

Durant was a part. The radicals had important connections with members of the

feminist çomrnrnily and with people in the visual arts. K¿te Amberley and Harriet

Grote were deeply involved in women's rights advocacy and Harriet contributed to

the growth of the women's art movement. Mill, George Grote, and l,ord Goldsmid

were all cloæly related to feminists and they each used their politicat inJluence to

support women's causes. Layard participated in the victorian art scene through his

membership in the Fine Arts club and his family tiæ with the Friths. His friendship
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$¡ith Harriet Homer likety brought him in contact with A¡na Jameson, Frances

Power Cobbe, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and Mary Lloyd. Henry Cole's work with the

schools of art and the South Kensington Museìrm put him in touch with an

assortmetrt of artists and politicians.

Surprisingly, the visual artists narned in Durant's letters do not seem to have

comprised a social group. rühat they had in common was their occupation and their

relationship with Durant. However, some of them þd rink5 with other members of

her social circle. Henri de Triqueti was known to the Grotes, K"ate Amberley,

Harriet Beecher Stowe, F¡ances Power Cobbe, and A¡na J,mqson. Frith had family

connections with Layard; and Mary Lloyd shared a home with Frances Cobbe.

By contrast it appears that all the avowed feminists in Durant's

correspondence knew each other and had spent time in each others'company. Their

desi¡e to improve the status of women superseded the social and political differences

which distinguished them.

Queen Victoria and her daughters atso had con¡ections with other members

of Durant's social set. The Queen had known George Grote from before her ascent

to the tb¡one, a relationship she renewed years later at a tg¡-party with the Grotes,

C. Lyells, Browning and Carlyle.tô Her inte¡æt in Helena Faucit has already been

noted. Princess victoria developed an enduring friendship with Baron Triqueti who

had been her sculpting instructor when she was younger. The Baron was a gu€st at
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her residence, the Neue Palais in Potsdam, on various occasions.'o princess

Louise's encounter with Elizabeth Garrett in Paris may have eventuated in further

contact onc€ the doctor est¿blished herself in g¡ltain ¿gain.

Secondly, a subgroup of seventeen of the twenty-nine people examins{ ws¡s

either visibly involved with one or more of the campaigns for the advance¡nent of

women or expressed their support of women's rights in a determined, though less

direct manner. The indirect supporters include people employed in the visual or

performing arts who used their professional activities to promote a more positive

view of women. Others, such as Princess Louise, used their high social profiles to

give respectability to selected women's organizations.

A third observation is that women predominate by twenty percent in the

sample. Initially, this frnding does not seem unusual. It is natu¡al that a woman

would favour friendships with members of her own gender, especially as Durant was

a spinster, However, si¡ce the prinary selection criterion for the sample was the

availability of sufficient personal dat¿ to identify the social and political niche

occupied by each individual, it is remarkable that women predominate. As I noted

in the introduction, women are characteristically more easily forgotten after their

deaths than are men. Furthermore, most of the women in the sample are known in

thei¡ own right, whether married to promiaent men or not. Duraut's female friends

and acquaintances were people who made a marked impact on nineteenth-c€ntury
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society; the overwhelming majority of then are remembered because of thei¡

contributions to Victorian feminism, All but tb¡ee are memorialized in biographies

or autobiographies which were written befo¡e the turn of the c€ntury. Most of them

have received ongoing attention for the profession¿l contributions they mads ¡e

English-speaking society. Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell and Dr. Elizabeth Garrett have

been the subjects of numerous biographies as has Harriet Beecher Stowe.t65 A¡na

Jameson's contributions to the history ofart are still discussed in present-day

articlæ.r6

In üght of the ¿þ¡¡¿lenee of literatu¡e about her friends, Snsan Durant is

conspicuously missi¡g from the bistory bools. Despite her central role as a

participant i¡ the Victorian ¿¡1 spmmrnify, she has been consiped to oblivion.

Perhaps tåis discrepancy can be explained by the more tolerant attitude toward

female novelists and essayists in the nineteenth century. Furthermore, although the

doctors were viewed with considerable suspicion by those who were antagonistic to

women's rights, thek lectures and aficles about he¿lth care had a practical use

which helped to perpetuat€ thei¡ memories.

Because she was a sculptor, Susan Durant faced more impediments to being

en¡oled in the collective memory than did he¡ friends. As was mentioned, her

prinary vehicle of ælf-expression was a mute one. In addition, the works she made

did not lend themselves to mass-production and consumption due to the cost of the
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matêrials and processes then available. But perhaps the most important obstacle to

being remembered was Du¡ant's social status. In general, artists were perceived to

be slightly disreputable; they were pejoratively referred to as,'Bohemians,o that is

gypsies, and assumed to be leading quætionable lives. Female artists were doubly

suspect in Victorian society where the double st¿ndard of morality required women

to have spotless reputations and men simply to be discreet. Whether or not Susan

Du¡ant's secret child was discovered, ninete€nth-c€ûtury biographers would have

had scruples about celebrati¡g the life of a woman artist.

Finally, the occupational mix of Durant's acquainrqnces is notable. Aside

from the two art societies to which she contributed and the six visual ¡1isls nemgd in

her letûers, Durant's social ci¡cle is made up of people from various professional

backgrounds. Politicians comprise the most frequently represented occupational

group, numbering seven. The rest are members of the royal family, doctors,

journalists, a novelist and an essayist" a civil servan! an actress, and an art historian.

Artists, radical politicians and profe.ssional women dominate the sample. The

coûrmon 1þ¡sad linking these three groupings is a sympathy for one or more of the

Victoriau femi nist causes.

[¡ s'mm¡ry, ¿¡ analysis of Susan Durant's friendships reveals an informally

connected network of men and women from differing political and social

backgrounds; all of them are drawn from the middle classes or above. The¡e are
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more women than men in the sample and the vast majority of these women are

remembered for their professional activities. Fifty-nine percent of the people who

were examined are known to have been involved in feminist causes. Still others

appear to have been acrepting of women who pursued non-t¡aditional occupations.

The only individual in this sample of Durant's acquainrances who was vocally

opposed to women's rights is Queen Victoria. And her relatiotrship with the sculptor

was cordial but strictly busi¡ess-oriented.

The m¡k+up of Durant's social circle is strongly reminiscent of the political,

social, and occupationâl mix characteristic of the feminist netwo¡ks discussed i¡l

Chapter One of my thesis. Her friends were drawn from the full political sp€ctrum,

although the majority of her mele acquainre nces were radicals. A similar political

combi¡ation is seen in the social circles of prominent feminists Clementia Taylor,

Barbara Bodichon, Harriet Grote, and Kaæ Amberley.

Du¡ant's acquaintances came from a variety of diflerent occupations.

Although a significant ¡umþr of them were artists, they appear to have had little

more in cÆÍtmon than their work and their friendship with Durant. By contrasl

many of those from differing occupations knew each other apart from Durant,

Again, feminist circles were composed ofjust such a blend of professional people.

This web of relationships in which Durant participated was not based on

membership in the same political party or on a shared profession. Instead, the
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coûlmon element i¡ her netwo¡k of friends was a sympathetic attitude toward the

advancement of women.

Among the women in my sample of Durant's friends, a little over half were

married and one third were spinsters. This information accords with Banks's

findhgs that sixty'two percent of the ferrinists born between 1828 and 1848 were

narried and living with their husbands; twenty-nine perc€nt had never married.r6T

Although most feminists did become wives, albeit unconventionar ones, a sipificant

¡rrmþ¡ çþ6se to remain single for professional reasons or because they disagreed

with the legal institution of marriage. Durant, the Blackwell sisters, Frances cobbe

and Mary Lloyd deliberaúely rejected matrimony in company with a mall but

vigorous segÌìent of the Victorian feminist commr¡nity.

Anottrer feature Durant had in common with members of the nineteenth-

c€ntury feminist movement was her involvement in a self-help group. The society of

Female Artists was one of a collection of women's support groups founded to

faciït¿te the movE"nent of women i¡to the professions. Durant was able to

contribute to the society's goals by using her reputation as a sculptor to e¡hance the

image of the ann¡¿l s¡triþilion and to encourage aspiring fmale artists.

1þs ¿ccumul¿t€d data indicaûes that Durant chose to be involved with friends

and associations which promoted women's rights. Moreover, Durant's attitudes

towards m¿rriage and women's sufrrage accord with views held by members of the
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nineteenth-century feminist eÐmmrrni¡y. On the basis of f his infonnation, I suggest

that Susan Durant was a feminist.

Testimony from a fural, unnamed friend, lends further credence to this view.

On 1l January 1873, th€ Q¡1tr!. (a magazine for "ladies,') published a "biographical

notice of Miss Durant, v¡ritten by one who knew her as an artist and loved her as a

friend.nrG The author portrays Durant as a person who was dedicated to personal

excellence and the advancæent of women.

The powerful grasp of her intellect emb¡aced with ardor all the great
questions of the day, whether connected with the progress of science or the
enfranchisement of women. In this latter que.stion she was deeply intereste4
giving also every possible assistaûc€ to the improvement of female education,
which she always insiste.d sþe¿ld make professional work possible in case of
pecuniary nec€ssity. 16Ð

In the next chapter, a selection of Du¡ant's sculpture will be examined for additional

evidence of a feminist agenda.
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CHAPTER FOI,TR

WRIT"TENINSTONE

In "The Slntty Side," the American feminist writer Louisa May Alcott creates a

fictional sculptor named Rebecca. The ar¿ist, who is likely based on Alcott's friend

Harriet Homer, presents the visitors to her studio with "her idea of the coming

r oman," an imposing clay figure who is "both firm and tender.o Rebec¿a declares

her woman to be:

strong-ñinil€d, strong-hearted, strong-souled, and strong-bodied; that is why
I made her larger then the miserable, pinched-up woman of our day.
Strength and beauty must go together. Don't you think these broad
shoulders can be¿r burdens without breaking down, these hands work well,
these eyes see clearly, and these Iips dq soasrhing besides simper and gossip?t

By virtue of her occupation and independent lifestyle, the sculptor herself is the

embodiment of this ''new woman." Iæst the reader fails to gasp this point, Alcott.

portrays Rebecca as a tall woman "with a strong face, keen eyes, short, curly hair,

and a fine head."2 Likewise, the monumental work-in-progræs is an unequivocal

projection of Rebecca's convictions about the rights of women. Arrayed at the

st¿tue's feet are a "needle, pen, palette, and broom . . . and a ballot box,' indicating

the occupational capabilities of the woman and her power to pursue them.t The

e,merging statue gives mute úestimony to the vitality of the feminist movement. As

the sculptor moulds the clay into the desired form, she contrives to shape public

opinion. So compelling is the image of the self-reliant woman, portrayed in flesh and
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in clay, that the 'old fashioned girl" who was brought to visit at the studio begins to

reahze that r,vomen are capable of far more than the superlicial life of fashion,

accomplishments and gossip to which they are consiped. This capable sculptor

could easily be a portrait of Susan Durant.

Alcott's story, written fs¡ nins[çsafþ-sentury American readers, confirms an

expoctation that a feminist sculptor would us€ her work as a vehicle for proclaiming

her convictions about women's place in society. The artist's handiwork was intended

to provide a visual comrnentary on the status of women, thereby rebforcing the

rhetoric and actions of the feminists involved in the various women's campaiglts.

Moreover, Alcott suggests that memb€rs of the public, perhaps women in particular,

who looked upon the sculptor's work could apprehend the feminist overtones with

which it was infused and be i¡fluenced by them.

Sruan Durant committed few of her thoughts about women's concerns to

paper; her lette¡s offer only two brief sentences afhrming the campaip for women,s

suffrage. Insúead, her feminist testimony is written in stone. Like the statue ir

Alcott's story, certain of Durant's works reveal with silent eloquence the æulptor's

support of women's rigbts. Althougb she was fully immsrsed in the aesthetic and

stylistic currents of the ninet¡enth c€ntury, the subjects she chose and the manns¡ i¡

which she portrayed them reveal a celeb¡¿tion of the achievements of women and the
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strength of spirit which wometr can display in the face of adversity. Implicit in some

of her heroic worls is a critique of society's unfair treatment of women.

Five of her works will be examinsd f6¡ fsminist content. The selected pieces

are drawn from two different geffes, portraiture and classical figures, and they span

a period from 1856 to 1873, repræenting sixûeen years ofher twenty-fivÈyear c¿reer.

They have been chosen for two reasons. Firstly, Durant herself determined the

subject-matter for each of the five items. Secondly, there is sufficient information

available about the i¡dividual sculptures to make an analysis of the subject-matter

possible, even where there is no visual record ofa work.

In order to appreciate the feminist distinctives of Durant's sculpture, it is

necessary to make a brief review ofthe aesthetic clim¡te of nineteenth-century

Britairl.

Although sculpture was susceptible to some of the varying aesthetic currents

that circulated during the middle of Victoria's reign, it did not undergo as much

stylistic transformation as did painting. Two of the more enduring sculptural styles

to emerge were a modified Gothic form and a smooth, idealized Neo-classical type;

distinguishable from each other more in the variety ef çtsrhing represented than in

the modelling of the body. With minor alterations, including some concæssions to

modern dress, these 1'¡s sf¡ains dominated the figure sculpture of the mid-Victorian

era, finally giving way to an intensifled Realisn in the l880s. Susan Durant's
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sculpture with its mooth, rounded forms, serene facia! features and classical drapery

tends toward Neo-Classicism.

In terms of subject-matter, portrait busts dominated the workshops of

sculptors. These and funs¡al nsarrments were the most consist€nt source of income

during the ninsfse¡fþ c€ntury. Benedict Read isolates three types of portraiture,

each of which emphasized different valuæ.4 The nrealisticn variety was most

concerned with capturing an accruate likeness ofthe sitter, even unappealing

featu¡æ were given fi¡ll attention. By contras! what Read terms "effectim"

presented the dominant features only, softening facial irregularities so as to give the

most pleasing overall effect. Lastly, some sculptors preferred to evoke the character

of the sitter, emphasizing particular aspects of the bone-structure of the face or

rendering a distinctive facial expression. Du¡ant's portrait work does not easily lit

i¡to one of these categories. While her medallions and busts bear a clear

resemblance to their sitters (ofúen remarked by friends and family), the mooth

surface-handling glosses over all but the more noticeable expression lines in the face.

Nevertheless, she is able to captue something of the personality of the sitter in the

modelling of the bonestructure, mouth and eyæ. Her bust of Harriet Beecher Stowe

exudes some'hing of the quiet wamth for which the subject was noted, yet it is very

soroothly modelled.
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Cbarlotte Yeldham notes an interesti:rg trend in artists' choic€s of portrait

subjects. Begin¡ing in the late 1830s, the female artists in Yeldhan's study sought

sitters eñong tåe "men and women of t¿lent in the various professions" rather than

from the ranks of the nobiTty.s The vast majority of Durant's sitters are drawn

from the former caûegory of well-known people. See the appendix for a list of her

known works.

Accordiag to Read, heroic ligures had a much smaller market during the

nineteenth century but they continued to be ttre most highly esteemed typ€ of

sculpture. Characters d¡awn from Greco-Roman mythology, the Bible, British

history, and the classics of English literature ws¡s commissiened more often by civic

bodies than private individuals although the wealthiæt collectors still bought

sculpture to decoraûe their grand houses. Baron Jemes de Rothschild of Paris

commissioned Durant to sculpt a "pastoral subject in marble" in 1857.6 After the

1850s mythological figures were less frequently choæn by patrons due to wb¿t Read

cl¡ims was an anxiety about the paganism of these subjects which was fuelled by

religious uncertainty mid-way througb the ni¡eteenth century.? He comments that

some patrons also had scruples about the detailed nudity required by the mytbs,

although not all classical figures were presented fully or even partially undraped.

Forced by the ma¡ket to abandon classical nudes, sculptors selected biblical

subjects which permitted them to display their skill at depicting the unclothed þr'man
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form. Adam and Eve were obvious choices, but other, less likely characters were

presented hatÊnaked. Read cites Benjamin Spence's Rebecca at the Well (1860,

Walker A¡t Gallery, Liverpool) as an example of "the use of subjects from the Bible

as excuses for the portrayal of nude or partly nude women, little different from ttre

classical subjects cur¡ent at the same :me,n8

Although both male and female nudæ were abundantly represented in the

nineteenth century, there is a qualitative difference in the menner in which they were

portrayed. Many of the female nudes affect seductive poses, with drapery slipping

from their bodies and heads tumed coyly to one side. Others, like the Andromeda

figures discussed in Adrienne Auslander Munich's book, are images of female

bondage; unclothed vee¡e¡ sfoeined to immovable objects, resipedly awaiting a

terrible fate.e Whether or not they depict scenes from religious literature, Greco-

Roman mythology or English literature, such images represent more than a

convenient opportunity for the sculptor to display his skill in rendering the human

form. Munich asserts that the Andromeda myth reveals an uneasiness about gender

roles in the Victorian era. nOne discovers envy, fear, curiosity, unea.se, as well as a

conservative effort to classify women as docile Andromedas and men as st¿lwart

Perseuses."ro Joy Kasson argues that the nar¡ative content of the ideal female

figure ærved a dual purpose in nineteenth-century America. Firstly, it gave a moral

or aflecting tone to nudæ wh-ich legitimated their display in public. Secondly, it gave
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a social message, subtly or blatantly, about the nature and role of women.tt A very

sim.ilar agenda lay behind the rendering of ideat nudes in Victorian Britain. In

marked contrast with the robust, monumental woman in Alcott's novel, these

"marble queens and captivesn are shadowy figures which reflect the sexual anxieties

of nineteenth-century Britain and America.

Among female artists subjects from classical mythology were far less

frequently chosen than scenes from the Bible, English literature and British history.

Yeldham offers tb¡ee reasons fq¡ this ¿pparent rejection of Greco-Roman themes up

until the 1870s.t2 Most women had a scanty education in antique literature, not

many had access to the training in Latin and Greek at grammar schools reserved for

boys. Instead they received somewhat fi¡ller training in British history and literature.

In addition, many were ill-equipped to render the human figure due to their

exclusion from life-classes or, in extreme cases, formal art instruction of any sort.

Furthermore, public opinion decreed that grand subjects were not suitable for

women largely because it was considered improper for women to depict nude or

semi-nude bodies. However, as was mentioned in Chapûer Two, female sculptors

were well-trained in depicting the hlman body. Durant's extant female forms are

largely draped although fts elething reveals the contou¡s of their bodies.

\ latever the source of subject matter chosen by women artists, scenes

depicting women enduring difficult circumstances with dipity and courage
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overwhelmingly predominated. During the 1840s and 1850s religious zubjects which

emphasized loyalty and frlial devotion abounded in art exhibiæd by women. Figures

like Ruth and Naomi, Hagar aud Ishma€l were fe¿tured. Historical works produced

during these decadæ highlighted the heroism and suflering displayed by women.

Mary Queen of Scots was a popular choice. Heroines f¡om Enelish literature were

prevalent subjects from the 1840s through the 1860s. Lines derived from a literary

work provided the inspiration for affecting scenes which focused on the sadness and

suffering experienced by a female protagonist. Interest in the emotional conúent of

such works waned after the 1850s and when concerns over presenting "a code of

mo¡al conduct" arose.tt

Susaa Durant's known oeuvre includes frfty-six pieces of sculpture, over half

of which have disappeared in the one-hundred twenty years since her death. Most of

the ext¿nt sculptures are pieces in the Albert Memorial Cbapel, Windsor Castle.

Portraits maks r¡p 1þs eysrwþslming majority of her production. Of the ten figuræ

representing scenes from Greco-Roman mythology and English literature, five are

female. The pieces of Du¡ant's work that I have chosen 1s s¡amins are all of

women. Portrait busts of Harriet Beecher Stowe (1857) and Elizabeth Garrett

Anderson (1873) rr ill be dealt with f¡rst. Following them, I will discuss tåree of her

olassical works: the Faithful Shepherdess (1863), Constance (1866), and Ruth (1869).
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Susan Durant's relationships with Harriet Beecher Stowe and Eli:z,&th

Garrett (later Anderson) have been remarked on in Chapter Tbree of this 1¡gsis, an¿

the feminist involvements of these two portrait sitüers bave been described. The

oircumstances which led to Durant's preparation ofa bust of stowe have been traced

in tåe renowned authot's diariæ and letters. However, thus far nothing hes been

found out about the arrangements involved in modelting a portrait of Elizabeth

Garrett during the frnal year of Durant's life. That a ¡elationship already existed

between the doctor and the sculptor is evident f¡om Du¡ant's correspondence with

Garrett in the 1860s.

Both Harriet Beecher Stowe and Elizabeth Garrett had tremendous iconic

significance for Victoriaa society. The impact they had on ninete€nth c€ntury

culture, especially women's culture, went far beyond thei¡ own occupational

achievements aad feninist i¡volvements. Stowe, who had authored Uncle Tomls

Cahin and lobbied for the abolition of slavery in the United States, was generally

revered by the British public for her literary skill and her pro-emencipation activities.

she served as a remi¡der to the people of their broad-mi"dedness in eradicating the

evils of slavery from the British F.mpLe. The Duchess of sutherland presented her

with a gold replica ofa slave's shackles on which was engraved the dates ofthe

abolition of slavery h Brit¿in and in all British temitories.tt More importantly, to
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women itr mid-victorian Britain stowe was a rallying point for oppressed people-for

their own oppressed sex.

As was noted in Chapüer One, many women who became feminists in the

ninstee¡th century grew up in households where abolition was preached. Stowe

herælf recognized the need for political, legal and economic emancipation for

women. The tiñing of Durant's modelling of the bust of Harriet Beecher stowe in

NovEnber 1856 is significanf it followed the præentation of Ba¡bara Bodichon's

petition for a Married Women's Property Act before Parliament in the spring of

1856. The hoped for reform to the laws of marriage would radically alær the st¿tus

of married women. Under the existing law, wives were deemed to be the chattels of

their husbands much like slaves were the property of thei¡ masters. However, the

principle of coverture, which denied m¡rried women a legal existence apart from

thei¡ husbands, would be greatly undermined if women were allowed to own and

dispose of property as they chose.

The portrait was enthusiastically received by art critics and Stowe's family

alike (illustration 5). The Art ^lournal reviewer declared:

We have seldom seen a work of more entire excellence; it is a striking likeness
of the famous lady-simple and unaflecæd in style and character-cbarmingly
modelle{ and very skilfully wrougbt.15

Mary Beecher Perkins wrote to Isabella Beecher Hooker that the portrait of their

sisþr was "altogether the besl most be¿utiful likeness of her I have yet seen."r6
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Annie Fields, friend and biographer of the celebrated author, commented on the

difficulty portraitists and photographers had in capturing the beauty which infused

Stowe's face when she was engrosed in conversation, She concludes that the bust

"done by Miss Durant . . . , has preserved this sv¡se1 ¡vi4t expression of her

countenance. "17

The marble bust is now locaþd at the Stowe-Day Foundation in Hartford,

Connecticut; a plaster cast of the work is on display at Castle Howard in yorkshire

England. The total height of the work is twenty-four inches includi:rg a base

measuring four and one-half inches. It is signed and dated 1857 on the lower right

shoulder. There is a dreamy quality to the eyes and slightly smiling mouth of the

bust, as though Stowe were conûemplating a happy future. Her hai¡ is luxuriantly

modelled framing brow and cheekbones with "a careless, slow, undulating swell, . . .

and the mass is looped up behind in a classical knot, u/ith little pendant curls.nts A

wreath of ivy, signifying that the author's fame will never fade, enci¡cles her head.

She is clothed in a classical-style garment edged at the neck with a raised Greek .keyo

pattern, The shawl which covers her d¡ess is decoraæd with a cameo of her husband,

Calvin Ellis Stowe. The overall effect of the composition is a feeling of timeless

quietude.

The subsequent history of the bust is intøesting. Thinkhg that the Duchess

of Sutherla¡d would be a likely purchaser, Durant made the portrait in marble of
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"exquisite quality.' However, the sculptor misjudged the Duchess who refused the

worþ claiming it to be too expensive.re Insf€¿d, it b€came the property of the

Governor of Bombay where it remained until an America¡, Dr. Watlace Wood,

searched out and purchased the bust. He retumed to the United States with his find

and "unveiled it at New York University Hall of Fame in 1897." Thereafær the bust

cbanged hands twice, being purchased frst by Herbert Turrell from whose estate

Maria Miele (Mrs. Anthony) bought the portrait circa 1948. Miele sold it to

Katherine Seymour Day, the benefactor of the Stowe-Day Foundation in Hartford

Connecticut where the bust has been kept sinc¿ 1949.æ

While Harriet Beecher Stowe was associated with legal emancipation of the

oppressed Elizabeth Ganett represented the liberation of women from the control

over their bodies exert¡d by the male medic¿l est¿blishment. In the neme of science,

women had suflered agonies at the hands of doctors who did not adequately

underst¿nd the workings of female anatomy. Frances Power Cobbe was enraged at

the ignorance of doctors who perceived normal female functions such as the

menstrual cycle and childbirth to be pathological procæsses. In her article "The Little

He¿lth of Ladiæ" (1878) she exposed the ælf-serving nature of physicia¡s who

encouraged hypochondria in their well-to-do patients. Furthermore, she noted how

conveniently the medical commr¡nity's ndiscoveryn of the detrimental effects of
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mental exerlion upon fsrale heatth coincided with women's efforts to enter the

medical profe.ssion. 2'

Etizab€th Gar¡ett was deeply involved in the debate over the physiological

impact of education upon women. Her article ,'Sex and Mind in Education: A

Reply" (1874) rebutted Dr. Henry Maudsley's arguments that fmale students

suffered harm to their ability to reproduce as a result of thei¡ studies. Garrett

reminded the eminent doctor that women from the working classes engaged in much

heavier labour than did female students with no diminishment to their cbldbearing

capacities. In her opinion, middle+lass women suflered more mental and physical

ill¡ess f¡om the dissipations of the social season or the tedium of days "fiJled with

makebelieve occupations and dreary sham amusements" than they did from

studying.z

The rigbt to bodily privacy had become a cause célèbre âmong f@inists

following the institution of the CD Acts i¡ 1866 and 1869. Women led by Joæphine

Butler opposed the authority given to government medical officers to detain and

examine aûy rryoman whom they suspected to be a prostitute.s Although Garrett

did not join the campaign to repeal the CD Acts, for reasons stated in Chapter Tbree

of this thesis, by entering the medical profession and conc€ntrating her practice on

women and children exclusively, she initiaþd ar import¿nt step in the struggle of

women to regain control over thei¡ own bodies.
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The event which probably occasioned Durant's production of the portrait

bust was Garrett's est¿blishment of the New Hospital for Women (laûer renamed the

Elizabeth Garrett Anderson Hospital) n 1872.u Durant did not live to see the

portrait on display at the Royal Academy in the spring of 1873. Little trace remains

of this importaal s¡¡mple of Durant's work and its location is currently unknown.

The fi¡st of Durant's classical figuræ that I will discuss is the Faithful

She¡rherdess which was commissioned by the Corporation of the City of London for

the Mansion House in 1861. The Shepherdess wtß one of sevente€n sculptures

chosen to'rillustrate the creations ol the poets of Great Brit¿in."25 Fourteen

sculptors were given full f¡eedom to determi¡e which subject(s) they would portray

as long as they fulhlled this ¡ather broad requirelnent.æ Durant chose to illustrate

a scene from John Fletcher's play The Faithful Shenherdess (1610). Based on a

Greek pastoral novel, by Longus (3rd or 4th

century, A.D.), Fleæher's work is a morality play which contrasts licentious

behaviour with hdelity.

In the play, a shepherd called Perigot and a shepherdess named Anoret,

pledge themselves to each other, promising to formally declare thei¡ betrothal at a

magic fountain after thei¡ day's work. As a sign of his devotion, Perigot gives

Amo¡et a ring and a b¡acelet which she wears. In the course of the day another

shepherdess, Amarillis, meets up with Perigot and declaræ her love for him, But he,
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being chasæ and faithful to Amo¡et refuses her seductive advanc€s. Undaunted,

Amariltis contrives through magical means to disguise herself as Amoret and waylay

Perigot, who is horrified by her unchaste behaviour towards him. fuþ¡f ¡pe¡

killing her for her wantonness Perigot chases the imposúer into the woods where she

evades his pursuit moments before the arrival of the true Amo¡et. perigot seizes the

bewildered Amoret and plungæ his lance into her breas! leaving her to die.

Realizing that she has caused great harm, Amarillis confronts perigot and confesses

her ruse. Heartsick, Perigot go€s off by himself to contemplate suicide. However, by

magicat means Amoret's wound is heald and she seeks out her beloved. Believing

that the woman he sees is Amarillis in disguise once again, perigot rises to sh¡Us¡gs

her. Anxious to confirm her true identity and prove her fidelity Amoret points to the

tokens of Perigot's love for her saying:

look aûd see the Ring thou gavest me, and about my wrist that curious
bracelet thou thy self didst twist from those fai¡ Tresses: knowest thou
Amoret, hath not some newer love forc'd thee forget thy ancient faithf?

This is the moment of the play that Þurant chose to express in her statue of

the Faithful shenherdess. Amoret chidæ an overwrought perigot for bis low esteem

of her honour and calls his fidelity into question, imply¡ng that by his mistrust

Perigot has betrayed his beloved, Still unconvinced that this is the true Amoret,

Perigot wouads her once more, spitling her blood on his band. \ilhen he discovers

that the blood will not wash away he realizes that he hes mistaken innocencê for
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guilt. AX is set right and the play ends with faithfulness trilmphing over deceit and

wantonness.

The sculpture of the Faithful SheÍrherdess is located in the Egyptian Hall of

the M¡nsion House in London. Made of Ca¡arra marble the figure and base

together stand seven feet high; the work is mounted on a marble plinth inscribed

with the n¡me of the work, its sculptor, and the date 1863. Du¡ant's Shenherdess is

appropriaüely classical in form and clothing. The voh'minous drapery ofher robe

falls in finely textured folds exposing one shoulder and breast. Her oval face

regisûers a calm confidence born ofinnocenc€i cradled by her left arm, the crook

fashioned for her by Perigot leans on a diagonal from her left shoulder to her right

foot drawing the viewer's eyes to her gæturing hands.

The hands have been damaged and restored repeatedly sinc¿ Durant first

modelled them. Before being installed ia its appointed niche at the Egyptian Hall,

the figure was shown at the Royal Academy exhibition of 1863 where one of the

fingers was broken off.a In a photograph of the Faithful Shenherdess (illustration

6) repair work on all of the frngers of the right hand and the index finger of the left is

visible. During the middle 1950s, when rhis picture was taken, the conliguration of

the statue's hands agreed with the phrase "look and see the Ring thou gavest me,'

which was quoted in the Royal Academy Exhibition catalogue entry on Durant,s
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pastoral figure. t'Vith her left forefinger the She¡rherdesr points to a (now missing)

ring on the fourth finger ofher outstretched right hand.

A subæquent photograph (c. 1986, not shown) reveals a right hand missing

all but the frfth frnger and a left hand on which all of the fingers but the thumb are

improbably large and awkwardly curved as though loosely holdiag an object.

During the winter of 1992-93 the statue was sent once again for cleaning and

repairs. I had the opportunity of viewing the ligure in the final st¿ges of restoration

and was dimayed to furd that the fìngers of both hands, though beautifully

modelled had been shaped as though to grasp a cord. The reasoning behind this

presentation was that the bracelet on the right wrist looked like a portion of a

presumably damaged rope. In light of the quotation from the play this is surely an

accidental misrepresentation of Durant's origrnal work. It is unliksty that the rec€nt

restoration work has been altered to reflect accurately the subject chosen by Durant.

Susan Durant's intention to portray the FaithÊul Shenherdess vigorously

protesting her fidelity has been erased by a æries of accidents and

nisunderst¿ndings. Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of this history of

reconstruction is the shift in characterization undergone by the Shelherdess. In

Durant's original composition, she was an active moral agent, sure of her

righæousness. In the most recent restoration and its attendant inærpretation, the

Shephe¡dess is at best an attractive, meaningless pastoral ligure; and at worst a
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passive woman bound with a rope like a slave. This latter image is reminiscr¡rt of

Harriet Homels Zenobia (illustration 7) without the dipified deflrance which

appears in the fac¿ of the captive Queen of Palmyra.

The second of Durant's ideal figuræ which I will s¡amins is Constance. the

central character in the "Man of Lawe's Tale" from Chaucer's Canterbury Tales

(1386-1400). As her n¡me suggests, Constance repres€nts tenacþ in the face of

adversity. Cesare Ripa's lconologìa (1636), a compendium of embtems and

personifications for the use of artists, describqs the image of Constancy as narmed

with righteousness and unshakeble faith in her beliefs."æ

The pilgrims on the road to Canterbury are told the story of Constance, the

daugbter ofa Ch¡isti¿n Roman emperor, renowned for her beauty, vi¡tue and

steadfastness. The sultan of Syria hears of her charms and vows to ,'be ch¡istened

and baptized" in order to "be hers."s The emperor agrees to the sulran's offer of

marriage which involves the conversion of all the Syrian subjects to the Christian

faith. However, following the wedding the sultan's mother executes all those who

have abandoned Islam. Still alive, Constance is bundled into a rudderless boat and

set adrift on the Mediterranean Sea. Despiæ the apparent hopelessnæs of her

circ,rmstanc€s she re¿fl¡rms her faith itr Christ and awaits deliverance, Eventually

her boat runs aground near the castle of a pagan Northr¡mbrian lord. The

inhabitants takc her in, are impressed by her virtue and beauty, and eventually
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embrace her faith. The lord of the castle m¿kes her hjs wife and, in time, a son is

born to them. Once agaia, she is consiped to the rudderless boat by a mother-in-

law opposed to the Christian religion. She and her helpless child drift fe¡ mpny

years. However, Constancê's trnshakable faith is finally rewarded when she blows

up onto tle shores of Italy and is rescued. The story concludes happily with a

reunion of Const¿nce and her husband.

Like the shepherdess who endu¡es great suffering despite her innocence,

constance is another victim of injustic¿. In the face of repeated adversity she retai¡s

her faith and her dignity. Durant's Constance embodies a quotation from the Tale:

her little child lay weeping on her arm; and, kneeliag te,nderly to him s¡. sai¿,
"Hush little son, I will do you no han¡.,'3r

Const¿nce's tender care for the helpless cbjld is a deliberate evocation of Cb¡ist's

concern for the well-being of believers. The portion of the nar¡ative from which this

quote is drawn invites readers to ponder the dialectic between Strength and

weakness, a theme which recu¡s tåroughout the New Testament. In the sranz¿

immediately preceding the referenc¿ to the weeping cbild, Constance reiterates her

faith in Christ:

As strong as He has been, so is He now,
Ir Him I trust, and in His mother dear,
My sail and rudder, and my guirling star.32
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Her statement is ¡sminiscæn[ of the Apostle Paul's deslaration nI will all the more

gladly boast of my weaknesæs, that the power of Christ may rest upon me. . . . ; for

when I em weak, then I am strong.n33 The reader is also reminded of Paul's

testimony nThree times I have been shipwrecked; ¿ nighf ¿nd a day I have been adrift

at sea."3 $imil¿¡ty, though Constance is weak, her faith is strong, ultimately

enabling her to triumph over apparently insurmountable obstacles. For Victorian

women who were struggling to gain legal, educational and occupational rights,

Constance would have been a potent symbol of the value of perseverance.

The sculpture was given a mixed reception by reviewers (illustration 8). The

Adloruu¿l commented that "Miss Durant deserves some praise for a group taken

fron the Canterbury Tales."35 However, the critic from the Timcs was quite

reserved in his appraisal of the piece, noting it to be

large in style, and singularly free from anything effeminate in conception or
t¡eatment; indeed, it seems rather to err by dehciency than excess of the
quality of tenderness which we should have expected in a woman's rendering
ofthe subject,s

This sort of ofïh¿nd ¡lismissal of a woman's art was unfortunately common during

ffus ninst€eafþ century. In a review of the fi¡st exhibition of the Society of Female

Artists, the A¡tlo:¡rnal reporter noted the dilemma faced by women artists. \ryhen

they produced work which rvas pretty but not profound (floral still-lifes for example)

they were criticized for being too "fe¡dnine." However, if they choæ to portray
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bolder subjects or refrained from over-sentimental presentations tbeir work was

branded "unfeminine.'37 Durant's st¿tue was intended to express resolve, not

pathos.

Constance was shown at the Royal Academy exhibition of 1866, together

with portrait medallions of Queen Victoria and six of her children, also by Durant.

The work has not been traced since, but I believe I may have found the missing

Constance.

My research suggests that the group of Constance and her little child bears an

interesting relationship to the royal family; in fact it appears very likely that the cbld

in the group is a portrait of Prince Sigimund the son of eueen Victoria,s daughter

the Crown Princess of Prussia.

In September of 1865 Susan Durant was in Potsdam modelling the portrait of

the Crown Princess of Prussia, in con¡ection with the çommissis¡1 to decorate the

Albert Memorial Chapel. After the profile was completd the Crown princ¿ss

employed Durant to do oths piecæs including a portrait of the one-year-old

Sigismund.

Durant worked oo this piece at Windsor CastJe during the Crown princess's

visit with her mother the Queen in Novernber 1865. Modelling the likeness of an

extremely active toddler proved to be quite a ch¡llenge for Durant who was greatly

relieved when Sigimund fell asleep in the arms of his ourse,s She took advant¿ge
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of the moment and prepared a sketch of the baby and the nu¡se together which she

intended to sculpt independently of the commiqsioned portrait. Durant's diary

rel¿tes that the Crown Princess \{as very pleased with the portrait bust and the

sketch of the nuræ and baby: "She says that I am to tell everyone that the baby in

my group of mother and child is modelled from hef boy."s Sadly, Sieismund died

in June of 1866, less than a year afær sitting for his portrait. Durant makæ one final

mention of him in a letter from the Neue Palais in Potsdam \ilritt€n in April of 1869.

There she states that her sculpture of Sigismund is on his tomb at Friedenskirche in

Potsdem.4

No record of a work by Susan Durant can be found in the archives of

Sanssouci Castle in Potsdam. However, the funeral monument to Princ¿ Sigismund

at Sanssouci, which is currently attributed to the nineteenth-century German

sculptor Rei¡hold Begas, displays certain featu¡es which accord strongly with

doclmentation on Durant's portraits of the little prince. Firstly, the mausoleum is

decorated with both the winged woman holdi:rg a stumbering Sigismund and an

identical bust of the boy at the base of the statue pedætal. The two portraits, one a

bust aad the other a component of a group, directly correlate with the pieces

mentioned in the Durant papers. Secondly, tbe child sleeping on the woman's arm

corresponds well with both the quotation from Ch¿ucer and with Durant's comment

that Sieimund was asleep while she worked. Moreover, the child on the funeral
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monument has the size and bodily proportions ofa one-year-old" the age of

Sigismund when Durant me¿þllsd him. Thirdly, the funeral monument displays

some discord, nt elements. The wings appear to be on a different plane than the

woman's shoulders, giving the body an oddly rotated look. This suggests tbat they

were a later addition to the work which would not easily accommodate wings. In

addition, the decorative motif of scrolls and vegetation on the pedestal zupporting

the statue is at odds with the spare classicism of the woman and child. Finally, the

exhibition of Durant's Constance (1866) frts with the chronology ofher work on the

portrait of Sisimund (1865). On the basis of this evidenc¿, I wish to zuggest that

Susan Du¡ant's statue of Constance is in fact the figure sumounting 1¡s ¡¿¡gslsr¡m

of Sieismund at Sanssouci until now wrongly attributed to Begas.or

The last of Durant's heroic female sculptues that I will e¡emins is a bust of

Buth which was exhibited in the Royal Academy show of 1869. The biblical

character of Ruth fascinated people in Victorian Britain. Ac¿ording to Yeldham's

research she was the frequent subject ofworks by femate artists, especially during the

1840s. Otto and Jenny (Lind) Goldschmidt præented a musical version of the story

of Ruth in the late 1860s. Catherine Wi¡kworth, a feminist friend of Jenny Lind

describ€d the public receptiotr of the musical presentation in a letter of 6 December

1869: "The Ti¡oes never noticed it; the Pall Mall was severe; the Daity News

moderate but cold; all the other papers praired [sic] and there were [sic] no end of
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private letters;"4' Possibly the most arræting præentation of Ruth in the nineteenth

century was rnade in a novel by Etizabeth Gaskell.

When Gaskell's RuIh was published in 1852 it generated considerable

controversy. Looæly based on the Old Test¿ment figure, the novel expressed a

radical social agenda, exposing the double standard of morality and the wrongful

stima att¿ched to illegitimaçy. The book's central character is a young woman of

good morals who ekes out a meagre but honæt living as a s€mpstress. She fatls prey

to a profligate young mân who seduces her, ruining her good name and leaving her

to bear an illegitimate child. Throughout the novel, Gaskell contrasts Ruth's

essential purity of heart with her æducer's self-indulgent ¡¿f.¡¡s making the point

that the man was the truly guilty party h the affah.

Feminists such as Josephine Butler, An¡a Jameson and Elizab€th Barrett

þ¡eyning hailed Gaskell's novel as a welcome treatment of an ill which b€set British

society and undermined the lives of countless women.ot Butler's later work on the

campaip to repeal the CD Acts rv¿s simil¿¡ly aimed at correcting the false

assumption that prostitutes were wicked women who deserved to be hounded by the

law while the men who exploited them should be left alone. The words of the Report

of the Royal Commission on the Contagious Diseases Acts reflect the double

standard: "With the one sex the offence is sommilted as a matter of gain; with the

other it is an irregular indulgence of a natural impulæ,"{
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In the biblical aceount, Ruth is noteworthy for her loyalty to her widowed

mother-in-law, Naomi. Following the death of Ruth's husband, Naomi determi¡es

to leave the land of Moab a¡td retum to her native Judah in search of relatives who

might offer her shelter. Although a Moabitess, Ruth refuses to abandon Naomi

declaring nwhere you go I will go . . . ; your people shall be my people.'at All of

Ruth's actions in the nar¡ative are undertaken out ofa concern to provide for

Naomi. Destitute and far away from home Ruth agrees to Naomi's suggestion to

offer herself to Boaz, a kinsman and wealthy landowner who hes permitted her to

glean grain from his fields. Boaz agrees to honour his levi¡ate obligation, marries

her and provides both women with a home. The novel and the biblical ac¡ount

present a coñmon message: when virtuous women are placed in circrrmstanc€s of

extreme economic need they take desperate measures in order to survive. The Ruth

of the Old Testament has an additional appeal to feminists. She devoted her energies

to obtaining a secure place in society for Naomi. Those who were campaigning for

women's rights during fþs ninst€Ê¡f[ centu¡y would have related well to Ruth,s

solidarity with Naomi.

Through Gaskell's novel, Ruth b€came a social icon which influenced all

subsequent renderings of the subject, When Sus¡n Durant's bust of Ruth was

displayed at the Royal Academy it attracted considerable attention. According to

the Art Journalo the work nreceived much favourabte notice [and is] . . . to be cast in
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bronze by the famous house of Barbidienne [6iq], of Paris, who bave secured the right

of reproduetion, both life-size and of snaller dime¡sions."6 Austin Henry

Layard's comment to Durant that he had "particularly noticed and admired" the

piece accords with the evaluation of the reviewers.aT

ffus timing of Durant's production of rhis piec€ is sipificant. It was during

1869 that the last of the CD Acts was promulgated" prompting Elizabeth

Wolstenhol¡ne to establish the Ladies'National Association for the Repeal of the

Contagious Diseases Acts in December. However, feminist antagonism to these Acts

had been building since the initial legislation in 1862. It is altogether probable that

Durant's bust of Ruth was conceived as a protest ag¡ìns¡ 1¡. harassment of women

who were assumed to be prostitutes. Drawing upon both the biblical material and

the plot of the novel, Durant's sculpture would have conveyed a powerful message; if

women pulled together they could effectively challenge the double standard of

morality which bad been blatantly upheld by the CD Acts. The plight of "fallen

women" would b¿ve been particularly poignant to Durant in 18ó9, for in October of

tbat year she became an unwed mother. Although she ultimaæly managed to keep

the bifh of her son secrel she would have spent meny anxious moments fearing for

her reputation and her career during the pregnancy.

Each of the five pieces of sculpture by Durant that have þs¡ s¡amined in rhis

chapter conveys a recognizably f€rninist message, The portrait busts of Harriet
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Beecher Stowe and Elizabeth Garrett celebrated the individual achievements of the

sitþrs aad marked five important steps in the women's rigbts struggle during the

ni¡eteenth cêntury: the beginning of the campaign for married women's prop€rty

rigbts, the initial victory in women's fight to retqin control over their own bodies, the

right to education, to the vote, and to a profession- Durant's th¡ee heroic female

figures, The Faith ful Shepherdess. Constance and R¡¡1h were all women with whom

victorian feminists couJd identify. AII th¡ee of them were victimized because of thei¡

sexuality; as single mothers both Ruth and Constance ¡aised the issue of ,'fallen

woman-hood" and its associations with the double standard of morality. Thougb

faced with extreme adversity all three exhibiæd remarkable self-control and patience,

never giving in to despair despite the apparent hopelessness of their i¡dividual

situations. Such noble fìgures encouraged women to be proud of the capabilities of

their gender at a time when the majority of women lived anonymous lives under the

authority of husbands and fathers. Moreover, legendary heroines provided women

with inspiring role-models during the pioneering stages of the feminist movernent.

Three of Durant's worls, the two portraits and the bust of R¡¡tb, had a

distinctly personal significance for the sculptor. Both Harriet Beecher Stowe and

Elizabeth Garrett we¡e knowtr to Durant. Moreover, the particular causes they

zupported, suflrage and professional opportunitiæ for women, were dear to her

heart. Durant's experience of a pregnancy out of wed-loek and oone€rn for the well-
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being of her illegitimaþ child led her to identify with the figure of Ruth. These five

works from her oeuvre attest to a serious conc€rn for the rights of women. Susan

Durant used the visual language of a¡t to express her views; her feminist convictions

are written i¡l stone.
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CONCLUSION

At the outset of this thesis I undertook the task of demonstrating that the Victorian

sculptor Susan Durant was a feminist and that similar feminist convictions were held

by a sipificant segment of the female art c{rmmrrnity in nineteenth-century Britain.

The first chapter is devoted to a summary of current research on the nature of

the Victorian feminist co-munity so as to provide a cont€xt within which fs s¡amins

the actions of Susan Durant and female a¡tists as a g¡oup. Studies by philippa

Iævine and Olive Banks indicate that Victorian femini,sm was characterized by an

intricate web of women who related to one another across the traditional boundaries

of politics, religion and occupation. These networks that were so remarkable for

their integration formed the infrastructure for the various women's rights campaigns

which were promulgated during the çer¡rse 6f fþs ninete€nth century. Many of the

çampaigns were also loosely affrliated with one another, sharing members in

common. The campaips for access to the professions and to higher education were

intimately related; any advance made by either of these groups directty aflecæd the

other. Some issue groups distanc€d themselves from the mo¡e controversial fsminisf

causes for strategic reasons.

The profrle of Victorian fernidsts by Olive Banks indicates a series of factors

which predispoæd women to become women's rights activists. These factors include

an unconventional upbringing, familial involvement with radical politics, childhood
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exposure to abolition activities, and an evangelical or non-conformist religious

background.

To these predisposing factors I have added a seriæ of inhibiting

çi¡çumsþ¡ç6s which should be taken into consideration when evaluating a given

woman's commitment to feminis¡¡. Such rhings as family demands, concerns about

reputation, potential financial repercussions, and occupation¡l timit¿tions could

influence the extent to which a womaû participated in the more visible

maûifest¿tions of feminim. fþs limi15 imposed by careers in the visual and

performing arts have been emphasized. The chapúer concludes that Victorian

fminim v¡¿s somprised of a diversity of causes and people all of which were

concerned with improving the status of women.

In Chapter Twe ¿¡ s¡amin¿tien of the Victorian women's art movement was

made. The backgrounds of individual participants in this movement were reviewed

and compared with the profile of Victorian feminists which was presented in the fust

chapúer. Substantial similaritiæ were found between the female artists who were

sampled and the feminists zurveyed in Banks and lævine. Both groups were largely

drawn from the middle class and, like the feminists, a sipificant portion of the

artists came from familiæ with radical political leanings. Many of the sculptors and

painters in this study circulated in the social circles of women who were prominent in

the Victorian feminist movgnent. pe¡ g¡ample, both Susan Durant and the
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American sculptor Harriet Hosmer were friends of feminists Harriet Beecher Stowe

and An¡a Jameson.

The Society of Female A¡tists to which many of the female artists belonged

was shown to be an important link with the larger feminist community. The

connection between 1¡¡s sxhiþlting society and the langham place Circle suggests

that the women's art movement was in the forelront of initiatives to promote

women's acc€ss to the professions. On the basis of ttris evidence I have concluded

that the women's art movement was one of tåe various movements which together

comprised Victorian fe¡ninim.

The thi¡d chapúer presents a det¿iled analysis of the friends and group

aff¡Iiations of Susan Durant. The lives of people who knew Durant were examined

for evidence of feminist sympathiæ. Distinct patterns in the company she kept were

discovered, A sipificant portion of her friends were political radicals, meny of

*¡op çhempioned women's cau.ses in their capacities as Members of Parli¡ment.

An equally large contingent were avowed ferainists who concerned themselves with

issues of women's education, employment" and suffrage. A striking ulmber of

Durant's friends had con¡ections with each other independent of their relationship

with her, forming a network remarkably similar fs thoæ seen in the larger feminist

community.
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The groups with which Durant was affiliated also contained individuals from

her social ci¡cle. One group, the Society of Female Artists had distinctly feminist

origi¡s; the other goup was a professional club tbrough which she furthered her

career opportlnities.

Susan Durant was surrounded by føinists and people who were sympathetic

to the advaacment of women. Her social circle reflected in microcosm the

relationships and group affiliations which characterized both the women's art

moverrent and Victorian feminim. On the basis of this evidence together with the

tes :mony of an unnamed eulogis! I have zuggesûed that Susan Durant was indeed a

feminist.

The analysis ofa selection of her works in Chapter Four corroborates this

view. Durant chose to sculpt portraits of two women, Harriet Beecher Stowe and

Elizab€th Garrett, who were known for thei¡ involvement in wome,n's rights causes.

Moreover, ¡þs riming of her production of the.se pieces corræponded directty with

the launch of two important initiatives for the advancement of women: the

presentation of the petition for a married women's property act in Parliament and

the opening of the New Hospital for Women in London.

The th¡ee figures from literature that Durant sculpted were all women of

heroic virtue who had suffered for thei¡ sexuality. One, the figure of Rutb, was

probably iûtended as a silent expression of Durant's own anxietiæ about becoming
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an unwed mother. It also amounted to a mute condemnation of the double standard

of morality which was exe,mplified in the CD Acts, the last of which was

promulgated within six montbs of the exhibition of the æulpture. The figures of

Constance and the Faithful Shepherdess would have been seen as exemplars of

p€rseverance by women struggling to overcome monument¿l obstacles to their

causes.

lils many other members of the women's a¡t movement of the nineteenth

century, Susan Durant held feminist convictions. Whether her feminism predisposed

her to choose a non-traditional occupation, or whether it developed as a

consequence of grappling with the obstacles erected ag4inst female artists is

¿nimfrortant. With the support of her netwo¡k of feminist and radical friends she

was enabled to pursue her career as a sculptor and, belaúedly, leave her mark on

history.
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APPENDD(

List of K¡own Works by Su-"n Durant

Unless otherwise stated the medium, dimensions, and location of the sculptures are

rnknown. Abbreviations are as follows: Royal Academy (RA); British Institution

(BI); Society of Female Artists (SFA).

1. Portraits

1847. Miss Allwood (RA 1377). Bust.

Don Adolfo Bayo (RA 1418). Bust.

1848. Lidwell Heathom, Esq.(RA 1423). Bust.

1850. Cavaliere Sebastiano Fuezi (RA 1364).

1851. Daniel Whittle Harvey, Esq. (RA 1337). Busr.

1852. Matthew Begbie, Esq. (RA 1359). Medallion.

1853. Self porrrait (RA 1449). Marble bust.

1856. Mr. Mechi (RA 1311). Marble bust.

1857. Harriet Beecher Stowe (RA 1353). Marble bust, 24 inches high. Siped and
daæd below right shoulder. Stowe-Day Foundation, Ha¡tford, Con¡ecticut.
Plaster original. Castle Howard, Yorkshire.

1858. Lady Killeen (RA 1315), Marble.

H.H. Toussoun Pasha (SFA). Plaster bust. Englishwoman's Journal l, no.3
(1 May 1858): 206.
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1859. Harvey Brabazon Combe, son of B.H.Combe, Esq. (RA 1350). Marble.

1860. Joh¡ Percy, Esq., M.D., F.R.S. (RA 981).

Matthew Combe, Esq., LL.D. (RA 1055). Marble.

1863. George Grote, Esq. (RA I 135). Marble medalti on, 22 l/2 ncbes htdh, n A3
inchæ wide. College Art Collections, University College London.

1864. Baron Henri deTriqueti (RA 890).

1866. H.M. Queen Victoria (RA 875). Marble medallion. Signed and dated.
Royal Collection, Albert Memorial Chapel, Wi¡dsor Castle. plaster.

Osborne House, Isle of Wight.

H.R.H. Alb€rt, the Princ¿ Consort. Ma¡ble medallion. Signed and dated.
Royal Collection, Albert Memorial Chapel, Windsor. Plaster. Osborne
flg¡ss. Q¡nnis, l-tictionar,v of British Sculntors. s.v. Durant, Susan.

H.R.H. Pri¡ce Iæopold (RA 876). Marble medallion. Signed on underside of
shoulder. Albert Memorial Chapel. Plasûer. Osborne House.

H.R.H. Princess Louise (RA 877). Marble medallion. Signed on underside
of shoulder. Albert Memorial Chapel. Plaster. Osborne House.

H.R.H. the Crown Princess of Prussia @rincess Victoria) (RA 890). Marble
medallion. Signed on underside of shoulder. Alb€rt Memorial Chapel.
Plaster. Osborne House.

H.R.H. Pri¡c¿ Alfred @A 891). Marble medallion. Atbert Memorial
Chapel. Plaster. Osborne Horue.

H.R.H. Princess Beatrice (RA 892), Marble medalüon. Albert Memorial
Chapel. Plas¡er. Osborne House.

H.R.H. Princess Helena (RA 893). Marble medallion. Signed on underside
of shoulder, Albert Memorial Chapel. Plasúer. Osborne House.

Five grandchildren (nemæ not given) of H.M, eueen Victoria. Medallions.
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RA Vic. Add. Mss. Xl2C/7.

Col. Si¡ C.B. Phipps, K.C.B. Marble bust. RA Queen Victoria's Journal: 28
February 1866.

Sir Arthur Helps. Bust. RA Vic. Add. Mss. )12 74.

Howard Blackwell. Medallion. RA Vic. Add. Mss. )t2 69.

1867. Woronzow Greig, Esq., clerk of the peace for Surrey @A 1028). Marble
bust, posthumous.

H.R.H. Prince Sigimund (RA 1 I 1l). Marble bust. Suggesúed location:
Sanssouci Castle, Potsdam.

Mme Delesser! daughter of Hen¡i de Triqueti. Medallion. RA Vic. Add.
Mss )(/2 106.

King læopold of Belgium. Marble funeral moûument. Esher Parish Church,
Surrey. T .a Grande Enc]¡clo¡rédiq s.v. Durant, Susan.

1868. H.R.H. Princess Louis of Hesse (Princess Alice) @A 927). Marble
medallion. Signed on unde¡side of shoulder. Albert Memorial Chapel.
Plaster. Osborne House.

H.R.H. the Princess of Wales (RA 928). Marble medallion. Signed and
dated in background beside the back of the head. Atbert Memorial Chapel.
Plaster. Osbome House.

Miss Ritchie (RA 997). Marble.

1869. H.R.H. the Prince of Wales (RA I 143). Marble medallion. Siped on
underside of shoulder. Albert Memorial Chapel. Plaster. Osborne House.

Lily and Arthur Brooking (RA 1185). Marble.

1871. Nioa læhrnann. Marble bust with hardstone tarsia, 30 inches high, 23 3/8
inchæ wide. Privaûe collection, England. Apew's, Master Drawings and
Scul¡rture. Nove¡nber-December 1989, no. 81.
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1872. H.M. Queen Victoria (RA 1517). Marble bust. Destroyed during war of
1939-r94s.

1873. Eliza&th Garrett Anderson (RA 1577). Marble bust.

2. Ideal Subjects

1849. A lady (RA 1260). Bust.

1850. The Chief Mourner (RA 1346; also shown at Great Exhibition l85l). Statue
of a girl.

1851. Belisarius (Great Exhibition). Gunnis, r'ìicti
Durant, Susan.

1856. Robin Hood (RA 1271; also shown at Manchester Art Treasures Exhibition,
1857, and SFA 555, 1858). Marble statue.

1858. The Negligent Watchboy of the Vineyard Catching Locusts (RA 1169; also
shown at BI 648, 1860). Ma¡ble statue.

Warwick, the Kilrg Maker (SFA 555). Model. ',Society of Female A¡tists,"
Art Journal (1858): 14344.

1863. The Faithful Shepherdess (RA 1025). Marble statue, S4inches high.
Egyptian Hall, Mansion House, London.

Thetis (SFA). Th¡ee marble bas-reliefs. La Grande Fncyclo¡rédie, s.v.
Durant, Srtsan,

1865. Homer. Stone medallion. Mounted above the entrancê door of The
Ridgeway, Shere, Surrey, home of Mrs. Alicia Russell. RA Vic. Add. Mss.
xtz 5.

1866. Constanc€ (RA 855). Marble. Suggæted location: Sanssouci Castle,
Potsdam.

1869. Ruth (RA 1289). Marble bust.

s.v.
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